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LB You rea.lize that this, we hope? will go into the library a.t Union ColJ..t:;·;, 
for a kind of memory bank of cassettes. Would youte11 for the tape, ,,;,u. 
you give us your name. 
NR Heich (Hatban) 
LB And where were you born? 
NR I was born in a village called Tcrszow. Tm, nearest to1m or sbtetel 1-iac; .1,L,e11 .. L 
a mile away and lt was calJed, in Polish i.t was called, Stary Sambor. ,.iL: 
means old. So the Yiddish name was Al tshtL~i• Al tsht~1_. Stary ti•.; uld 
town, Now when ••• why it deveJoped. that way, why the Jewish name or the '(1 1:Ji:.-,J 
name was different from formal name, I don't know. It may well be that i,ttr 
••• before it was called Sambor it was called means I;;;;.-·.,. 
It was called Stary g the old town. And thA Yj_ddish tra.nsla-i;i_Dn 1t.'FJ.:: 
Al tshtut. 1he Jews 1x3ing very tracli tional and slow in changing stuck tu I.Y,, 
old name and only for ptUJ)Oses of 9 official purposes 9 ma,il:i.ng, school, r'e:';.i:>-
tration and so on, they used the Polish name, Stary Sambor. 
LB Now at the time,o.You were born in what year? 
NR I 1ras born Jwrn 6 9 1900. At the turn of the century. 
LB And at that time was this part of Austria Hunga:cy'i' 
NR It was part of Aastria HLU1gary. 
LB Now what was tfie nearest b.ig city'? I'm looking for a map too. 
NR Well it depends on how you define a big city. 
LB You define it. 
NR The nearest, Stary Sambol' was the nearest tmm. So we 1-1ent to school, thu c;J..lmen-
tary school and the cheder in Al tshtut. And we didn • t walk every day to ;c,cbool, 
we went Sunday to town, boarded with the rebbe in cheder. There were thr,,1, 
brothers in roughly in tbe same ••• I was, I started cbeder at the age of t.hn:>e 
and the other brother was five and one was seven, Three~ five, seven, Sc ,-i;➔ 
went and ·we slept at the cheder, The classroom was converted at night -Le a 
dorml.tory. And we broueht 0vui·y Sunday, wo brouc;ht uomrJ food, lig/:':11 9 buLLr:r, 
and chicken occasionaJJ y a.nd the rebb:i.tzi.n cooked for uu. And we paid. t 1·y 
-; 
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LB 
NR 
LB 
NR 
fa.ther paid tultion. You see that included probably also some cornpen.satb: 
for .,,Fr.·ida.y, we came hon10 for Shabbos. Tha~t was tl1e nea~rest town, 0u1.~ ;r;:1"~"1 
social 
was there a..nd all/contacts ••• for a time, the shul that my father and we ,F,:ii: 
to Shabbos, davening, was in that J.ittle town and that's a very intere:c,tir,,~ 
question, because it was beyond the legal limits. See Jews may not walk un 
the Shabbos for more than some distance. So we had to have a 
we had to resort to legal fict:i.on where you ••• 
Say that again, That word I chm 0 t know. 
Erev. 
Erev ls evening, 
Erev is evening. But this ic L' not ••• no, this is. is a symbolic 1 
well it :is a, it designates a certain symbolic function which enables yo,: t,1., 
walk on Shabbos a lonr;er: cllstance. If you 0re interested, Iijll exiilai:n. :it. th01 
details, 
LB Yes. 
NR You may not walk on Shabbos for more than a certain distance, two thousan,:l y:•,~ds ~ 
I don't Imow exactly what the distance is. Now our home was a greater d.L:; L:wc1!.,, 
the d.lstance between our home and the shul where we wer1t to daven was more Lhrv,1. 
the legal limit. Now, this prohibition did not apply to shorter distancer, 
So for a time ,lwhat Jews dld they actually, Frid.ay, they moved over to towr1 1 
slept there, went to shul, spent there the day a..nd. after dark or Sunday worn--
ing, they went home. And this was done, not only in our f;,,mily, but it wa,2. a 
very tedious bus:i.ness, You cannot move every Friday, taking care of the liom,, ~ 
tak:i.ng care of this, and children and that was true of course in pbobabl:y, 
of other Jews in previous generations when they were scattered, they fac,11: 
that problem, Now you had a choice, Elther stay away Shabbos fromminyan, 
which is not a sin, but it's not proper or solve that <li:fflculty. The dEfl<:.u1lJ 
was solved by symbolic moving. Suppose you move your house closer, On Fri:lo.} 
you move your home so you live closer to the shul, to break that ba.rrier. 
Well, what constitutes moving? Well, you can move, you can move all. the furnltur1!, 
t I • i • t t j 01·e l:,hln11, • 1 t ":; but when you can movo only a bed, ·, 1,i;,, cons ~-L .u ·es inov _nc; • • < , 
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not comfoTtable to take, li'riday II to take a bed and put it somewhere ir' 1 ,e-
tween ••• well, you move a part of your food. Suppose you move a chal1r\i~ .nJ 
so on. Well, n.nally the th:i.ng was reduced, rnovinr; syrnboJ.ical1y a bit '·' · :·,:tl i 
and. a bit of pepper, wra,p it up 5.n a piece of paper ancl F'rida;y, and 1 .. r'i 
to do it when I was a kicl, my mother used to send rne, o:r my older brot; , 
before, Friday you deposited it under or a storw O on the roA..(: > ; at''--
way between your home and the shu.l. That consti tu.ted a symbolic move. :;o, 
according to the tradition or law, I don't know if it was really a la1-1, ycu 
could move more, you could walk around for more, longer dis"t.:1.nces in cl:l 1''.,1c .. 
ent directions but not in any one direction. You could walk on Shabboc:.; i'iCl''c' 
than the legal limit, half of it this wa.y, half of it tbis way, half u jt, 
this way, half of it this way ••• 
LB But the total had to be the same. 
But 
NR No, the tot,11 could be more./the direction, you see. Now there was •• ,yo,:. 
couldn't walk in any one direction more than the dj_stance from you:r.· ho:n,,, 
But you could walk a,round, for i11Gtance, on Shabbos, in a little town, :/(;U 
could walk to neighbors and walk to visit, but as long as any one dirP<: Li en 
of walking did. not exceed the leaal Umit, , ~ 
LB That's why they make such good. 1awyers. 
NR Yes. So on Friday we used to depo£.;it, now why salt and _peper? I used to aa:.l, 
my father. Why not a challah7 A dog may find it and run away with :tt. > 
even a peasant ma,y pick it up. Salt a,nd pepper, nobody t not even a.n an i.rna.L., 
is 
because that had to be there, You had to be sure that this/there for i.r1(~ 
duration of the Shahbos, 
LB Would you check H then before,,,? 
NR No. No, It became just a ritual, almost a 
LB Now what, was the name of thchs? 
NR E:r:ev, 
LB Spell it. in Yiddish, 
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NR Eyin, Raish, Bet. Now, came Saturday mornirig I Shabbos in der free, we 1,;aJ>t,i 
fm our home to our new home. Th:!ttwas olJ. right. And our new home was Lhc 
place where th:i.s little th:i.ng was deposited.• And then, from there, the :; !~h, , 
direction, was the shul, That was all right .• On the way lv1ck, the same. ·ml 
that made it possible for us to get the benefit of Shabbos prayer ••• in H:-1ul, 
LB At home, really and cheder in this other place, 
NR Cheder was a different story. Cheder you know was only during the week. /n,1_ 
Sunday mornings, I f.old you 9 Sunday mornings we went tD town, took some Cuc] 
along, either walked or we often had the chance, somebody, some peasant ,1~.'.c' 
dr:tving by so that he gave us a ride, Like you have here in cars, what do 
you call it ••• 
LB A hitch. 
we 
NR A hitch, And/came Sunday afternoon or noon, to the rebbe, and we stayed tb.H'r': 
overnight and we attended the cheder and when I was six, we, when we rea,.::li1:-d 
the➔ age of six we had to attend public school, from e:lght to one or two, Vi,: 
attended public school and came back to the cheder. And sler)t there 0 foe ·U•f, 
night, That was our nearoGt town, 
LB No1-r wait a m~ute, I want to ask you something f:i.rst, •• I ..rant to be sure :1hr,1·e:, 
this is, Were you fo Galicia? 
NR Yes, 
LB Oh. Where were you on this rnap? 
in Austria 
NR Lemberg was the capital ci.ty of Galicia. Ga.Ucia had, /some of the l)arts or 
"1 
• 
n Austria hacl a parliament. Czechoslovakio,, Slovakia, Czech, Bohemia, Hurv_!>a,ry \1i" 
and so on. 
LB Hungary would certainly have a parliament 
NR Hungary was still a monarchy. 
I LB Well, I'm also learnlng my bi story as I go along. But thi.s story I never ht',Hd 
before. 
NR We were just a,bout here. Between Lemherg and the Slovakian border. The Sl )',1,1kia;, 
----~-~--~-----------
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LB 
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border would be about here. I know because I smuggled thE) border here wb,11 
I was jailed here in 1919. 
You were. 'J i:i,q· have to talk to you more than once. 
For two or three days. 
Now, was this a Ha~3idic town'? 
Well, there were Hasidim in town but there was no such thing as an all F:1 j 1c 
town and all non-Hasidic. 
LB Was your father a Hasld? 
NR Ml'1MVi, Well, my grandfather, that 0 s my father's father was a, very ardent 1 •· "'"' 
LB 
NR 
Hasid_, You know, you've hea:ccl of Belz. }Ie (lied_ two yec\rs before I 1·ras [;1).r·· a 
I didn't know him. 
And your father? 
r,tr father started out with this tradition but the BeJ.zw:· dynasty, ox· th1c: ~;,!1; u· 
tradition was too rigid, ascetic, And they really imposed a, great disc.i,llic•~. 
Li.ve simply, fasting often, studyine all day long and E,o on. My father H1.:; 
more attracted since he began being skept:lcal of that }:asidirn, but he did. it. 
in stages, so he was more attracted to the dynasty wh:tch was called the 
Rizhinover dyll\sty. Rizhinover. 
LB Rizhin? 
NR R:tzhin. 
LB Is that from the town of Rizhin? 
NR It's called the Rizhinover dynasty. 
LB I don't know that one, I never heard that one. 
NR They came, and of course they were in Russl<i, orig:l.nally, but then aB thcs ":11 
sons, each son established a 11:t:,tle dynasty •• ,at that tlme tliere .,,,.:, 
a town in Bukhovina., which was also a province of Aust.:d2,, and that Has 
called Sadagura. 
LB But they•re here now, aren't they'? 
NR That •s right! That's r:i.ght. No1-1, the &i.dagtffa, one of' the grwldch'l.1d:r:en ,. , 
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the Rizhinover, Freidman was their name, established , court, a hof, H'i ,,as, 
and they l:i. ved very princeJ.y. Beautiful dress, they dressed.. They cul t.:i -, :. I ,r!d 
the arts. 'l'hey played the v:i.olin. The women were very bea,utiful, bea.ut L f\1~ 1) 
d:r.essEid and they were driving in You know what 
And so that my father switchr:id to the &'1Clagura, for this reasonll 
modernity appealed to him. 
LB Now they've swttched back. 
NR And secondly. Yes, the &l<lagura are stilleo.I don't know what, here, I <iidr:'t 
fo1lot~. And then secondly he was, •• we lived in this village. This vHl: <c: 
:ln the foothills of the Ca,rrJathian mountains, And was used as a sort o'' ;:,r, 
lnforrnal placb wl·1e1~e Jews ca1n1e f1:-om tovm fox"' the summer, Zununerfr:ishenq /1-i 
luft. And they rented a l)easa.nt 's home or .in a Jewish home. There was n•.JU :ini•; 
elaborate~ here as is here 1n a summer resort, And the custom developed, ··• don' f. 
know, when 5 since my earliest childhood, that for every summer, one of Uw 
rabbinical, one of the :rabbis came to s1)end the e:i.ght weeks, two rr.onth;~ 
LB F'rom the Rizht.bnover ••• 
NR From the Sadagura.4' 
LB F-..com the Sadagura, 
NR later on others. Because there were Sadagura and Chortkover., ,the Ri:;,~bdinuv,,r 
dynasty spread out. }!Jach time they had six children, they had to have :; 
rabblnical courts. Anll they called it a pof, A court. refer:c;:,! t.c, 
tbe Belzer hof. liecause the Delzer people lived very simply. But the :~~-L L(~·;t 
1ived in a court, in a big house with servants ••• so this rabbi used to ,:;Ltb:_:ch 
himself and every Saturd:r;r, of course, you 
You knon what means? 
LB That's when everybody would gather around. 
NR No. No. Not everybody• ,Just the men. 
LB All right. B::Xcuse me. 
NR And after the service on Shabbos, you sit at long tables and the rabM. 1,n, Liu· 
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reads Torah, he meditates, and sometimes 
1 
and so we used to attend it ••• 
LB You did, 
NR Of course, Of course to me it was a, lark, There used. to come five, six >w1:'.ted 
LB 
NR 
Hasidim for Shabbos, It used to be black you know, Has:i.dim are dressecl 'er, 
black, The Poles, the peasants used to say that the 
Black rebbes. 
The black death. 
LB Oh is ••• 
NR Morovye is,,, 
if 
NR That's in a ••• not in a,/something comes, since they have some c:1U:311:icL 1n 
of these people And so my father used to attend lt toe and 
some of our :relatives came who were devoted Hasidim, came Shabbos and the:' 
stayed with us, 
LB Now would they hold this table» Sa.turday night, at your home? 
NR No, no, A big tent or barn. Big tentt we couldl1't hold several hundred peo,)1e. 
Of course they used to come Friday afternoon, they began coming, carriau~, 
walking and by train, And sometimes we had three four hundred, five hw,dr,,d 
people, 
LB That would be :i.n the town, you're talJdnr; about. 
No, 
NH /That W,ts in T .erszow Sra:o. i In our village and :ln the acljoir, ·'nc 
village, The two villages comliined. The railroad stat:l.on was for both lsU.l,).e;e :, 1 
Terszow •~Spas. 
LB Spas is the other town? 
NR The other village. Village not a town, you t,ee. Terszow-Spas, 
LB How do you spell the Gpas? 
NR Spas. Ancl Spas mrnd to draw more people because they ha.d a, little forer; t,, a 
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little woods where the peop1e ••• and from time to time :peiliple came for cur·,,. 
For tupercular people, Fresh air and good food,•, 
There was one town that a Galician told me was,. ,he lived near the Carpa.H·h.n .. 
also, There was thi.s beau-Llful. town, he said. people came .from all over, 
NR Kranitsa, 
LB That's it, 
NR Slll'e, Tha~ was :far away, .Also in the Carpathian mountatins but in the we.-:i. 
Kra.nitsa would be somewhere arow1d,. ,near Cracow, south of Cracow. And ,c;, 
this was the town ••• 
LB How many people, Jewish families 11 ved in your town? 
NR Well, I really don •t know but I would say no more than about two hundred, 
LB It was a small one, 
NR Very small, 
LB And around you, you would have peasants,., 
NR Villages, villages and all of them, the overwhelming maJority of the peo1iit0 
in the villages were Ukrainians, or Little Russians ai::. they called. them, 
Before Ukrainian. ,-Jkrainia.n Nationalism is relatively ne11 development. llf'-
cause some of them called themseJ. ves Li ttJ.e Russians. But then they bec;;,,11e 
nationalist and the Ukrainian became a, language and they began to insist on 
LB 
NR 
LB 
, , , thee schools and. Ukrainian was a le,gitimate subject, regular subject i.n 
the curriculum and in our vill.ae;e there were about a hw1dred and forty llc;rr r:<. 
I happen to remember the figure exactly because during the war years ••• 
The f:trst war. 
The first war, around. 1915, 1916, my father was, he wa.s ,._(·, ;n!,)c _r-
in the village council, He hacl certain, •• 
You mean like a kehilla? 
it NR No. Kehilla was in towns. There were not enough Jews for a kehilla. 'I'herH ;,,:,re 
only about six Jewish families 0 in the village, out of one hundred a.nd J:;rty. 
LB Then I'm confused. In your town, in/4er.szow, right, this was a village, 
D ·'' 
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NR Don 1 t call it town! 
LB No, don°t call it town. Rie;ht, In your village, how many Jewish famiJ.:u~;. , ·= :~<> 
in,,, 
NR Six. 
LB Six, 
NR 'I'hat's right, Ancl therefore we had to •• ,we didn't have a shul, even 9 :in ir 
town. 'I'hat 's why we had to go down to town on Shabbos, There were not , r:U;",t 
Jews for a shul, 
LB So where did you go now'? You went to •• , 
NR J\1tshtut, 
LB Al tshtut for your shul. Ann now where were these two htmdred :families L, ,· .. L Jc1 
were talking about? 
NR 1n Altshtut! 
LB That'!!. where there were two hundred Jewish famHier:1. 
NR That's right. 
LB O.K. In yours1 there were only six, 
NR About six, 11..aybe six, seven. It varies. And there were about three} fou·· 
Polish families, And about two or three German families. Sometimes reti n:ci 
ci vn servants. M3ny of the ci viJ. servants in Austrin .. t ·some, at the he\': ir ni.14 : 
most of them were Germans, but then the Poles acquired certain rights ,tn:1 th,; 
Ukrainians and the • But there were still Gome. so a few upor n·i,1::.,\-
ment, stayed on, And they boug.ht a little house in the village jn the '.'1l1'a,l 
area and they llved their lives there. We had about to11 or three Germ.·m 
families, six or seven Jewish families and the rest were Ukrainians. They 
were Greek Catholics, Not Greek O.L'thodox. 
LB Is that Uniate? 
NR Uniates. That's exactly what they were, Uniates. 
Now our village is a part of Russia, western Ukraine. I was there in JJ7r;, 
vlsiting. 
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LB It's gone through so many different stages since tha.t time. 
NR 'l'hat's right, When I was born I was an Austro-~Hungarian citizen. Then f:,I· 
six months I was a Ukrainian, western Ukra:inia.n cith,en, The Poles kick cul. 
the western Ukrainians then I became a l'olish citizen, from 1919 to, wc-U., t,) 
1930, But in 1923, in 1922, I left for Canada. And then i.n 1927 to the 1_n '. Led 
States, I became a Canadian citizen and then an American citizen, That'; '';v,-=, 
citizenships. 
LB And if you were there now, you'd be a Soviet citizen. 
NR I would be a.gain a Soviet ci ti:?,en, that 'a rj_gbt, 
LB That was in 1939, then, And even after that it went back and ·forth a fe\' 
times. 
NR Well, the Germa1rn ••• they Just covered the area during the war, when the.Y :1, 1,t.;,,,(: 
Hhen they :invaded Russia, they occupied, of course, that part, But :for ,, '..lrne 
in 1939 to 1941, we were o, i-iart of the Soviet Union, In the Soviet Un.1,J:t ,F; 
far as governing the area, And then the Germans invaded the Soviet Unicr;2x11} 
\ 
within two or three days, we were r:i.ght near the border oux area 
most of my people were killed by the Nazis :i..n the Holocaust, r,ty mother, 2, 
sister, a brother only two people survived, One, a nephew i-iLu 
came just in the nick o:f.' ·'.·.ime, in 1939 as an immigrant to Canada, He servccl :i.11 
the Polish Army and after his servj_ce they let him go, And another nephu•r cEJ, 1 11 · 
in 1935 and then a third niece actually survived the Holocaust, She wa:-; "J.rt 
hiding for two years in Dragovich, She got out o:f hiding, She got jnto ccn-
tact with us, She had our.address ••• 
LB In Dragovlch? 
NR Dragovich, In Dragovich. 
LB It's not on here (the map) but it. was mentioned. by somebody else, 
NR And the Yiddish wo1."d. was Druvich~ 
LB Druvlch, •• Now, tell me something P what dld your father do? There six Jl:)h· '. ;.;! i. 
families in this little village and what did he do? 
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NR !'l.(Y father married j_nto this village, into the family of my mother's. 1•ly 
mothe:c's father, my grandfather on rny mother's side, had a fa:rm. So th:L 
was one part o:f the business. But not the only one. l1lY father marr lr-;d ·: n ! , 
he wa,s a city fellow. 
LB Your father was a city fellow, 
NR Well, from that town, you knM. Not from a metropolis but, from Al tshtut, 
LB Oh, I see. 
NR '!'here was a shadchan, and he ha.d no zest for farming, Neither dicl I altr",1,1., 
I inUkel cows a little on vacation, helped out, I·tr mother ran the farm a,d 
LB 
NR 
hail. three sisters. When they grew up they on the farmi my moth,~·,_. ; 
the two sisters 0 My father just looked around for other business. They L,:r•:.u11, 
a, shek, do you know what a ~hek is'? The right to sell liquor. ThaL war; 1 :..::;d)f-i 
because lj_quor was a go\1ernment monopoly. It wcis a sot.tree of :i.ncome an, t .< ,;o 
a source of bribery for officials because you had to pay to get onu, '~; JL 
be had the exclus:1.ve right, which he got from his fatber-.in-law-=he h2,d 'L, 
the right to sell tobacco, a tobacco shop. 
\ What was fl,lso a government monopoly? Wasn't :Lt? 
That was also a government monop:il.y, yes, Every week we h2,d to go to town ,,.,,,: 
thw wholesaler in that town, also he was the exclus:i.ve wholesaler and 
tr:1.buted,,,from him you got the supplies o:f tobacco, cigarettes and so • JI· 1 
mentioning it now because last Sunday I attended a meeting of the Fecfre·,'., d.~ ,,,, 
of Polish Jews, And in the audience I met a man who was introduced to ,,_,, ;.;e 
was the grandson of that clilief wholesa,le:r:. He was a colonel in the Po:L L ;, , 
Army ••• 
LB He was a. Jew? And a colonel in the .Nlr:::h Ar.my? 
NR Oh yes. There were, in the P.olish Army, Jmd. he survivud the Holocau.s,a, J Lh.L1J.: 
he wa,s :tn RusEd.a, he fled or:., ,and then he was in the Comrnunlst :Pol:icd-1 T:f 
and he was emor:i.ted, sent on pension two years ago and he ca.me to th:i.s 
country. And he recelved a. P:>1lsh pem;ion. I didn't know h:i.m, I lrnevr h:; 
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father. His grand.father was thu supplier cf tobacco, from his grarnlfath L 
used to, from time to time as I grew up to be eleven, twelve, my :fathc, : , •rl 
to sencl me to get some irnp_pl:les for the week or for the 
knew the grandfather. Fei vel Vol volt. His son was Avrumcb J: , 
to take 
He used to go to cheder 1·r:tth me, to school and even a:t.tempted/gynmazhw ,id. 
he failed i:1 There were very few people, Jewish peOJ)l,::, i" :,')t· 
whoJe tmm of those two lmndrod families onJ.y about three who went to .i , .. :'> i , , 
Bec,1.use gymnasium was not rnad.dat.ory, Elementary school m:i. s mancla tory. 
difficult to get :i.n and you had. t.o go through tests and so on. But he 
a,nd he just ••• a drop out. /Ind he h: tho son of this Avn1mchik, 
LB 130 your father had two businesses so far, 
NH There's more. Wa.:tt: I1zy- father was an ambitlousnan but 1:,omet:l.mes his ambl 1.h, 
his, his endurance and his application and so on, h.is sU.ck--to-itivene,, .. L',)L 
short of his ambition. So he) tried this and tried that. And on the whol1: :-,:' h', 
sornettmes successful. Then he was amb:ttj_ous enough to secure, with a, r,a:·i;,i,d;~ 
an exclus1ve lwholesale right to sell liquor, ln a.notb, ·:· region, Not in ou ., • 
I\1 oux- region that was already in the hcmds of ·.a fam:lly, lorn, • And tlwy ' a.d 
it 9 you Imow, nobody could budge them, 
LB But you said., he Has sellirig liquor. 
NR Reta:i.J.. But the real money was when you got the monopoly for the whole r, L, 'i 1L, 
Nrnr then everybody bad to buy from here,• • 
LB Then you'd. be the d:i.stributor. 
NR That's right. Like the And he got it in a town ca.Led 
Uhneie, I think, i'md it appeared to be a ve:r:y successful and .,,. ·; 
richAst 
prornlsing. If you got th,,1,t like this man, the/ family h; (,:, 
town was Lom, Occas :tonally, of coun;e, he went to jail too because he rn · •.L ,(! 
the ••• well llke Bergrnan here (referring to the nurs:i.ng home scandals 1n • ·c. :;) 
They used bribery and ••• lit any rate he f;ervect. bis jail 1,entencu l;ut hr: :·n.,; 
gree+.ed as a. hero anyway hy the Jews when he came lx.1.ck from prlaon. They J,,i,J 
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a paraa.,e for him and a band of music and som8 of the .JeHish young teen , ! ; 
dre:'rned up as Cossacks on horses and went to the rai "_road statlon to '._fi>", :t 
him although he came from jail. From having served a jail sentence. 
LB Well, was the jail sentence for not having paid a bribe ••• or you don •t >:11o;r, 
NR He d:ldn 't confide in me. Jail sentence is because lie probably tried. to hci:)1• 
somebody or he didn't report the right number of, the rie;ht amotmt o:f pcu·:tt:, 
for he had to pay taxes, I don °t knm·Te At any right, Loni, his son I th:i1 ; ;,](;(, 
got into trouble as a diamond smue;gler ••• 
LB It's like one of my people, one of the people I intervfow-ed sald, \•JhatE•v ,,. Lhs .. 
Here doing, it was :i.llegal. 
NR Well, after all you couldn't survive during tbat period. In facts in th i ~: c,::LiJl .. 
try, if a union wants to s1ow up work 0 you go by the bc .. ok, You go by t),') nil,, , 
Instead of a strike you go by the rules. We are so sun:,, 11.1\clt-;,: 
by rules, you can't, it's worse even :in other countries, It's just fort1,n:c:,-Lc, 
in this country there's st:l.11 a private sector which ca.n esca1ie from gov,,m-• 
ment but c01>ntries like Huss:i.a you can't do anything w-:Lb,1uut. 
breaking the law, Well, that's another story, 
LB So your father is in the retail liquor. He ••• 
NR He tried to.,, 
LB To get the wholesale. 
NR Not in our region, That was •• ,and I don't know the details, If he bor:r_·o0,.•c, r:cw,y 
to invest H. It looked to be o, very good business and he had some 
At any rate, he appointed a manager, because it was far away from hrn!1e, 1~1 
father couldn't rm.wage it, At any J'.ate, there was some embezzlement, t;c, 
fraud.. They lost all the money. And I remember :lt. I was about eleven y 1 1: n; 
old 9 or ten yean, old. I remember it weJ.1 because, at home, re1,roacbe13, i ;r)thc; ·.,. ,. 
al though mother was a very quiet woman and she was very passive and. , , 1 1,d; 
nevertheless there were echoes, you know of this, 'I'be manager went to j;, i "L 
or to send him to jail or maybe he 
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8 or maybe he shouldn • t d.o it, a Jew; iry father, J.ciJ:1der. At any c:.;, .r -
there was a whole tsumatochet Do you know the word 
LB No. 
NR means excitement, It's a Yiddish word.. 
LB I know but I don't remember it from home, And believe me we had them, b1] L Ho 
must have called them something else, 
NR And well he came out, he lost everything • .And how they paid up his debt.2 1 
don't know. Then he had also, not all these things ••• 
(Tape ends) 
Side 2 000 
LB All :right, so he lost money and there was a brouhaha, •• 
NR But meanwhi.le, tt was never -t:rag:i.c in the sense we had a base, an econon:.,: !;:;,,:;-,, 
About eighty percent of ou:r need was suppli.ed by the farm, veg tables I Ji'.Yt,,. Lo,:.;,, 
chicken, e~s, geese, The only -thing we had to buy occasionally, mea -t, .fo h-0, l 
cows, but cows only for mi1k, For glving milk, We had four cows you see. 0c 
whatever he did, es sen auf dem tish iz gev_en_ ( there was food on the tabl,;) 
So there was no problem, Rent, of course we mmed the house. I was born irt a 
house which was built in the eighteenth century, One hlmdred fifty yea,c,, old, 
I-t was built by Radziwi.11. On the estate of Rad.zivill. Our village, the f', 0 11chL 
lord was Radziwill. Jacqueline's (Kennedy) sister's husr.,a,nd 's brother-•irJ-'<'tH. 
So all these things are taken care of. He could improvise and experimec \, irU,:i 
all sorts of businesses. Qw of the businesses which he also buil-t up, 1.r,(: it 
was seasonal but it was sometimes very profitable and that is to buy up q;;:s 
in the summer and put them in a basins with some water with some cheini::.cu 
treatment, we had no refrigeration in those days. So they had. some che1·ic,;.L, 
which kept the eggs from spoiUng ancl they were locked. up and sealed u1, a::01n ! 
September, several thousands and thousands of dozens of e::/:.:; an~ 
then around December he used to go to Berlin and sell the eggs and the:, ,,h:i.1) 
them, And mor:.;t of the time this was a very :profitable buslness beca.use C[·;c;c; 
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relatively 
were bought up/a.t a low price from the peasants in the summer, . ·~ 1t p· L 
had no alternative and in the big city, eggs were of com" .,0 
scarcity, a sca:cce item, And the11 I remember he used to have these b::.i,:; 
and on the top of the ba::;ins there was a. sort of a warehouse and a:r.orn:. 
December, November, they used to hire a number of young Jew:i sh men c.Wt, ': 
'l'boy 
packed. the ee;gs,/sorted tho eggs and each egg was to be checked, you 1:. 
that it lsn 't spoiled by .looking at H through a la1,1p. Imel they wcc:re 
cases and padded with straw they shouldn't break. ThE:y were loaded on 
train and shipped to Berlin, For the most pa.rt, this wa.s a. successful 
tion and he made enough money probably to pay for the whole year for 
extra expenses we had, Sometimes they ended Lragically because they w,, 1··:· 
frozen. 
,_· .:!,-
LB I was going to say, not only the spoiling but the freezing in Decernue:i::.,,, 
NR If we ha<! a severe winter, during the trip, du.ring the transport that e :; • , , 
and then of course they were worth nothing and they lost usually that .J t:cx • :; 
crop of eggs ••• was lost. He had a pa.rtner. I remember his name was Ha 1 t::1 , 
Most of the time I found out about these th:i.nes not by my father sH.t Olli' 
wHh me and telling me about the business, indeed I wouldn't ask him :.~ · J 
wouldn't sit down with me but from the,,. 
LB The al terca tlons? Between mother and father? 
NR Well, a1tercations or celebrations or whatever. So :\.f Hanash camE! over, ; ·., 
talked and my father told him about his experience in Berlin and when ": :· l\" 
went to Berlin he put his pais,,. (behind his ears, under his hat) 
LB He did wear pals. 
NR Oh yes. And a beard too.Sure. I had pais until I went to gymnasium 0 :i:t 
only when I went to gymnasium ••• 
LB See that's why when you said you weren't a Hasid I was going to pursue t\-,_c,.L, 
NR He had pais, yes. But to come to Berlin, a bj_g city, ancl he usually wore FL 1o,~-, 
caftan but for Berlin tr:1.p he had a. short caftan. Ancl er hat zich oh;,,,•;i11k;t 
) 
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Und das berdel hat fff oichet, •• 
LB Did he wear a shtremel? 
NR Only Shabbos. Only Shabbos, 
057 
LB Only Shabbos, So what did he wear to Berlin? 
NR To Berlin he wore a cloth hat, 
LB Did he look like a Has id when he went to Be::lin? 
P• 16 LE 
NR Vimmmm. You see, here your people look like Hasidim. There there was 11 , : , •(. L 
<lffistinction. All Jews dressed 1ike that. All frimer Y:i.(lden dressed lik2 i),·.·., 
LB And your father was a frimer Yid then, 
NR Well, he was,o.I had my suspicions about it but you couldn't help bu,. 
being frim in our town» 
LB That's right, 
NR Especially my father was in public life. For two years he was 1)resid-•1c, 
of the k~illa,coundil, which was a semi-official job and he bad to livr! 11:, 
to it, He was in charge ... he had to do with appoh1 tint:; rabbis if there lfl,~ 
vacancy or a hazan and so on. That too led to a lot of tension at home, 
LB Was your mother more frim than your father? 
NR Mother was sincere. My father was frim but he was a, skeptic, you see. 
And I'm sure, given a chance, brought here, he would forget about the who'r 
really 
thing. My mother was/very frum. She was, she was illiterate in Polish n.:: I 
she couldn't.• .and illiterate in }lebfew even, becaw:m rnadlach haben nlsh,. ,.,c• .. 
gag~n in cheder, (LittJ.o g:lr1s didn't go to cheder.) But she prayed wha :; :..;: ,: 
knew by heart, She :fa.sted every fast day. And during, when the war brokr 1, u i;, 
she fasted every r-'ionday to compel the I.ord, to pray that the Lord shoulc: ., LoJ) 
this blood-letting. I<'or four years. Very strong, q_uiet, determined, hone:; t, 
sincere woman. My father was, he was very clever, very good sense of hurnur, 
And he was.,.I suspect that ho did not, 
LB Was he a charmer? 
NH With jokes, yes, And, now, whatever I found aut about the tens:l.on, :i I \·,, 
9 
~ /'.fl 
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only through the impact on home life, I told you, he 1'l'as for two yean3 1 ::'1):: r -
dent of the kehilla and that involved certain fw1e-tions. The kehilla 'li''. ,.: ,:, ·cc.• 
nized by the Austrian government as a quasi public body. H had the ric :1 ;, l;i:J 
levy taxes ••• on the Jews, Now imagine, nobody likes a tax payer nor a 
assessor, So as soon as the tax assessments were rnaJie, my father bore 
brunt.. Now, they were after him in town when he went to town every da,y ::u 
collect the ma1-l. Most of his business was in town. But H they cou1dn ~ :, , 
him in town they tried, they tried to avoid him in town, they came out ·" 
jillage. 
LB Now who's they? You 111ean those who collected taxe::; from him? 
NR Whoever he,d bus:tness with him. Gri.evances were hro r·oJd. When you ,,,. • · 
1 1,, ,-
',,11 _ 
the taxes and then you try to col1ect them. Some people., .and they had ~: c-
rigbt to coll Get by the force of law. And then he was a,lso, •• had so1t1e ti i 1 !1· ~l) 
d.o with determining the sa:Laries paid to the shochet, to the hazan and , ,c on ,, 
Whatever you paid, is not enough so they used to come a,nd bother bim 0 '-:\·· ,, 
used to make nolse cu1d quar:r-el. An(l n1y rnother did:n 't llkeo,,, Vus dc .. rfil 1J __ 1~~2~~? 
What do you need 1 t for? My father liked kovecl (honor) you kno1'1' •• , 
LB Who doesn~t? 
NR Well, I don't know ••• some people more. And then, too, his arnibition !,,, 1 .,, 
promlnent did not, d:ld not square with his strength and determination. ,, 1:r 
sort of•.• 
LB Did you love hlm 'I 
NR My father •• , • well. • , 
LB What was your relationchi_p? No. It's not a fair question. Like you :,y ~ 
Do you love your mother? I don't get along wlth my mother hut I love h, ,, ,,:;., 
cause she's my mother, r:l/tht? 
NR Well, I got along with rny mother. I had the big he[;, t ad.or ••• closer re . :1, Li ,:,r1,: i 1 [> 
wlt.h my mother, I was the youngest fj_rst of all. Then I even ln my younc'' r· 
day::;, I had really devolopod more respeet for my mother becau1;;e of her 
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honesty, intcgrlty and ••• my fatlwr was, as I said, I wouldn't say a wht1elec-c1' 
in th:if; sense, but he sh:i.rked duties too ea.s:Uy -e.;:.poc:i.i]J,1 in Lhe early year1,. : • · 
on, he sort of changed. And ••• so that was tho relat:i.onsh:i.p. 
LB Here you ablt=: to talk to him••O:c if you IH:ffe to te..lk to someonr:, ~ would you ; 
t.o your mother ±atber than your fatber, or. did you talk to your brothers rn,t:.h• 
than either one? 
NR Rather to mother. 
LB Rather to mother. 
NR And to the sisters. The sisters were old.er, •• 
113 Would they be older than the p,ldesr!:, brother too? 
NR No. ~IY' oldest brother, then there came two sisters and then the three b1:ot\,,.J',, 
LB Two brothers? No. One brother? '.(\,rn sj_r::;ters. and then two brothers? 
NR Two brothers and myself. Three, 
LB So there were four brothers a11 together? 
NR I Four brothers. Six children• Four brothers and tHo sisters. But the one bro , •· r 
the olrJe,,t, was sort of removed from us by ten years. And he grow up as a. Yee,i, i 1°1 
bucher. He studied TAlmud. very clever. Very bright. In his da.y,s there was no "· ;,t;c.,.,J 
public school attendance. J\ncl Jews did not send their kids to scboolss to Goy·,: 
schules 1 as t.hey say, until they had to. Because he didn't h;ir,ve to sit withoul, ·, 
hat. He had the privilege of ••• bnt-. that of course, became the butt of all ::::or!,:. ,,;· 
jokes from the Polish kids P the Ukrainian k:i.ds, We hacl a lot of, •• So and then~ : y 
taught, in Austria •• , in Austrlan schools religion was a required subject, Auc:r';:·i 
Hungary was Catholic, So you· came into a classroom, the first thing you saw ic, 
,plcture of Ch:r.lst on the wall. So the rebbe told us, KeEk rd.sht! Don't look at Lt. 
Secondly, every school day started with a prayer. 
\ (RecHes yn:'ff,yer in Polish) I ,:\till remember that and that was seventy years cl{;c, ., 
when I en'Leren c1ementary schooJ., So the frimer Yidden, they shied away from i : .• 
You ha.ve to know, to 1ea,rn to vrd.lc, Poli.sh and Gorman, so you cl.id :lt in chr:cl(H' ,, 
, 
. 
-
) 
) 
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Some of the re bbes in cheder put a.sirle an hour or so. Or you dLd it with a i 
vate tutor. So my brother did not go to school, He had no secular schooling, 
He w0nt to cheder, From cheder to a h:'Lghm: cheder to a, Yeshiva d£tc 
studied 
and the 
LB No. 
Gemorra and when he was the age of 
tbey 
me chi ten,/ came and far be t·r:t _ im der 
elghteen he was the age, the shad•, 
Torah •• • You kncm vrha.t fa:cherr<'m F., 
NR 'Ibey gave hirn a test, Yes •• That was a part of qualification as potent:i.a L ,;•~i[i .. , 
in-law. He had to pass the test in Hebrew learning if the mechutin wanterl srn,;,, l.,.,,Ly 
a son-inr-law with, if not, a scholar, And most r1.ch Jews wanted at least one ,, 1 
in law to be a scholar. And. the Yeshivas became, to a very large extent, nat.c;r,r;nL, 1 ,,. 
LB I was just going to say,.,That's the first time that occurred to me,,,They ·11,,'1T 
like pathways to groomdom, Right? 
NR They tell even a story, that a Litvak ca,me to a Yeshi.va a,nd says I want a, to,:i,:. 
Piave you got a nice Yeshiva bucher for a son in law? Well, he must be, •• Ancl ii,i 
showed him one and he tested him and talked to him,,. He was very choosy. So l\,; 
~sked h:i.m, Listen, wha,t kind of a daughter do you have, that you 're so choosy? 
A daughteJ'.'? Who has a dauehte-c'? ~lo :,:hat do you, •• ~~E-~~ drein in a1ger.L~.- 1 
~1ernter aigen, let there be a learned. son int.he law :i.n th,3 house. You d.icl;,'i. 
need even a daughter, 
L_B Now. what kind of a, joke is this? Who tells it? The Ga.licia.ns? 
NR Wen, it makes no difference. It •• ,I heard it from a Litvak, It could be ,, • , 
LB It could be a Litvj_sher joke too"? 
NR It could be, Well, at any rate, now where were we? 
,LB Well you were telling sort of the relationship between ,1our :father and ;ycmr 
mother.,. , 
NR Before that you wanted to know about his business, He developed another bii•>inc;;;s 
but these were not at the same time necessarily. For instance, the egg \JlUS iru,:;s 
strlctly 
was/seasonal, two, three months and that was done mainly after my brother go!: 
older, We l:t ved in an area where the lumber industry was very i.rnportn.rlit. A lo/, I);' 
) 
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forests, saw mills and many Jews were engaged in selling lumber, buying limb,,, 
from the peasants and from the 
LB The poor, 
NR landlords, no, no. 
LB IJ.Jh the pori tz is a landlord? 
You know what pori t~ is? 
NR Poritz is a rich landlord, Pole, So rny brother got into this busnie~,s. Ho·, , ; 
don't know. And then they developed H. 'rhey bu:i.lt a lumber yard around tht; ,,jl_J 
and for a time my father waG a partner in a saw mill at any :r.a.te, so when J. .. 
alrea.dy in Canada, after we left, this became the main business of ••• 
LB In Poland, you're saylng no1~? 
NR •mat's already Poland. 
LB He was still,,,Now which brother was this? 
NR 'Ihe oldest brother, 
LB The oldest. The one that was the Yeshiva bucher. 
NH He got married and be, for two years he, er hat gegessen kest. Do you kno,i (r!iat 
essen kost means? 
LB No. 
NR A part of the dowry was that the in la.w, the father in laH • he would sta:; ;/ j :.r, 
him •• , 
LB You'd stay with your in laws, 
NR In laws, for support, w1til you sort of, look arotmd, find some ... 
LB O.K. I know the custom. I clidn 't know the ••• 
NH 'l'hms is essen kest • So he was there, 'lhen the war broke out in 1914- and ,, flcr. 
fled from, •• 
, LB Your family, 
NR Fa,mUy. That's right, To Budapest. And my brother was already, at that t; 
hat er gegessen kest,. He got rnarriecl :1.n 1912 and this was :i.n 1914-, He fled f:-:-:::, 
another part,. Anu. we found hlm later on, we eot in touch after some month.s , )r not 
knowlng where he was and he d.i1ln't know whore we were. Ho wac; ln J?racue, He i-·•·1 1 :,! t.r· 
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I'rague, After the war, he came back from Prague and he moved. into our how., , • 
LB Back in the vlllage. 
NR Yes. Hi t1 his family, At that time he alsready had a son, The son is inc , · ! :;,, 
in Montreal, And he developed that, together w:i.th father rlevelpped that lur ;; 
business. And when I came to visit them in 1933 and then in 1937, that's th 1 :.;I; 
visit, I was scheduled to visit them in 1940 but •• , You see we were three 1'.:1' ' 
in Montreal. \-le had an arrangement that every two or three years one goe~~ L, . ·, 1 , 
thep;i.rent~:1 and my t,urn 11oul<l have 11een again in SerJtember 191n, but the ',far· ·,.,. 
out and that's of course, •• So, at that time, the 'l'hirtj_es, my brothers,.,'\i' 
was already semi retired, Thero was a lumber business. But the farrTl war; :;ti 1 
'I'he farm Hen t on. 
LB Actually it was your mother's farm. 
NR My mother's fa:rm, 
LB And she ran the farm. Did she hire Polish women to hell) her'? Or Ukrainia1i: 
8 NR We had a ma:ld to help. Asleep in maia.. And only <luring the harvest and t:,, rJ"o11•• 
ing, for a day or two, you hired. laborers, local laborers to do,,, but not :::;t,,c,.1.:r, 
The farrn was not that large, I don't know, I doubt very much J.f it wa::_; mo:ce ·,;,~.,: 
ten acres. It was larger when my grandfather had :tt, But he had another dauc t.c:r 
so:tt had to be divided, on his death. 
LB This is your maternal granclfather. 
NR Yes, My maternal grandfather and my maternal gran<lmother lived with 1,r. T1 :, t j•; 
my father married into a house hwich was hi.s. Later on wo built another how. 
, • , the other sister married, also Jived in the village, ac:coss the road a.nd 
husbaJ1d, first husband, they had th:i:ee daughters. The first husband died in 
cholera epldemic, 
'LB Was that during the war? 
NR At the turn of the centuryo 
LB 1900 you mean? 
'-,-1 f /) -.1, 
NR Before I was born• And then she :r.emnrrled and had three 1,1ore children and th, y 
had a grocery store• Right across and they inhertted some of tho J.and. But :r.,}: l.i ,r i r 
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sideline was a grocery store which was the size of this room })erhaps ••• (a,L, , ~·. ' , 
and they were selling kerosenr_:i, ::;alt and flour occas:i.onaJ.ly, candy, rice '-"·' ! 
the part of the farm they inl:H,;r:i.ted and her husband also developed a, side 1·,J .. , .. , 
on '.I'hm·sclay, he bad peasants catch fish in the rivers, you know. And Frida,:• .. 1 ., 
he sold them in town, Fish af Shabbos. (Fish on the Sabba.th) 
" LB A<ttua,lly your family was q_ ui te •• , comfortable, 
NR Yes, In that vlllage, my father and my uncle were probably the weJ.l to , , ',i 
1Now the other Jewish people were poorer, And they made a living, also ever.', , '" ,c: 
a bit of land, 
LB They did, 
NR Yes, 
LB :::·ee ~ in the rest of Pol.and this wam t true. In Galicia it i·ms more true, 
NR Y s. A bit of land, They had their own potatoes, and vegetables and a cm, n.:1d. 
0 had. 
chickens, They had side lines. THO Here/wagons and they de1j_vered goods. 'l'r?:i:::-:,crbrJ 
goods. In town you know. 
LB But they weren't this kind of tr~ (carrier) (Mot:i.ons to shoulders) '.ic•\/ uer, 
this kind. (with a wagon) Not a shoulder tr~er. 
NH Tragers were in town, In town we had tragers. They were the riff raff. 
LB You want to know sometbine? When my father escaped from Hussia, and he _, ,_" ~ I , .• > ·~" 
young man.,. he and my mother and sever others ••• so he was held up in Bessarn, ::Ji;:,, 
and the rest of the group went on ahead. At first he wouldn 5 t tell us what 11 ; l j cl, 
And I said, What could you do, Pop? I mean, did. you kill someone? You know, .C 
couldn't imagine what was it that he did. He was a vasser trager. (water ca:,-i:·L:::~·) 
And he didn't want us to know. In order to make money to continue his trip t;.: L(e 
, United States. , , you know, to me this cloesn 't mean anything. Ah vasser trager, tfo s 
you have to make money, but to him it was so bad,, ,that sevl~nty, sixty y,?ar:; J.ai,;:-n· 
he couldn't tell me, 
NR That's right. Because our vasser trage:r was a, reta.rdecl man. Mentally ret,1.nlc,:, 
He ha.cl to tr~ vasser • (carry water) That was the lowest. Because thc')y neef', -i 110 
I . . I 
ra .., 
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intelligence whatsoever, eXC(=!pt to go to ·the well, which fr. in a marked pJ.a,,:, , 
and then go from one 
LB Ohhh,, I see, 
to another tmtil you 're finished, 
NR Wolf, the vasser trager, Short and he was really. He couldn t t •• , you co.ulcL 
hardly talk to him. He was the butt of all sorts of ••• 
LB I understand now. 
NR Now the tragers •• ,the pDrters •• ,they were smart, They had to hustle for 1 • .; • '•;,,, , 
And that was also still very low. An(Y. occupat,lon that called only upon phy~: 
\ 
strength and exertion was considered low, Anything that rises from th:➔,t 1eve, 
to the Talmud, Talmud cha.churn (wise one) his soc.i.al _prestige was in proport:Lo 
the distance from physical effort. 
LB I see. I see. 
NR You see, IJhysical strength wa.s ••• I don't know how ... You wanted to say, fo.c .>.1 -· 
stance to say something derogatory about, a man says gruhbo ;yu~. 
Ll3 Ah grubbe yung. Right, 
NR Fat fellow. In· ;the, Un Heel·. States ij;,sthe opposite P you venerate phydcal : 
athletics, and so on. But we didn't. The Jewish term for being noble is ec~:l, 
German term, FD.el, an edele mensch (a noble man) When we saw somebody emacia,t.P·: 
and on the verge of tuberculosis or what have you, it's an edel ah 
pale. Emaciated, That was consid.erEJd, because that was assocfa,ted with study:ir, 
all the time, And that was a completely, so alien to the West. 1Uien certainly 
~ ' ,.1•, 
America, I remember it, I uesed to say, Aho ah zah edele! And to running, at11J , ... 
That was not clone. I told you that I started to go to chedr?J' at the age of thr "':. 
Thj_s was a very traumatic experience beeause I remember that the :fin,t rnornory :.,1,:i.i, 
I have was standing in front of a little and crying the whole day. Thin ;-r.i r:c 
of the rebbe. Bectw::-;, not ')J'lY did you hcwe to e;o the:ce for the day a.ncl · 1· 
the evening you run to mama! But it Has the whole week, So it. was a great sho<', :.1, fil(,, 
But that doesn't cotmt you know. Wba·t counted :i.s that at the a{.;e of threet me ,Lc.ri:' 
shoin unhaiben zu lernen (one should already begin to learn) and that whole •• ,: " 
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member once, I was about s:ix or seven and after the cheder was over, ·l · 
fo:cnm,l lessons were aver. All the kids went home, But we had to stay u ,;,; 
We had no home to go, it.OS just we had to stay. So we a.te 
In the summer days, the day was long so there was s-UlJ. 7 <~ .L.' 
They let us play. The rebbe, Geht arois, Geht • So I remt nhe ·-1,, 
a game where you take a, what do you call it, a top ••• 
LB A hoop? 
. ' ,,, 
f NR You~ with a stick, you, like a, likea., ,what shall I tell you? What 'c ,1 i1u11_:: 
LB A hoop is a thing like ~,o (motions with hands) and circled. A round c:i.1 • i,, L, 
NH Yes. Yes. Well this is ••• this is rotmcl ~ a big one and 1-1h1.m you cha,sud i ,, ,:. L,1 
a stick ••• 
LB Ye::,. That 0s a, hoop. Rie;bt, Kids do it here too. 'tle used to do it. 
NR So I got out and we were not, the cheder was not far from the bath, 
LB The rn:i.kveh you mean. 
NR The rnikveh, the bath. NoH a ba.ther was not considered a very noble occu:-;,:,_;,,,, 
either. 
LB The one in charge ••• 
NR The one in charge of the bath. So that of course was ·transmitted to th, ,:'.rls. 
Ah bather's ying ( the young one) iz nisht geven ••• (was not so ••• ) And }. , , h,~-
was a neiehbor. So there was a,nother kid, my age, and hG had one and .L l> 
and we chased it. And I rw ver expected to meet my father because my fa l-.'. 1 
to come to town but around four O five o O clock he used to gu h ., 
And th:i.s time he stayed, and it waci about six thirty and there as I wa,; 
chasing this, my father comes. i\h_gemo:rra.h bucher, I started to learn ~',U;.,; t 
at the age o:f six or sevenv very early. Ah Gemorrah btichER ZUL A:RUM -~:L_:_!'....X.L:. 
~2_g1._~:tz ! Ah sha,;!,£,2tz. Shlurtzim lo Hen arum. Ah Gemorrah bucher __ Lmi L __ i 1· 
( A young boy, stuclyinr; Talmud, runs around like a Christian peas2.nt! .. , ·,. 
well bred Jewish boys do not run a,:councl. Only ,1011-,J,~•rs are wild and pby:;'t,: 
,y,)w 
., ' 
;_,.i .. , ,I 
LB J3ut you see, it was very important to him and to that life, it was :i.mv !_· f_·•,,tL, 
fJ 
q 
' 
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It may sound frnmy now but it wasn't fLmny then. 
NR Of course it was not funny. It was very, very serious and so on • .liow 1 1 ·,,,1,1,.l'j 
got away from this when I entered gymnazium, Now this brings me t,o thP q. ,,,:;ti , 1 
_in 
that you started to ask mo first, earlier, what was the bigger town. ",,,·1/,,ur:-
town there was only elementary school. There was an elementary school · ,1 Lhe 
village but it was a one room schoolp with peasant kids and my father :,,od·l 
never think of it. And besides you have to be ln a cheder. So we wenL 1.,1 
cheder and we arranged that we attend the public school in town. He n·,,:,h\' 1;.1,1, 
justification, some pull, I don •t know. So we all attended .• But there ,·._~ 1w 
there was no 
g2rmnazium there,/high school, Now we had a six yea,r school attendance ;,,; ,, U1,!. I. 
was after the end of the sixth year it was • At the Gll!; f' tl ••· 
fourth year of elementary school you had the privilege of applying for :;,iu,:L:,c: ic,;1 
to a gymnazium, And you had to :present yoursc:ilf for a test, Thi, fee w:-i,i-:', n TL v ':·.J 
much, If you were a good lstudent, it was free. But you had to prove ;/1,u:i·::;,d.L 
And every year you had to apply, for exemrition. But minimum, But lhe Lr<:t w;1,::: 
severe. A very rigid testQ 1\nd I had ambltfons to go to gynmazium. Eut at the 
end of the fourth year, when I began talking about H ••• 
LB How old would you be then? Seven! 
NR Ten, 
LB Ten, Oh. 
NR Elementary school s·tarted at the age o:f six. I started cheder at the ac:; n 
three. 
LB You started at tbree, Then elementary school was six and then another /'Ju:r 
years was ten, o. K, 
NR At the end.,. towarclr, the encl of the fourth year, when it was time to mu.,:,: , .. ,1 
appJJ.cation and make the dec:l.sion 9 you had to have a recommendation fr:l::,, if:') 
school and so on, my gra,ndfather, my mother's fathe:c., .ho! J\s long ar, ;1<: i\):; 
anything to say, •• Ancl there too, you see, I later. on, I blamed fathm·, '.,1 1.t1.,{' 
was not a fighter, Father wanted me to go to gymnaz:Lurn, But it wai:m 't 1i( 1.:1 
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fighting for it, 
LB You 'n" not the only one: 
NR Thtt 9s rir:;ht, Now if my mothfff hau. thought that I had to {!,(! she would. have 
probably put up ••• she was not a fighter in the sense of taJ.kinr, loud but 
LB 
NR 
very determined, like her si1ence. 
Yes. Hisht gezL!St iz olchet gezue:;t. (Not to say somethlng is to say sorneth:L 
Yes. Nish~zugt iz oichet gez~ii_. That's right. And she was a very strong 
1woman. So well, what cou1d I do? So I entered the flfth year, ~rust forgot 
about it and say, Let 0 s wait. \fo'l1 see. I don't remember whaL went througL 
my mind, 
LB Hl3,ybe grand.pa will die, You knoi•i, itns a very real, legitimate, •• 
NR Maybe 1t occurred to me. I don't remember. So I started the fifth ye;,,,:r:. AncJ, , 
LB By that time, let's see, you're eleven, so it's 1911. 
NR Tha.t's :eight, It was 1911 and I should have entered gymnaz:Lum at the end of J 
Normally. And sure enough, my grand.father died, in January. And one day 9 we 
were in cheder, the three of us and fc:J, ther came, he seldom came to r1hcd er to 
, ' 
: 
see us, he came over and called tw out. He i:mid, Der za:i.cl.e is geshtorben. (G:c:-w: -
father is dead.) 
LB Zehde. (Th:i.s is a matter of accent, Russian Jews having a clif.ferent voweJ. pro--
nunciat1.on from Galicians who speak a 0.Daitscher" Yiddish) 
NR I don't know how it affected us. I don't remember. And ••• ;,rn d:i.d not eve.11 go 
to the fu.nexal but I think we followed for a short distance. And then, I said 
Well, now that is my time, My time has come, And I brought up the whole que[, ',i • ,1, 
again and I said, I• m not go in[!; t,o continue. I'm quitting school in a week c;_-
so. I said, I'm quitting school a,nd I°m going to preparo :for the exams 9 the •,;: .• 
Now, I cl:ldn °t have to c1uit school. But I wanted to dramatize, 
LB ~'.'o make your point. 
NR That was right! As a. matter of fact, I couldn't quit school because they wcu7 : 
have arrested me for ••• woJ.1 9 not r1rrest, but ••• 
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LB No, You would have been forced to at J.east go the six years, 
NR What do you can H, that, •• 
LB Delinguency, 
Not 
NH /Deliq_uency. You don 9 t attend sch1>0l. There is a term for H. (Truancy) 
LB 
And the reason why I took the rireparation for the exam very seriously, bee,,,.' 1 • 
I was weak on zp Polish, and they paid a, lot of attent:ton, •• The language of i1 1 . 
stnuction in gymna.z,ium was Polish, And the Pol:1.sh teachers and the Polbh 0 
' 
they wanted to Polon:lze the, as much of the population as possible, to gain 
the upper hadn over the Ukrainians, Now Jews, linguistica.lly, asslmilatExl t· 
the Poles. When a Jew stopped talkirie Yiddish, •• 
LB He spoke Polish'? 
NR ;He spoke Polish, Just 1ike in QDfibec, Engl:i.sh. The French h,we it agair1st U 
Jews there , The .Tews are ••• 
(Tape off) 
Side J 000 
LB So, you wore preparing for your gymnazinm, right? 
NH Yes. The reason why I took it so seriously and with a grea,t deal of apprehen-.. 
sion was because, not the subjects. I had no trouble, I was e;ood in arithma,t.i c ~ 
I was good in whatever. the subject matter. I was a very good student. But I ,,;,_: 
weak in Polish. 
LB You spoke Yiddish at homo. 
HR At home I spoke Yiddish, and Ukrainian but, no, I mean :ln the street I spok11 
Ukrainian and Polish and a little b:lt of German but at home Yiddish. But not 
enough, I didn't have enough contact with Follsh kids to acquire a good accc1,L 
and so on, even though I studied the grammar and I was corTf,rllt in arti.c11lati 1 :,,. 
LB You didn't have facilJty, really, 
NR That's r:i.tsht. Because in cheder all the kids spoke Yiddish. In e1rnnentci.ry 
school, Ylddish. And at, home 9 Yiddish. And I was told they pay a lot of 
at ten t:i.on, the examiners ••• there's a wri i:.ten exam and an oral exam and they 
pay a lot o:f attention and J 0 \l. tetter be _prepared becc1.nse the fact thai, 
.. t,,_,-,.. 
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1°11 make very Godd marks in arithrnatic or history or 5.n :::,1ielling ancl 11_• 
but :if they find tbat you have a very bad accent, thuy- 011 just cancel ~(' ·> 1!. 
So, I spoke to father. My fc1ther finally agreed that I should start prep ,·; 
and even was very helpful, He had among the civil servanh;, wbo were mo:,' · 1 
thern 
I'oles, he had some acquaintances, friends, he bribed/for occa::::,lon3 a.ml c,, 
Various 
I remember myself, I used to bring butter and eggs to selected people Hh1 l 
the say in something that might affect my father's business. It, was a w,1;; 
life, 
LB I understand, And it wasn°t only in yolll.' village, 
NR Of course, It's all over. Of course. So th1s man 9 one 1rian, who wai:; sorne 
of an official, he, the son 0 who was a student at the university in Lvo-.;; 
le mberg and then, whether he f inlshed or not, at my rate, at that time 1 • 
alree.dy home and also took a job in e;overnment, Ostrowski wa,s h:i:5 name, , , ; 1.!·,u 
And he talked.to the faUwr ••• the son said, :fi,j_ne. 1'11 tutor him. A.ncl D'''- :·j 
I went to him for an hour or two. And we developecl a very elose fr:lE:imh:; l 1 :~, 
He was pleased that I wan tl~u. t.0 go to gymnazium, He wa[; pleased that I ; 
to study Polish ;,i,nd study :U, well. Ancl he noticed, of couxse he knew t.h 
had resistance at home, so he, in a way he admired my determination arid ,::o:1x•;1. , , 
and so on. So I had a fri,~ffl there and he started to sta.y with me longr,,· i;:·,-,.ii 
necessary, than the hour or two, From time to time I l:rought him fruit d:,, 
he prepared lunch for me. Hf) lived like a bachelor. He had his own l:i.tt; ~, 
apartment, And then, by the end of August, I had to present myself for !\i:c.· 
examlnation, I missed the reeular. The regular 1.1!!,t·, ,-:\) in which examinati 1J:;:; 
are held i.s June. But beca.use I was not in time for making the appl:leai..ioi: 
I mlssed. the regular examination period aml I had to do it two weeks bE'' v,·, 
i::chool. opeirnd, And school opened September first, so to\'Fa:rcls the end or· 
Aue,ust I presentnd my::;elf' for the test. And sure enoU£h, I passed, the 
tests last about two days, one day written and one d:.,.y oral. And I :J)iJ,S,· ,: 
alJ. the writtcm tests vr~ry well, 1:f you pass the wr:ttter; tests you Hen' 
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thJ:"O ugh the oral, Othe:cwiso they just• o • and in the orctls, rJ .. c;a.i11 ~ tbe:i:·e ;-1~ 1~ 
some questions from the German. German wa,s a .language. U:1:a:Lnia..11 was ,i J 
And I was asked for the a.ft.ernoon, I have to present myself for the ioJ.L 
The man who examined me, I still remember his name, Hj_s name was Kramer. 
he was a teacher in gynmazium. We called them professor::.;. And later on hr: 
taught fo;tin, I war, already Jn gymnazium. He was a Fole. I had my sw3plc · x1 
that ho was a convert, that the family were con vorts. h ,\l be was a son :i.,: ., td,,•; 
of a doctor, Dr, Bigeleisen I remember, m, was 8, very cUst~n--
guished doctor, very impressive, with a beard. And he 1-ms also, passed ;:;,:; 
Pole, And I had my suspicions about, •• 
LB About him too, 
NR No, not he, but, just like here, Schles1nger, Blumenthal and so on. ~:.ome;,,:(:l 
in the family. Well this Kramer talked to me) for about half an hour and 
accent was not very good, t•oi- pronunciation was probab1y rn.:tst.JJ.'able bectw,:,f•,,. 
:Polish is a very difficult Jane:llage to acquire. I found :i.t, I found EngL .. .:, 
more easy to learn than folish. 'The ch, ch, ch for insta.nce. I alsays tel i '')' 
friends, You want to know hoP difficult it is to learn }olish. Earthq_uak0 ·1 
Polish, is chincherdzenio. Surv:i.ve that, you can learn H,. And we had 1 in u,1.c· 
country, in the University of Lembere;, we had Englishmen who taught I,}1z;12,)· 1 i; 
the University level. Some of thorn had been twenty five years and they co ·l•L, 0 L 
spea,k :Polish. Very bad language, But, at any rate, he, I think he r,ort ot· crn-
mlseratecl with me. And I told him the story, that I had no occasion to sr, ,, 
l1olish. Now in gymnazium I would have, because most of the Jewish kicls whi, 
went to gymnaz:lum spoke Polish at home,. 'I'hey were from the assimilated.,, 
lawyers and doctors,., 
LB Warsa11.,, oh no, they wouldn't be from Warsaw. 
NR Not Warsaw, And J.ernberg had it::, own gymnaza.ium, 'fney 1wre from sun:ouncUn1 
areas. They were for instance, Samb::i:r. was 'l bigger to1m with about t.went:y 
thousand people, maybe two thousand Jewi.sh fa.ml1les. l'liof..d~ of the la.1-ryers ,;•;••,, 
Jews. Most of the doctor:::, 1wrcJ .Jown. Most of the bus'u1<:\':.;:srncn vrnr:e Je1•m •• 
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NR Those wr.oKere_ , · 1 they brou0 ht up their children alreay:l on the folisb 7: 
Hiny of i:.hem, So cert::=dnly the language of playing and ••• was }?ol:i.,,h for 
of them, And then he passed me. I.at.er on I was a. student of his in h:i.[, , , · 
in Ia.tin, I was a very good student and he was very friendly. That's ho> 
entered. But, to overcome certain difficulties, I had the pais. Now I w(, 1 ' • 
not. e, if I present myself flor the exa,mlna tion with. tl1e pa .. 1s, tf1ey HOt'.1-1 1- ,~, YJ.1 -
have failed me right away. I was told, There was no law a,zainst it. And \n,, 
not sure I would pass the exam, I couldn't cut off my pais because when ' cqt. 
off my pais and come back home to town and to face.,. 
LB The six families. 
NR In town: In shul: 'fuer.e were other famHies. 
LB Oh. Oh. Oh, 
NR Uncles! And all beard.ed, and so on. And. they began and they resented a.n·.1 
some of them had it aga.inst my father, Far vus ha.st du l!n g0;lost g2,Ln 11, 
gymnazia (Why did you let him go to gymnazlum?) Jn gynma,zium we hacl to ,:," 
! l ,-,ir 
"' " ·,) 
Shabbos, And Goyim and ••• Ahp zis nisht f;J,r Yidden. (IDt's not for Jews). ·,·u1 
know the old story. In our i,rhole townll three only at tended gymnazium, 1\1,. 
su~vived, myself and another one. So, my sister came to my aJ.d, F'i:r:st c,F' 1,., 
they thinned out the pais. They didn't cut, but they thinned them out. ,\ 
then with prune juice, they corn bed it ba.ck. 
LB With prune jucie? 
NR With prune juice. We had no cosmetics. Prune juice. 
LB But how inventive. 
NR Sticky. And I ha.d long ha.:i.r here, so thif:. also was a consfa.nt source of i ;:,·1-
tation between, and argument between me and my mother and grandfather, / 1,:,· 
vus clarf men baben azo:i. :fieJ.J.anger hur? (Why does hif; hair have to be s:; ? .i 
Shkutzim baben lapger bur. (Gentile boys have long ha5-~c) Jm•rn c'ut their :,.,,:; 
short. 
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LB Oh they did. 
NR Yes. You know why? 
LB The lice. 
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NR No. Well, lice, no •• ,becau~,e :;r you put the tfillin close to the bra.in, l,i1' 
close to the heart 0 you serve God with the heart and with your brain, re,J.,:;ri i 
man's mind. So that• s why thers must be no menia 1,:enia mean, , . , 
LB Interferr::nce. 
NR Intefference, 
LB Nothing between you and your communing wHh God, 
NR But I, in this respect I always stood my ground and I had. longer hair. Not 
very long but so that you coulcl comb the :pa.is and it would mingle w:Lth the 
hair here, (Behind the ears) 
LB You think that's part of the reason, maybe, somewhere in the back of your L1••''·' 
that you bad this? I mean, for example, it sounds to me as if in some cor1 c 
of your mind, you had already determined and you know at ·~on, chUuren of l..t ·n 
are q_u:lte young, And you had a.l:r:ec1,c'.y made up your mind about several thing~,, 
So you were, as one of the men I spoke to said, Well, I wlHn I was a very 
young boy. Before I was twelve. After twelve, er is shoin geven a man. (He ,1a:, 
already a man) You see? Now, so at ten, you bad already made up your m:ind :,, : r1 1 :, 
several things. You really didn°t have any str.ong support. from you:r motbm:· 
father. l~oth&ng that yo\!. could count on over a stable periocl of time. 
NR '11w only support I got I got :from my father vras this. My father was, J.ovo(' 
koved 9 and when he came to the b:i.gger towns occasionally, because he did 
business :tn town where there w;:1,,J the gymnzaium. And I walked with him a.nd 1, 
· were in uniform, the gymnazium put un in w1iforms. And he took a. certain 1i·',L,,, 
We met one of his suwU-em or customers and many of them ,·1,ffe themselveb wr•~i, 
a,lrea,cly iwre modern and some of them without beards and I ha.cl a very good 
record, and :tn a small town, after all it's still a small town. The wholn 
twenty thousaml peo,Ple, pract.:lcally overyhody knows who cloe,, 
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well ancl who fails. And every year they had, they published a report and 
so 
I usually headed the clasc; and/ho took a great deal of pride in me, Das_iz_ 
mein zin. Geht in gynmazium. E,'r iz der bester :!ralmid, and so on, T:-11.:i,t 's tlY: 
only encouragement or pricle. 
LB Yes, but you see you had to lllci.ke the decision before and go ahead without, 
then ca.me the support, You lUdn't receive the support so that you could rna~" 
tbe decision, 
NR I didn't receive the sup:r;lort and I didn°t receive the reco6nltion except on 
such occasions. I remember when I was eighteen, or nineteens passed. rnatu.ra. 
You know what matura is? Now that was also a e;reat •• ,and ho ha,d difficult·;, .: , , , 
but I don°t want to get ahead of the story, 
LB I understand about the difficulties, 
the Ukrainian 
NR But wo were expelled from school because we attended/school during the 
LB 
NR 
six months thatthe Ukrainian republic was established and Lhe Poles kich,d 
out the Ukralnians and declared everybody who attended. the schools were dis-
Il.:oyal, Only Jews and Ukrainians. The Poles ran away, They were disloyal to 
Poland, So we were all summar1ly expelled. from gymnazium, a few months befor~, 
passing matura. Now there was a lBlw where, an Austrian law which the Poles °tr)t''.; 
over, that one can present himself before ma.tura without even having attencl(,r: 
a clay school, I learned it. I Imow it. 
'I'hat would be in externa~ for example. 
of it ••• 
That's right. In externa, And some Jews took advantage/ e,.;:crhogox Jews who 
didn't want theh: SOllG to c;o to gymnazlum with Goyim on Shabbos. They stud.:it 
privately and they thE!mselves. So we presented ourselves, we c;ot 
ad vice from people in the know, 1nc1ucl.inr; some of our Jewish gym.nazium tea.cLc .1. 
\rho were a1so expel1ed, One incidentally, does the name P,tUt,1,,1,,,a,/.>!_(,,1,-1., mean 
anything to you? 
LB No, 
NR Nathan -~<,q;_t.wi,0 leu.1.-was professor of philosophy at the Hebrew Un:l.versity, 
rector of the uni verslty ••• He w.1s the son of this Rothensto.in, He wa,_; my 
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teacher of German and he wai:; expelled.. And he ad.vised u,,, Now they tr.wi:t 
an extern differently than a. man who passes matura after eight years 
attending. Because there, it was a formality. And the ox/ii.miners are your 
professors. But here they s1cmd the comrni~sion from Warsaw, this was 
in Warsaw. And tour;h people. And we had to really work vory, very hard. a,11,, 
most of us passed and some of us passed well, So I came h0Jr1e, after work:i,. 
very hard for three months, studying day and night and the train,.,there ;i.; 
only one tra:ln a day. It arrived at four o'clock in the morning, to the v : ' l, 
So at four o'clock, or four thirty I came home and knock at the door. t•iy . ' j ;;, : :,f J.' 
comes to the door. Ver i¼ du? - Nuta11, Nathan. So I said, In tug .t;, 0 ma.cht 
~.- (Today I passed my matm·a) ~ekimmen! UpgeTd_!~~::rr.! You know wL 
the word, upkimmen means ••• 
LB Finlshed. 
NR It means you get rid of some trouble. ~ekimmen. Gai shlLtfferi~• (Finished? 
1 
,i';. Go to sleep, )'l'hat was the only recognition 
LB So how do you account for it? I mean, soml~ children, you know if they clon' i. 
get the support, well they say, forget it. 
NR You see, I don't believe very much in environment, 
LB You don't, 
NR No, j I think, Pm not an educator. My wife j_s a professionaJ. 1,edagogue ani: 
educator and she teaches specialists in lea,rning disa.bi1Hles add is very 
well known. She's included in the Encycloped:i.o, of Gifted Teache:rn 1JLrf., so 
that 0s a standing argurnent, 
LB Between you and your wife. 
NR Yes and her friends who come, I think a lot of it is just wa:::tcd effort.. I:c,, 
to the extent that ••• 
LB Now what is your stand? 
NR My claim is that, :i.t must be in you. A part of you, in your genes. Of courJ, 
food, if you have food and slm.lter, that's import.ant, But all the other guiil.1,n1:r •• , 
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we guide ou:r: kids to dea:Lh. i<cw here you have the be:a;t cxamrJlo. We l1ac1 , 
kids. He were six children. We were all l)rougbt up by the same l)arents, ' i · 
salfle grandpanmts, the same environment. Not like here, a kid is sent to :•: ·.,·io 
lessons and w-e f_,end them in summer to a camp. We had. a ve~•::, concentrate,] , 
vb:onment/ And tb.i:t environment rerrLained the same for our period of gro.-:' tr:" 
Hy oldest brother would have been, if he had had the ad vantage of secu.L.1 j •• 
cation, or advantage of op:pod.u.nity at least, he might havH been a Vt~1:J 
laHyer, a very good doctor, perhaps a professor. A very h:cight, inteJJ ;~c: 
interested, But be took to the Talmud. That is of cmn'f;e •• , 
LB That 0s a legitimate field Loo. 
a'c!le 
NH Yes. Of n\y two sisters, onr::c was, would have been perha1)s/ •• but the sist. 
and w:dting and so on. My h10 older b:rothers, they were only two or UJ:cEc,. ·,,, 1·,.; 
removed from me had no interest in studying whatsoever. One started., bi 1 ',!: i c 
q_ualify for gynmazium, •• my father would never have thotr•:.bt of sending hb1 1 
gymnaz:i.um. _He had no ambition, So he sent him to commercial school, lec1,r11, L:J 
be a bookkeeper• And he fa:i.led. that too• But he came to t·lontreal, he bee; ,_c ,, ., 
very successful businessman. T'.hr,y built up a million dollar busJ_1·,,,,,,, 
They both dj_ed now The same cheder, the same :i.nfluence, the sa.,,,, 
cheder. The same teachers that I was exposed to, they were exposdd to. Tr,, 
was, •• therefore we ca.n identify the environment, Identical. And yet. 'Ih:, 
brothers had no interest wl1a tsoever in studying and I, from earliest chi11ir ;<J, 1 
was with 'books• And I had to overcome all sorts of diff':lcul t:i.e~c;, I wasn • L , , -, 
mittecl to the I)o1ish unive:n,U,y after 1919 ::~fter matm'a, So I smuge;lecl t: ,, 
border, risked b()ing jailecl, stm_'VE.Kl for about a year :i.n Lhe uni.versi-Ly c'' 
Well» not starved, but didn I t have enough to e2"t. ,'md there I di( 
for the first time the 1mnefit of the aid. of American of the, the Joint ,t • . ly 
operated there. So wrJ got soup kitchen and so on, But we iwuld. have surv.l 
without it too. And then camo liack and was adm:i:tted to tho Un-tversi-ty lJu '.. 
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didn • t J.ike the conditions :in :Poland 1-md my two brothers ;rere at that ti,1; • 
al.really i11 Canada, lart;ely rlue to my pulliDG, I p~ractica1l~y pullecl t~ielil ,.J :t., 
from Poland, Ono was in Poland., in Galicia, he had a very fsoor1 job :i.n a. :>L' 
and hr, would have staye<l there, The other was in, he fled to Budapest, hf) 
never ca.me back. He was, ha.cl a job there in a mLmit:i.ons factory in a, pJ.::1 . .r, 
there, a bookkeeper and he would have sta,yed there too. But when I came t,, 
I'raguo, I was very much faf;clnated by the possibilities uf l)migration. lr:1: ;,, 
1-1as, a,t that time, a~ gathering I)oint for people who fled f:eom Russia, JEit.r:: r-'.r~-: 
Ukrainia,ns who fled from tbe l)o1ish ree;ime. One of my teachers, H.wrd 0vJ.c\ 
was an Ukrainian, he fled to Prague, died there. And there were possib:U.J•.·,-: 
of going, A lot of it f~caucl, forgery. You could buy fraudulent ••• I carnE, t,, 
Pra[!;ue the first Ume 1 I wenl to the Jewish kehil1a opened ••• 
LB This was in 1919. 
NR 1919, 1920. For a yeaY.: I tutored in an Ital:i.an home in Galicia. And they 
grabbed me right away, Vilst du furen? Furen kin Guatemala, kin cuba 2 le~!:. 
~entina, passpo:rtcn. (Do you want to travel? To Guatemala, to Cuba, to 
Argentina, passports) 'rhey were selling passports a.nd sel1:i.ng visas. I saL1', 
No. Ich fur nisht. (No. I'm not traveling) I just entered the tmi versity ::11 1; 
I began pulling my brothers and one brother came there ard he got a visa l;,i 
Canada and the other one ancl l on<::·, :th•~ third, 
LB Why clld you want them out? 
NR Well, I cHdnot like the future prospects. 
LB You saw this already? 
NR Well, I didn't see the Holocausm. 
LB No. No. But, even 1,1ha,t took place in Poland between the bro rrn,rs was ••• 
, 
NH The first th:Lng, you ser~, tlJG JeHs Here the middle ela::,s. They wen, L11 t;.j-,. · 
businesses. Awl the J:'ol:i.sh 6 ove:rnmen t from the bee;:i.nnh1g; shmre(l. the cl et.er:"· 1 ;, •• 
tion, •• the Polish comrnwd. ty h(ifore I for i.nsta11ce in 1910, 1911 when I was 1 
kld, the Po1es and the UkcainlDJlG started t,o c; ..i.ro.palgn, separate ca.mpa:i.gm; r ' 
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ou.:r little toim, under the sJ.ogan, Bu~r from your o,.•; . 
LB I just finished reading about it. I mean I don't remember, but I jur:;t. 
finished rea.ding about it. 
NR Now in 1920, when the Poles took over, the spring of 1919 after the Ukra: i,, 
after six months of the Ukrainian regime, my father wanted to :renew the r, ·. 
buslneGs. Because du.ring the 1mr a.11 that was destroyed, \·le hacl a Russ:Lar 
occupation in our L:par-c, So at that time he had to get a license. Now we )'• , .. · 
told, very openly, and, vc1·y f:nu,Jdy, tl"'.at the Jew has no chance to gel, a ' : ,'. : • . .r , 
License had to be got ten from Warsaw. li.:xport license, J\n<l that ~ras very i , 
pprtant, you got foreign exchange. If you exported eggs to London, you gc L. 
pmnds and the Poles needed them. But they wouldn't give H to Jews, But :i; 
you found a Pole, a front, and you.for some consj_cleratlon, you pay b:im so111r Lr' 
you g(:;-1, lt in the name of that Polish person and then you could do.,,so lt 0 • ,:1 
up, I don't know, a woman, a, former member of the F'olish nobility, but im-
poverished nobility .. ,Ancl he talked. to her and she sald, Yee;, she has con:.,::L 
in Warsaw and she could proha,bly get it. She innde some :tnq_uiries and that .ic! 
arranged. And I was e;ol . .ng to go w:i.th her to Warsaw to take her, sbe was e , 
to see that 
older person and/she does the rieht thing and that the license is properly 
endowed and so on. And I did go to Warsaw in the beginrdne of 19fl0 and she 
did get the license. And that :License was worth a lot of money. In fact s , (' 
people just sold their license without bothering about sold .t L !,., 
another person. But the thing fell through because the local Poles had to 1 
the representatives of the Polish government, they had to certify that th{: 
basins and all that bad the sanitary facilities, •• 
LB So they could get you on a tcchnica,lHy if they wanted to. 
HR Well, maybe H was, But they were not really up to par. During the Russ:ia11 
invasion of 1916 none of the basins was restored, I mean not properly and 
then too, the Poles were particuJ>1rJ.y a,nxious because the export went 
t,o Germany. Boca use Germany was a poor Ge:rmany, a def'eabxl country. 
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But to London. So they were extra car0ful that the eggs woul:J 1•e then, of L':1e 
best character At D,ny rate, thf~ 
we did not eot the local certification :fell throue;h. l\ow, thingf; of U: 
sort, you wee, made me feel, My God, if you h,i.Vl'l to f:lght for E·vcry 1.it,tJ.e bl I, 
and compete on an uneven 1evel. Now 1-rhat cha.nee ••• what chance· do Jewish la1,rye1·: 0• 
have? Where the tendency would be in 1:,ach case to support the Polish young ma.Ji 
who wants to be a, lawyer, or doctor 
get out. 
and so on. I said, No, I have to 
LB Did you say this to your father and mother? 
NR WeJJ., yes, sure. 
LB Did they get out? 
NR No. They didn u t want to. The only _person who got out was mynephew. The olcle,; 1, 
son°s son. My oldest brother's son. He got out in 19J5. 
LB But your mother and father, •• they could not understand what you were sa.y:i.ng. 
NR They could understand, My mother would have,. ,my father wou1c1 have gone. But 
my mother said, Vuh vill ich furen? (Where will I go?) They were sE-wenty years r, • 
at the time. 
right. All r.ight! Mir haben zich gemHchet. Tu.h goy:'Lm haben zic}i ~crnichet. L}nt~-~~~~·_2>1 
mlchen, durch arbeiten, (We have suffered., From the Gentiles we lnve suffered ar, 
will again suffer but still work). Economically, they were very Hell off even LlJ iJ 
the Polish regime, 
LB sun. 
NR Yes, 
LB They still hid the farm, 
NR They had the farm, of course. And they had the lumber business" So and then a.;· :,Hl' 
, 
around 1925, 1926 when my brothers established a business i1• Montroal mid busir, .;:; 
was very good, so they began to send them rnoney, monthly support.. So they felt.,, 
LB It's so aggravating. Because, 1 mean, here there were passports to be got.ten ; iir1 
,Jews could ha,ve gotten out and they stayocl: 
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NR Well, because ••• 
LB Even, you talk to /mya and her family. They didn't want to come! 
NR You don °t appreciate the strength o:f the rootedness, you know, You get att2,c ,1 
LB That's right. No there's no blame. It 0s just people ... the fe11ow I'm workt11c•~ .i ·.:, 
says, People don't want to movn ! Thei.r home;:; arc there. Their fam.i.lies are tl",, 
Theyve been there for generationo, 
NR Without tha,t, you couldn't have any kind of ef;tablished c:i. vH:tzation. People-: ": 
the move ••• after all, when man was migratory he didn't ••• 
LB No, but we were a,rguing ••• because m=i both get upset. When tJ1ere nas a chanc,, ,., , 
move, people didn I t move. 
NR I argued with them in 1937, I was the last time visiting, I visi tecl my broth<'''' 
law. My sister had died,. She diecl of cancer in 1935. The brother in law stayc"! Y 
in Lemberg. He wa:3 one of the richest men in Lemberg. He had a textile, who:i.c:;. ' . 
house. was his name. He remarried, But I was still attached to him ar,; 
he had two daughibers, my nieces, And I argued wHh him. On the railroad, he Cf."l~·:"i' ·ic 
see me off in 1Bmberg. He came a,n hour early so we walked back and. forth thr:J li: ,.i; 
form. Back and forth. And h:ls namo was Davld, Dovidel, Dovidel, why don°t you c.-,.; J 
to Montreal? He wouldn •t. I acl vh,ed Montreal because my tlrn hrc,tbers were in h, , Lr ,,,1L 
a,11d they ha,d a big busi11css an(l their fa .. rnllies and so on. He sa~id., I could. se1: ·1 , 
business for about $200,000, Well, that's a fortune, In lembe:r.g that's a great i,,:.l. 
And even in ViontreaJ., before the war. I would have to lose $50,000 beca,use itec ,·t;;L 
allowed to export currency, foreign currency. So I would. have to f:lnd a way. Yvi :n:.>i,1,. 
there's a way of transferring. I said, So why don't you do it? So he said, vleL 1 
I was thinking. I said, Do it foe your daughters' sake;. In fact, one daughter 1;,,,:_; 
·k:llled a.nd he was kiJ.lecl later on and his second wiire rrcts kilJnd and ar1othor· d<1.11;~;LL "\n 
she was the one who survived, hid.int; for two years. She came l,O f·bntreal and .nu;;e 
she lives in Melbourne, Australia. That's a story in Hself, of how she tY,Ot to 
Australia. So he said, Well, look. Here 1°111 a well known person. I'm recoe;niz,c(, 
And I have my friends and I have an assurc~d futu1, 
So what's all._,.The Poles,.,we livccl with tho Poles, We livucl 11:ith the I'oJ.1.,::;, 
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we'll continue to live w:Lth the Poles. '.PhtJir ways, •• and so on. Here I am, 1: 
for the past twenty five years in this business and I'm still rwm:ing it. 
LB 1'his was in 1937 ':' 
NR This was in 1937. 19J9, ho wa,s killed by the Nazis and his two da11gbtcrs., , , ... 
his wife was ki11ed. They ha.cl another li ttlc boy with tbo n(~\'r wlfc, so tl1P 
boy was killed and the two daughte.rs flecl, to Dragovich. Why to Dragovich? 
just went there, wherever they hacl some hope to ••• 
LB Where would Dragov:tch be on the map? 
NR , Dra,eovlch would be in eastern Galicia. 
LB It would be in eastern? You Cl'111sider that your section Has Hestern? 
NR No. Oll-r section was cen traJ .• 
LB Central. So H's north of Stanir:,lavau. Near lemberg? 
NR Well I would say from ••• straiebt south, 
LB I have a sample ta .. pe here, Do you have a tape recoroer home'? Would you Li. iL·: 
tapes and listen tot.hem? Well, we'll talk about it after you've finished. 
the two gi:r.ls went to Dragovich,.. There were three daUc;trLerw, weren't thei,. 
daughters? 
NR Two daughters, •• One was about nineteen and one was about seventeen. Tney ':·:· • 
blue eyed and they had baptimnaJ_ certif:tcates, 
LB Oh, they did. 
NR Their lifo was not indane;er providAd they could keep t{le:i:c .:;ecrecy. i\nd. :. ,, , \. 1:(: 
Germans announced that they're recru:i.ting people to work in ,,:;errna11 factori•:>;t 
indust:des. And they thonc;ht this would be a way of sav:i.nc the1r l:i.. Vf)S ancl '"' , 1 i \ 'c: 
an income, They didn 9t ave anytlting to live on, They had 1:;ome fi·om home, bu .. ,., 
They brought with them ::iome mciiney, buL it, was beinc exhausted, So the o1cler 1 
they woulcln•t accept the younr:;c.1-· urw, you had to be oJcshteP.n. So the oldPr tu 
q uaJ.if :i.ed. 1\nd she was recruited. She left, with others and her complete tr2:,, 
disappeared. Nevor heard from hnr ae;ain. She may have bem1, Edther di::;cover,,,i 1 
detected by some acquaintancN, that sho was Jewish, or ma11y of them were kl d 
durlnts the bombing. See, the Allies bombed the war factories and many Germar . 
. \ 
< 1, 
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were ki1J.ed, They may ha,ve killed ••• she never heard.,. 
So this one was left now, a sew:m teen year old, Bluma was her narne, and. so srv ,J'-i 
knocked at a door of some,,, 
LB Pole? 
NR Pole. Ukrainia,n fam:tly. 
LB Ukrainian? 
NR Yes•.• 
(Tape cncls) 
Side l,t. 
NR All right, so, , • 
000 
LB Now this wa;:; an Ukrainian fami.Jy t.hat took her in, rictht? 
NR A woman, 1,hethor cl, widow or ~10 and whether she had sorrk':J jnfo:rmation, ad vane ·; 
informttion that that woman can be talked to a bout it or ntaybe riers ua,cled ••• a.1 · 
she took her j_n. And she kept her for about eighteen months, twnety months, Ir: 
Llaytime, she was in the attic and at night she used to come clown ln the house,, ,, 
never went out of the hot<rSe, lmrl she had some jewel:r.ey that the ste:pmother g:v.,: 
her they J.eft the house, tbe home, So she gave it to hr:i:r: and that may have be,:r: ,t,, 
inclucemont, But she could 1-a ve taken it anyway and reportrn1 her to the Germ,:Lr:' • .,: 
turned her in, But she didn't. 
LB Did she knm·r she was a Jew? Diel the woman know she was a. J"ew? 
NR Ob yes, Otherwise why d.o you hide? 
LB Why do you hide? R:lgli-t. 
NR She said that in the course c,f the conversations she sa.icl, Hc~11, :i.t so 
Lbat the Hussians came here, •• the nussla11:3 occupied her home before the Ge:rJt,,, 
ca,me. The l-lussians took my son awa.y • Took him to the army 1)rol:irtb1y • I don't :, ;: , 
And maybe if I'm nice to you, Gorl wil1 :protec:t my ::;on. 
LB I w1dersta.nd that. Bee1:),use I <lo that for ,,tudents. I say, foe examp1e, if' 
da,ti&hter viere in this fix, I i-roulcl hope tha.t somebody WQU1d cfo that for her. 
NR Well, a.t any rate, after that sho uame out and she found her way to famc)e:rt,, ' ... 
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•::,,., ::,,~ her farnily 1ived in leml1erg. She was a student in the c;ynma.zlum there. She 
':u, :1 the town and she i.wrirnd for a t:l.mo in, in a, little sor+, of, restaurant for 
:/1::·,,,ian soldiers, whether it was in a bar, I don't Irnow. She worked her way west-
,.,, : ·l • mx: knew she ha.J rny name and address, and the address of my brothers in . Mon-
i,c••1.1v the uncles. And on Yo© Kippur, this was, she was liberated by the Russians 
··,1 1 I think in Mrnch, Apr:i.1 194,5. Then she worked for cl, time. Then in on Yom Kippur 
.t, after Yom Ki1JJ)Lff, at the end of Yorn Kippur, I got a. call from somebody in 
LLr· n:i~on)c, A~ee you Na.thar1 Reich? I said, Yes, He said, Are you a professor? Yes. 
,,,J, you a professor at Hunter Coller;e? Yes. I have a letter for you from your,., 
: ,o / ou have a niece? I said, I have many niece:3 in Europe• Do you have a niece, 
Stein'? 
' 
1'!sf. Yes, Well, I have a letter from Bluma Stein which my brother, my son, who 
~·.· :.(:-, in the 1\msrica11 c11."n1)', b~/ that time the Ainerica.n army all."'ea,dy ser1t, to so:r·t of 
in agreement 
, _,, ,m comrn:HteeG to clistri.bute all sorts of aid,., in under:standing/wi th the 
> 1: .. \ans. The Russians occupied that territo:cy. And at that time she was already 
; 11 >'aco11. She vrar.; moving westaard. Cracow was a.lrc11d.y a 1-'olish •• ,PoliBh Communist 
;,(, ,, ·1111en-L, ~,o as .soon as we beard.,.and they lived in ga,ngs 9 all these people who 
;berated~ they [!;Ot together and she found nome friends, As a matter of fact, 
:, the 111:,eratecl 1ieople, she found a, man whoni she later ••• fifteen years later, 
:· id, went to Melbuurne. Well, as soon as they heard that there's an American 
, ion, and there are some Jews amone the Amt-)rican people, they came in. There 
,: i-. ,,c; mail. No commLmication, No mail communication. No re@uJ.ar mail communication 
,,:t. .:11 fabed, So she r:save them a letter: that she 0 s :Ln Craco1,1 and I got the letter 
·,t t'liO weeks later. I, at that time, was on leave of absence from Hunter College 
1rnrked on the Joint's Distribution Committee. I went to Europe 
1; ,,isl ted the variou::; camps and was in charge of relief work and so on, So I 
,,.,_,; t1y got in touch with the, our representative in Cracow. We had :cepresentatj_ves ••• 
"on as an arr:a HM:; 1 l.berated from the Nazis together with the American army, 
(' .. Jl~ :cepresE-,ntrit:i.ve carne with them, almost. And then I i:,ot from him a messar;e 
:~he's not there. T :indicated that sbe 0 s that ancl that ••• she gave me an address •• , 
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she~s not -Lhe:::e. She left for Humania. All :eight, so I wa:ited. Su.re enough, about 
a week later~ J got a messa,ee from Humaria that she ls there, So I communicated 
w:i.tb ou.r repre:3entati ve in numania. Dy tho time he got it, she was in Vienna. 
At any rate, sh~) was a very restle~;s an<l very enert:;etic woman, She war; a real 
A:i.shW3 cbail. 
L"S A. 11ha t? 
:.n Aishus cbaiJ. A.:i.shus chail is a Hebrew word for /1n:.:.:~on, A woman who is also a 
9ha.il. A cbail :s a. military man. And so flnally, when I heard that she's in Vienna, 
I got j_n touch with the, •• I thought I'll r;end a parce1, •• and I told, ln the message 
I ·told the,. , I knew most of th1Dse people. De cause uhen they- were recr11i ted to do 
1-rnrI:, relief work, they went through an or:i.entation cou.rse about conditions and I 
was in chaJ.'/:.;e of that or:i.entat:i.on course in New York. So, :i,f a young girl by the 
nD .. me of B1uriia :3tein comes to you and :-:;he says she's my niece, you'll know that's 
true. She 6 G Vi:Y niece. But hold her!: Ho1c1 her unt·ll ••• and sure enough, and then 
we Here in touch and then He advised her to e;o to Paris because in 194-7 I was in 
arb o .. ncl while in Par.is we a:crangecl for Lhe v:i.sa -Lo Ga,nacla. We pre:fer:r.cd that she 
go to Canada, beeause most of the family was there. So~ she's the only one who sur-
vl Yed. But J oee;e;e,l her .father to leave in 19:37, He woulc'ln't. 
1. ,3 You gre not the only one. 
;,1e11, at any :cat.e, to finish her st.ory, which is an interesting •• ,in Montreal, 
,1,fter about a, year, she, met a youns- Polish Jew, who was also 1n hiding about fifty 
m:1-les away from where she was in hldJng but they d.idn 't know. They met in Montreal. 
1\nd all these 1)eO})le stick together, landsniam,cha,:ft like American Jews stick to-
gether, 
Thates r.ight. lfo .. r 11ston, that's how I hap_penecl to ,~hlnk of you whsin I met Hr. 
1lt,nd.elssobn, 13t':C2,usc I thought to myself, from what I learnecl, landsmen stick to-
Hens :?oJ:L,-11 , I 1 1n Galic:ian ~ you k110,,, He'"' f:com Han--;aw. 
dell, I Lmderstand. that,. Bu::. sti1J.,. Dut E;Vr.m so, you wouJJ.l be wore apt to r~orn-
·--·~----·----···~-·---·7~·----
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· · nicate w:L th him U,an you woulJ. with a Hussian Jew, If you were e;oing to es tab-
:.\sh a connection. 
So, she married this youne man. So, they <lid ciuite well, They Here very able. 
J'iit:,y had a son, and he died at a young age. The son was about six years old, 
'nd he died af·ter eight years of married l:lfe. Anu he died from a wound that he 
i Louglrt was healed, b11t wasn't. When be got out of h:iding, he was a very chrewd 
" J 101,1 too. He wa;-:; a very good bu.sines::; rna,n. Keen, a, very rl.ch man while he ll ved 0 
t1 be started. tracling r\:;ht after this. Buying from Huss:i.an soldiers food and so 
L.;verytody wa.::; ma,k1ng ••• black 1n..--caket, There was no other market, Every market 
o. black m2,1°ket. So he ha.cl contacts with a Russian sergeant.. They sold. him cer-
. i.n Good,_, and be sold it to t.he civilians ancl once, whether there was a ••• they 
'ed. to find these 1ieople ••• there was a search You circle arotmd a 
'" :ld with a gro1xp of people and you make a search, 
be escaped, ran away, And he was shot •• 4ncl the bullet hit him here, (Points to calf 
:,,1,J it wasn °t very serj_ous and he was taken to,. ,after all he went to a doctor 
d ·t,hey took it out. They thought they took H out, Apparently they did not, A 
.'. :·t of the bullet rernainedc 
_en the caJ.f • 
... n the calf. And lt migrated, slowly, and he got, it reached the heart and the 
•.,;s, the lm16s particularly, he had diifficulties in breathing. Jmcl they took 
t in the hospital and he died on the operdting table. Now, so shEJ remalned a 
·ow. But there was no problem, :3be 's a, very energetic woman and my brothers were 
cotlrse, a.t the time, well to do and no J)roblem, And she began, after a year, she 
",n dat:i.ng other people. And then, I told you, when she cot out of ldd:ing, they 
a 1ot, ancl among them when they met was a ma,n who was ten year·s older 
"1 she wrw al)n who fell in love with her. She ~s a very p:r:otty woman. imd he 
1,,1 , \eel to nnrry her. And he said not only that, I knew your fa,ther ... because his 
her had a, little retail textile goods and she used to come every once a month 
• ;hop and buy from tbe viholesaler, from Da vitl ::Hein• An:1 T used to see you in the 
re 'f1hen you were about ten years old. See now she was already eighteen and. he 
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was twenty e:1eht. J\nd I was qulte r;oft on your sister. Now you may not know it 
,,.. but when she grew up I wanted to ma:rry her. Told her that I'm going to marry 
her too. But she didn't. She married someone else. But I'm willing to marry 
you. And he was very shrei·rd fellow, so much so tha,t he was in hiding in Budapest. 
i~ot in Poland. He fled to Budapest. 
LB Oh God! How d~itl he get throue;h I1uclar)et-:;t? 
iii( It's not very far away. 
LB No, what I mean is how did he manage to, •• 
NH Well, by chance. Hr~ lived with a gro111,. And in Budapest he Gucceerled in getting 
a baptismal cert:i.ffoa.te that he's a Fo]c, a Catholic and he associated w:i.th other 
Poles, genuine Poles, when they started 1,lack marketeering, buying gold, jewels ••• 
LB No,;r was this durine the war or after'? 
NR Durine;, during ••• the Nazis were They did :i.t of course with the 
papers and they had the protection of the Polish consulate, And a few times his 
life was in danger because they seizecl him :foJ.·smuggline operations and so forth 
the first thing they did, was take off your pants. And once he says, they Unecl 
them up, abolit ten of them, he was the only Jew and the other Poles, nine Poles 
knew that he was Jewish and thl':!Y protected him, They were friends and they were 
one. Ancl sure enour;h, ho would have be£)n ••• ;:io after the flrst one, the second one, 
they f:imlly said, look here, You're W8$ting your time. You know we're all good 
roles here arrl so they did not come to hi.i11, 
LB The tenth man.: 
J1n J\'hy1)e he was the ninth, I don't know. 
LB Iz shoin a min;µan! (They already have a m:i.nyan) 
.:Fi \foen the Germa,ns were expelled. from Budapest a.nd he came home, he had forty 
thousand clolla.rs saved from the business., ,forty thousand dollars. So be went to 
P-.cague and ln l)artnership w:t th another young Jew whom he met, who presumably knew 
something aliout the textile business• Now he knew about the textile business, but 
the selling of it, not the makine; of it, The other one knew. They bought machinery 
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r:- for textile ilr',,nufacturing and they went to Me]:omie, They thought Australia's 
a new country. It needs manu:facturlnts • And they came to tlielbourne and they 
opened a textile plant and then be claims too, either that the partner was not, 
either rio overestimated h:ts ability or maybe he's not honest. Anyway they lost 
everything. Tli1~n he went to the tM118 that he knew best. To in tex-
tiles. He opened o, tex:tile business P a lart;e And how he maintained 
contact Hith my 1Li,ece. Wheu she 1eft for Can;,,da, he said, Well I'm going to 
1\ustralia. r~ut let's write to each other. A:ntl they all bang together, So they 
were in cons,Lint communication. Then she wrote him that she married, this man, 
:3he didn't love him at that time, Why cl:Ldn~I, sho ••• Well 1 he waG older and he 0s 
not my typeo This one was a young fellow, about two years older, But through the 
grapevine and the landsmanschaft be also heard, eight years later that her husband 
died. He ueve:r: married, Now, whether he waited for her, I don't Jrsllow. So as soon 
as f:;he became a w:tdow, he began writing to her. One day, my brother sits ln his 
office in business and this fellow comes ln, he was about thirty eight years old 
.1t the time, F'orty years old. Knoeks at the door. Are you Reich? Harry Reich? Yes. 
J want to rnar:cy your niece. Just like this. He's a very impulsive, •• 
'~!~ Well, he vras11 tt all tha.t lmpulsiveil He wai.ted quite a trh:tle there 0 
l1 Yesp but if be wants something •• ,So he says, Who are you'? So he introduced hiin-
2 elf. Oh 1 you Hant to ma:r::,;y Ille 
Iiut my brothe:cs were sort of ,tzm sr,onsoro ••• 
,r3 Well, they were the elder sLatetomen. 
:1 That's right, That 9s right. He thought that he should talk to him, in loco 
parent:is, in l:tcu of parents. So of course H\Y brother agreed and they got engaged 
and then he wm1t back to Aust:r:alia and made out the papers and about six, seven 
thro UG h 
months la tershe left for .Melbourne / New York, And of course, we saw her off. 
With her boy. The boy, David, named after hi:::; grandfather, And she fol t that it 
wouldn't be rie;ht to bring the boy to a stepfather right away. She thought there 
Hlll be a period, she '11 see how she will get a,djusted and so on, !'faybe she wasn't 
sure whether she will stay or not. So they put him in a school in Switzerland, 
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a .Je1rh,h Orthodox school w:lth ••• a l)oarding p1ace, A boardlnc flchoo1, .for a year 
he stayed then,. J\rni she went to Ivhl'bourne £md they got married in Sydney be"• 
cau.so, I don't know why. Sydney 1s the cap:i.tal. And he chartered a plane in Mel-
bourrw and took hie ••• by that time he ha.d G,bout BO t,o 100 friendt, there. A:tso a 
group of surv:L vorn a.ncl they all did very weJ.1 in Nelbourne. And he bJDought them 
to Sydney a,nd they e;ot married in Sydney. In 1967 we vlsited. them :i.n Melbourne • 
.Novi she has two children, two boys with her new husband and the oldest is noH a, 
lawyer in Melbourne and he 0s a very rich man there, And every two, three years 
they take a tour, Israel, California, Montrea,l, New York, Melbourne. So two 
years ago they were here for a whole week with the two boys. Not the oldest, 
'I'he oldest wa.s here about four years a.go by himself, Probably this year they will 
be here, That's the story, 
LB Well, you lm<,,·r you've left out all the ••• I don't even know if there's time to 
1:so into it. But you can go into some of it, For examplep when the war, the fi.rst 
war brokH out, •• ,a lot of the Galicians were evacuated to Prague. And you went to 
Budapest. 
:.a Hobody was evacuated. 
l,B Some of the people I .spoke to •• ,Koenigsbergs fo:r: exampJ.e, Jack said that the 
Austrian government provided transport to Onhemia. 
rn People who f!anled to :fleet fled. 'I'here was no evacuation. It was on1y a very 
small group of peo11le. A very smal1 minori·ty. F'rom our town, I don't believe more 
than ten families of the tno hundred fled. In our village, we were the only ones. 
l·.(y uncle started to flee, but it was too late and he hacl to go back, So that's the 
story. How we fled by horse and hum~Y. Hented, a peasant with t1rn horses and be 
packed and we left my older brother to take care of the house, because we just 
went for a fow weeks, ifobody thought that this l.s a permanent partine;. And one of 
my 11rothers had a job in Sambor, so we Jost track. And one siste:c was already 
marrled and :;be li vecl with her husband in So my father packed up, 
my mother didn ° t want to go and she thought it very selfish on his part and it was, 
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.2,,,,causc be Jeft i1is mother in town and she d:Lcd a feH months later, She used 
to live 1dth us. So he took her to her sister who lived there in poverty and 
the Russians cJ,me ••• at any rate, my mother thought it was not the proper thing 
to do. And I atiree ~Tith her. J\ncl he was a Httle b1.t emba,rrassed. In fact, he 
Ha,s ernbarras~3tC)ct also in front of neighbors because you pat;sed. through villages 
and the villc1f;es 1 some of the ;\Jews there, in every village ••• 
;:3 Sauve qui _reut, is what lt is. Whoever can save him.self, does. Every man 
for himl::elf. 
:J But he t:clecl to conceal a o, I remernber neighbors, even relattves, distant cou.sins 
Hho lived in other villages, they came out, Sbulem,vus tiest du 1 vus first du mit 
alct-lil.ull (What are you doing, leaving so sudden1y) with my mother add myself and 
a ••• We1~2 kb fur af :zom tov. (I'm leaving on a holiday) He didn't ten the truth, 
And 11e fled to • "~ 
L,~~ 'fo Buda,p est :1 o u :::;a,id a 
t Ye;:;, but. it 0 ::, nol so easy, We fled to, f:i.n;t, om:· first stop was a v:Ulage 
named Yablonka, 'lhat :Ls where my oldest ln:othcr is living ar kest. He married into 
a rlcli :Landowner family, F'ei.ler. Do you k11ow iiattmer's, the Jewish delicatessen? 
In lfoH York'? 
'.fo, I don 8 t know Hew York anymore, 
.\ We11, the nattne::·:~ used to be 01med by the Ii1eile:rs, by the same family, 
80 he was going, actually south west. If he was going towards Hungary from where 
you Here t he was c;o:i.ng southwest, 
That ~s right, \19 were going southwest. That 0s right. But 11e stopped. at Yablonka 
\fhich was on the border of SlovaJd.a of Czecha , Now, we thought, a,nd this is big 
mountFtins therct this was t,he peak of the Ca,rpathian mountains. He were in the 
footb:i.lls, We tr 1 vellecl, it took Lt;J two day::, to get there by horse and bllf~gy, 
'.fa thot1,:sht the i1llc,sians will never get thero,. We heard naJ. vo, We stayed 
Lhnre for about a week and then things r;ot bot D,nd we got word that Rur,sian patrols 
1.re c,c:en ten m:l.1es from bore and Russian Co:-:;:,;acks were seen in this vi1lage and that 
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And at -that timu we decided to go further. \le didn't know Budapest. W<.· 'Jl 
,y) to Hw1gary. :,hover visits the Slovak ••• H, 0 :3 no·c far from Hungaria, Then it 
1-rct:3 the Hunga,rian border. So we packed. n11 a,:j1.:Ln, what He bad and. wo went to the 
:.ca,llro,1 .. l sta tioll cJ.nd wai toll. for -t.he chance, eitlior a passenger train will pass 
or a. fn'light traJn and we will just •• ,and a f:relc;ht train came, They put us and 
a few others from surrounding cities •• , 
-: 1 Oh I r,eP. So somebody could say that war; being evacuated, 
In a sense it was, And fromthere, this was r.wo, three days before Rosh Hashana 
we were packed in and came to a Jew:i.sh town, Satorahe1i, it's a Hw1garian town 
a.nd there we were taken out of the train. It war, a Jewish community but we arrived 
either on Sba.bbos or Rosh Hashana, I think the first da.y of Rosh Hasba.na and they 
0ut u2. L'f :i11 11 hour3e • And we had some money with us. And there we stayd. Again 
·,1::t:t-ted to go bs.ck, rea1ly, It 1-1as only a rna ttur of time. 'I'he Russiam, w:il1 be de-
i'.'c•ated or th,0,y ;,rj_J.l never get the:cc and after three week:; D f3ta,ying there, I remember 
trie t.c.wn very 1'/eJl We used tostop in to see the shul, thE: davening, we fj11ally 
L?ci(1ed to go on. h1d then you rrobably nec)d.ed tlltJ COOJJeration of the government, 
,. clon LL remember the details because we were b:r:our;ht to Budape::,t. 
So it was you 1 you.r mothor a.nd father and a sister. 
li'ather's sister and at that time, yes, another sister Hho was married, she came 
·ur the irnmmer to stay with us, with her little boy, she had a boy of about eight 
,'e:~.rs& about a year old. He's now in Canada and the husbnad was with her. 
:~o she was with us too. Two sister~; and a little boy. The lHtle boy took very sick. 
::o much so that, in the frei5ht car, where we were for about three clays a.nd there 
;•as a lit-tle wate:r. And the t:cip took so long because milltary transports had 
riorit.y. Whent-'ver there was a military tra:i.n sendinr; soldiers to the front ••• 
You'd be on ;:1 i,,icl:illg, 
And that 9 in a way, helped us because r;ome of the soldier:::; wore very nice, some 
\-,·ain sto1)perl a,nd +,he;v talked about where thf' . .\r cor110 .-f·'1~.or11, exch:::'.rJJ.'<E'.a' J d 
,, - o _ worcs an so on. 
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Du.ring this time, you're talkin~ right, ncm about the beginning of the war, 
i,hr,re H0re yo1.l:r sywpa t,hies? 
!\ Oh our symJ)cdJ1ies were with Austria Hungary. Of course. Against Hussia. We harl 
a c;ood a:i:gument. 'rhe Cossacks. The JJiuzhiks. In Austria Hungary we had no, ha1."dly 
::my anti-Semiti,sm. There wa,s, in a sense, where the Jew was regarded as, to r;ome 
(:,xtc~n t 9 especially the Orthodox Jew, was looked by the German as alien, as strange 
But 
ln bis customs and so on,/We had Jews lawyers, most of the lawyers and doctors, 
1
.~e ha.cl Jewish professors in the Un:l versity of Lernbe:rg, We ha,cl. even a Jewish general 
in ·the Austrian ;, ,_•my. So that by corrrparison to Russia we were considered that we 
Live in a free cotmtry and it was free, In fact, the Russian Jews fled and Galicia. 
,w,s the corridor through wh:i.ch they fled• 1'ha t :i.s why we had. a very poor opinfon 
of Russia.n ,Jews because those who came and some settled were not of the highest 
level and some of them ran away from their wives a.nd they came and married and five 
years 1ater tbe wife turned up Hi th two kicls. So .funya gonif, F'unya is Russian. 0 
Funya: In what 1anguaee? 
In Yiclrlish, 
T:i'unya! 
Yes. Yes. Speak to a Galician and say Ftmya gou1fand see what he, •• 
J I wil.J., I never heard that. I beard of a Rm:;sicher hazer. 
No. F\mya lf;onif, 
You don't know the clreri vation of that? 
Ho. No. But we had, in some Instances we had bacl experiences with tbe Russian 
uws and the reason whybthat was brought home ·to me, when I came to Galicia for 
the first visit to my parents, in 1933, they were amaz,ed to hear that Galician 
,Jew:::~ are not heJd very high, Wethought that a G,3,litz.i.anier, a Eaifach, you know, 
in every home tLere was a book of Schiller a:nd Goethe, Like in our house, one 
is the Gemorahs and one is the German books, 
Oh, you did hn.ve. 
Sure. We had no pogroms, We hcanl about them, So iny father 1•/i-H, quite annoyed. 
( 
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Vus furt die Yid/Len azoi. Dici nussicher 
Rusland. 
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fw1ya gonl.f a.nd zey kimt fin 
'Diey pointed. out a few people who got settled in om: torm on the way they fed from 
Russia and they got involved in all so:r.ts of things and their wives showed up and 
they remarried, So that is why it was brought home to me, the low opinion in which 
we held Russian Jews, It's a saying, you know, everybody is equal but a little mo:ce 
equal than others. And everybody es ta blishe~; h1erarchles ~ And we looked down upon 
the Roumanians and the Li twak looked down u11on the Polish and the Polish on the 
GaJ.icians, •• 
. -B But everybody looked clown on the Russiar,s. I• m talking, within the Jewish comrnunH 
.R Hell, I wouldn't say everybody. We dj_dn't make surveys. Fortw1ately, Thank God 
we bad no so::i o1og:i.sts making surveys. 
; ::i No, but I'm say int; (16.ughing) In the gen oral, •• the fEPling was ••• 
;{ In general, yes, Suspicion. A certain susp:icion. Now we, off course, I'm sure 
my father and others wore aware that the Hussian ,Jew:rry contributed, produced great 
w:ci-Lers and schoJ.ars a:nd scientists and so on, 
In the same way that the prejudice against Ga.licians here, too, 
L3 We11, I 11as told never marry a~ Galitzia~ner·, 
, -; Ye:,, it was based on , , , lots of Galicia.n Je11s produced many scholars and writers 
and even to this very d.ay,,,But that's how it is, Everybody wants to,.,I don't know 
1tbetbcr I'll tell you the Rouman:Lan jokes, A Houmanian,., 
"; ·,rell, my rabh is Hungarian and I told him what my mother said, 'Ihat among the 
Tilus;3ia.ns there's a saying - If you have a Hwigarian for a friend, you don't need 
an enemy. And he said, No, Ho. 'l"'hat's a Hournan.ian, 
That's my st.o:cy, F'rom Israel, a Roumanian girl, a ,Jewish girl came from Israel, 
A very pretty girl. So the rc1a'bl ves .dght awil,J'. •, they heard that she was engaged 
ln nouma.n.ia .i.n certain operat1011s wh:i.ch iWrG better not mentj_onocl. And so the;y 
co·'; v0ry 1,usy to marry her off. So they found a boy and they got ertt:aged ancl bnfore 
t.l1t: \/(:dd.i.nc, the marrlage • 1)efore the en(~uc;ement., shr-i }vi,cl a problem, Shall I tell 
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t.c11 hirn or not. So ;rhat do ;you do 1-1bon you have a problem? Go to a ~• So she 
,·ient to a r.mbbi a,nd she told the rabbi., I'rn a.bout to be angaged to this man, He's 
a nice youne; Jewi:c;h ·boy and I come from Houmania you know, and circumstances, I 
,as left alone without parents and I was poor, oi.sgeglicht, 
", It slicl out. 
i,:1 l'iy prol)lem is that whether, shall I tell him, So he saysf Well, you don't have 
Le) tel1 b:i.m everything, Don't tel1 him that you come from Rownania. 
( fo.ughine;) liow who tells this~ the Galic fans? 
t That Gtory, I l1u1.J:\:l here, I don't know whether it's told in Galicia, 
Thates very funny. 
Well, we came Lo 3ucla11cs·t,,, 
You know whu.t 1·1e 're corning to here i.s the end. of the tape anc1 that will me;:1,n 
t.hat we have lx,u1 talking for two hoiu~s, and. what I'm going to suggest si that we 
1robably both could use lunch. jSo I'm going to stop this now. I'm going to say 
Tnank you, 
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(Interview continued next day) 
You entered the gymnase,,, 
1. -; Gymna.2,i~. 
Gymnazie, I t11ink ;,1y father· rnust say gymnase. 1°111 11ot SUI\e. I'll check. So you 
·,rsetered the gymnaz1e in 1911 and whtlch is three yea.rs before the first world war, 
,\nd tell me something a,bout your experiences in the gymnazic • 
F'i:c::-;t, when I entered, I was a. little bit forlorn, It's a new, bigger c:i.ty 0 
\lthogugh to rne, it w,1s not really a. clty ••• of twcnt,y thousand people. 
l{ow this was in •• , 
f;.:.l..mbor, And tl1e other little town I ta,lked about was Star,ye ;")ambor 9 or old Sambor. 
iclrlish, Altshtat. l-iy first day, my reccpt.:ion was not very :pleasant a.nd a little bit 
cauwatic and I recall that w1:, i,,r:r'f~ gathered in a big hall ht order to divide us 
;.,,J10nG the maln rJU:ilding, between the main beuildine and a brandh. The school popu-
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lat:i.on in the gyrnnazie expanded. in that year, or the year before. They bought 
a.nother bullclint'.; in the neighborhood so they converted into a fie;J.ia. :E_iglia is 
the 
a branch. Fi-5lia, And they hacl to divid¢' students between the main and the figJ.ia. 
Now, whether ti«~re was some jt1st:i.fication or not, many people felt that some, not 
outright discrimination against Jews, but that the elite students came from Sambor 
i tse1f, the song of the local peopJ.e and so on, 1,rnre assigned to the main build.inc• 
And the people from the smaller towns and tho farms, the hicks you know, from tho 
provinces, were assigned to the fie;l\§:.. And we didn't like, •• we felt it was.,,but 
there was some justification for om: feeling because the oldest teachers, the most 
experienced teachers stayed in the maln buictl:i.ng. An.d the yohnger ·teachers, the recer 
appointees were ass1gned to the f:i..glia. We felt it was a drawback. And it was a 
draw back. It also had a certain ad van tace for the young teachers were moJ:·e hWll8ne 
and human and even closer to us in age. 'I'hey were twenty six and twenty eight and 
so on, So there was a friendlier and more foformal relagions later on developed. 
There was a r,2,rticular incident that hurt me very much. It had nothing to do with 
t,he school as such, I told you that there was considerable tension between the ,Jews 
and the non-Jevd.sh kids, 
-~ 
.L. J Jw, you really didn't expand on that. That was something I wanted to talk about. 
There is. There is, Now in the elementary school we didn't feel it as much because 'j'"J :il 
1-H' had no thine; to do ••• we came and at one o O clock we left, In gymnazie there was 
:;olilc afternoon activities, some athletic activities and. so there was more contact. 
Al1d during that experlence there were certain tensions. But what hurt me on the 
nrst day, as we were e:atherecl in the big hal1 for purposes of des~natiDG who re-
r1ELins here ciilcl i--rho soes to the figld:a, som0i!Jody, I was wea,ring {:';lasses and we wore 
ther;e hats, un j forms. The ha-b;; 11ere of the kind ••• d.irJ. you ever sfue a F'.cench gendarme., 
or an Austrian offlce:r, •• it was round. and rather high. And somebody just knocked 
it down with the glasses, right off tLe nose. F'or no reason 0 I suppose. Whether 
l1e \·ras a..n older stuclent who wa.ntecl to, like you take care of you:r fn)shmen, you 
r-:-now, :i.t's a form of hazing, At any :rate, I was shocked, It never haprJened to me 
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tefore. In the elementary school, as I said, to come back, there was tension but 
·.ot as much a,nd the tension was felt in thn Jci,;:;t few days of schooling. Because 
!,here was some Lrad:l tinn, in the last ,-reek of 1;chool, disc ipl:i.ne was loose. The 
l ,~ach~:rs d.:i.d:o • t. care and the students felt, We:1.:1 they had nothlng to fear now. 
1:,:; had :;0111e tou1)1 Jd,te:. from the surround:lng villnges who also attenclc-xl that school 
· ,nd they used to sDJietimes g,me: up on the JewiE:h kidr;. 
On the Jewish ,;hildreD? 
On the Jewish children, So we had to or we 
· .omethnes got toce·ther and ga11ged up in s1n;:,.J.J. ways ••• 
You did do tl:D,L. 
, :, Hot very much. Jews di.cl not, •• neither did they cultivate nor did they admire 
phy.~d.cal stren6 tb. The argument was 9 Vus e;eht'? Haben zich un mit goyim'? Shkntzim? 
,ulen zei f11r8n. Gai avek, (ifoa t! Start in Gent:i.1es? With Gentile men? Let. them 
,_,;o away, The actual tone and :i.nferm1ce behind this is one of disdain; not having 
:.nytbil1f; to do wilh people who don 9 t know any better than to start physical violence.: 
·:ou know 9 Don't h,tber. So, we dld not, 
Now you were only eleven wbc:m you entered the gymnazie which is really, you were 
),st a little boy. 
'./el1, all the or.hers 1-iere same. They werP also eleven, 
I knoH. And ac+,ual ly, if you consider tba.t the time you a1so spent in cheder you 
-.1ere away from home, a good doa1 c,:f the time, 
/111 the time. 
/I was away from iiornesince,. • that of course was ,,, ,c:;:can.t problem a:, I toJ.d you • 
.. ,y 1~:ir:-0,t clay in ,:;\eder was ver;/ trauI:1..q,tic, 
'del1, I 1-rould Ui:i.11k so. You were three year:~ oJ.d, 
Th&l:L is ~·1hat I :c11mernber. My earliest rec:o11ection is of me sta.nding in front of 
'..he rebbitzin':; :,on1t:, of the cloor and cryirl{j. 
Gryin::., 
ll01~ ]ong, I don't remember. Well, a. :few months later, another dramatic event 
:,;,llJ.)en\~d which a1so affected me and my two brothers, Pm a lfohan, a Cohen •• ,and 
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a. Koha.n may ,·ot c,tay tmder the same roof with a dead ••• w:tth a corpGe. And, all 
I :recol1ect, 1·rhat I remember is, in the middle of the night, EJ, fmr poople grabbed 
u::::., me and my tJ.ro brothers ancl moved ns t.o a,nother house. And ~ during the sleep we 
L1 j_dn 't know whal tr s what. In the mo.rn:'t ng thE::y explained it to us. A man died in 
lld:.} >oon~, und.er this roof, I don't :rerne:11t,FY 1,bich. J\nd. we vrnre J 01nked out. Of 
cuu:cGr' we knew 1 1ate:r: on, Hhen the ex1)lanation was made a,nd we accepted. But :i_t 
in:=, very shock:irig 1 part::i.cularly, I don't kno1-r how my brothers felt, I was young. 
I Has maybe that time three and a half, maybe four yea.rs old, Anc1 I 1m:, the youngestj 
k~/l and I wa,.s very much attached to my mother ••• 
'.,B (faughing) I would think so, at three, 
, H Very much so. And. in addition, my mother suffered from severe car3e of :r:heu1n.atifrn1. 
LB Your mother? 
1H Yes. EVery winter she was regularly, at least as fa:r: as I can re-• 
member, immo'bili7,ed, She was in bed with terrible pains. Sumn,ers she went, for 
four weeks OT six weeks to bath resorts. The favorite one was Pishcba.ne 9 which is 
GtiJ.l,,, 
1 i:B How would you spell that orte? 
, . H Pishtshany •• 
. :E 1'hat t•1ould 1Je :in Ga1lcia? 
:! No. 'i'hi.l,t would °t;t=i in ~31ova.kia, but a r;art of the Aurstro Hungarian I~mp:i.re. It's noi 
ar from l3rat:Lf~1ava., which is the ca,pi.ta1 city of Slovakia or Press burg. You referrec 
to l':ress hu:cg Yc~shi va.. It's a famous Yeshiva. At oirn time. And that was c.mother 
shock. 'I'hat dux:lng the summer rey mother was torn away from me, She went for five, 
six week:::,. I :ceca11 that, later when I war:; about ten, she too}; me along once or 
1Hce. 'l\dce, I thfok i.n the summer. But when I was still young, she d.idn 't. And I 
could not count dayr:;, how the day.3 when ,ny mother would come back. The days she 
was a.way •• 
::iB Who was takiog care of •• ,during the summer? 
g:candmothe:c, I had two eramlmotbers. So this was no problem. 
He bad no baby sitters in those days. ifo had two gran<lmothers live with us, 
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And a e;randfaLlier and by the time ·rhen 1 wo.s a,bout threep four •• ,my sister was 
}Jrobably t1·rn1ve, fourteen.• ,anyway, there Hi.l..f3 always an aunt acro::;s the street, 
There wa,s no ~,roblem. But I just missed her, 
LB But for you there was a problem, 
.irn I just missed my mother. I started to count the Shabbosim, That Has easier, you 
i 
.see. And wbe:t1 my oldest urother was a gr:eat tea,se, And be usdd to tease me, Vie fid 
Shhbonim? Vie fiehl Shabbosim? (How many Shabbos?) He used to try to confuse me, 
And I counted and I knew tha,t after the f1fth Shabbos, s:ixth Shabbos, dopendine, 
sht:,'ll be back. It was easier for me because it's not, thj_rty five or forty, Well, 
ancl then, o:f cou:rse, at eleven I 1eft home. I used to come home on1y about once 
every tvio 8 three months, for holidays. Yes, but that was true, Now P our gymnazie, 
population, f;ttlllent population of the gymna,:~ie, which may have been about, not 
more than thi-ee lmnclred., • 
L.B How many Jews? 
iiH A third, 
,, r, A thiTd wero ,Jem::; ••• 
LJ3 And th:ls i·raJs a public gyrru1az:te supporte<l by the 1\ust:r-ian governrue11t" 
:n Supported by the Aut,trian government. The langua,ge of i.nstruc-U.on was Polish but 
UkrAinia.n wai,; taught as a language, geerrna,n was taught as a language. 'fnere was a 
Jaw in Galicia, certaizy in eastern Galici2, where the large, domlnant major:tty :i.n 
the rural axea,s was Ukrainian. The cities were one third Polish D one third Uk.1.'ainia. 
and ono third ,Jewlsh, Roughly speaking, I don't remember the exact figures. And 
there wat, a htw that if a majority of the studentG declared that their mother 
tongue i:s Poli;::;h, then Polish 't:ce:irril' the language of instruction with Ukrainian 
a::; a language 9 subject. If the majori t,y, and there were a fm1 cl ties where the 
wajorl.ty was Lncrainian, P-rzemysl for :instance was a, Ukrainian gymnazie Tm·ka, I 
1Jelieve aml maybe in other places. 
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hH 'l'urka, Ta:r-nopol there was a 1arc;o llkrairdan. ". there were c:1, nurn1Jer of gymnazie 
where the 1ar:@;ua.se was Ukrainian. I would say the ma.Jori ty of gymnazie in Galicia 
even in eastern Galicia, had l)olish a::.; the.tr languae;e of instruction. And that 
was largely due to the fact that the 1J1:rain:ians didn't have tbe major:tty. And 
therefore, •• now, the Jewish people •• ,the Jews were pu.t in a q_uand:cy. The Jews 
usually sidecl. 1·i ith the Poles. In most cotmtries Jews looked up to the majority 0 
to tbe upper level of people not to the lower, The Poles Here in civil se:r:vice 
·t.he welfare. 1':any of the estates belonged to the Poles. And so that the, in our 
,3chool, one third. was Ukrainian, one third }lolish and one thlrd Jewish, the Jews 
by, tbe parent:;, many parents of the Jews, by j_nclination, voted Polish. They 
were closer t.o the Polish culture. Just like in Bohemia, they were closer to the 
GermiJ.n J.anguac;e which the Czeclls diun 't like an<i in Hungary, they were totally 
assjrni1a:tecl to the HU11garians culture and language, which the Slovaks clidn 't like. 
The Slovaks Here a very large m:i.11ori ty in Hungary. And this was a standing source 
of conflict ••• 
J,3 Irritation. 
;;n IrrHa:tionand confl:i.ct. Becr:i,use the .Jew:o s:i.cle with the majorl ty 9 not necessarily 
mlffbl➔r:i.cally, the rnajorlty of the :people, l'u L with the ma,jo:c som·ces of power. 
A1td I mentiow~<l the other day, we bavo a r,imilar problem now developing in Quebec. 
I'he French c1,:r:e furious at th,~ ,Jews becuuse the overwhelming prornrt1on of .Jew:;:; 
ado1it the En1(L:Lsl1 language. Some 1earn French because now you. need it for business 
11ui1)oi,<:f, o You ca;l 't be a, la~1yer in Quebec ,inrl appear 1n court without being b.l-
_lingual. Esrecially in the last fifteen years,, i)i.et>e Has a strong pressu:r.e, But 
I lived f.l vu years, almost five yec1,:t.'c-, in hontreal a,nd I dldn 't J.0arn French a,nr.1 
I J.ea:cned I,;nc;ll:;'n. I learned some .B':r:ench because for a Yc:ar I attended the Fronch 
urii '/8rs:i.ty liut. there were any number of Jetis who l:i.ved a llfetlme, 11racticlly, 
jx1 Vion-tre;_i,l or ~-n r~uebec city, and d:i.cln °t know an/ French except for a few words, 
L"l.-: I was thlnkir1c: a,bout that 1ast n:ic;ht, ",~!la,t you had sa,id_, Ju1cl I <lon °t vra11t to di-
.'~re:::;s now 9 but :Lt cl:id occur to me• 1t Hou.'l.dn °t have m-1,tterecl what the Jews bad 
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, n Tlm.t mF.J.y bu another story. Hell, I don't know, Tha;\·. is de ba b,hLe. 
:_.3 All right, let~ s not go j nto that now, ·but Iv ve written :Lt down as a point. 
;n That is IJOGsible, I agree with you to,,.r, myself, for example ••• 
. B Is vot e;urnisht helfen. (Nothlng would be of much help) 
:.R Yes. The other are;ument thatus frequently used, the Jews are too rich and too 
pmrnrful, :if they were poor it would be different, But in Poland there were plenty 
llOO:r and. they He:ce not liked any more, 
~,S 'Ihat's right. I mean, it doesn't make any d:i.fference, 
i,R Ho, but here there 0 s a specific interest, tlo, there's no question about it, 
When a Ukra:i.nian came to the school and he said, We 're a third. The :Pole~, are only 
a thi:t\:l. WhY is Lhe language of instruction Polish? 
. P. :\.I tmderstand the problem. So maybe they sliould have three languages• There is no 
solution to s1mh a problem~ 
:n No 9 you cannot have three langua.gef; of instruction, 
.,i~· Of course not, 
i · 'l lfoH you c,u1 have Ct'rta:in co urne~; ln a.d.<Ution to the Ukrainian as a language, as 
a, subject la.14.19uage. You can say that hisfory should be taught in Ukrainian and 
a.rithmatic should be taught in l)olish. But. that would complicate matters.At any 
rate this wasn't the case. Th is led to c1. c;:cea t. deal of tens ion later on. As we 
e;re1·1 older, as I en-tered the second, the third, the fourth year, we became rather, 
a,,; Jews, wo became ourselves ra thor crl tical a.ncl we bega,n t,o understand, to try 
to understand -1.h.-~ Ukrainians. It Os not really fair that we should lend our vote P 
f.,o to speak, to over-rule and to help to Polonize and to deny them their rJght, 
·. i3 Now 1;1hen you 're talking about "We, as Jews" are you talking about your fellow 
H :B'elloH students. Not all, Not a11 the student~3. But quite a large number of Jews, 
,Jewish t,tud.ents 9 csrecie.lly thoGo who beearne Zionist oriented, nationalist orientetl 
and in the beginning of the fourth year to the encl.p which is e:i.ght years~ we hacl 
a very active Ha:,homer Ha. tseir, Jewish boy fWuut movement. 
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i,}J So Lhat would bo when you were about fourteen ox· so, 
;H That's right. 1;nd, finally, I recall, it mut,t ha,ve been when I was about fifteen, 
:i.n the fifth y0ar, we betsan sort of trying to change that situation. Now the 
census or t.be Gu:·vcy, the lan~uage survey wa:, taken every ye.r, The last week of 
the school year, the principal or the assistant pr1noipal came in aml he a,sked 
everybody, What is you.1'.' mother tongue? In Poli.sh you dm' t say Mother tongue 1 You 
say• father'::, J.a,nguage, Yerndk poicbista. Yenzik means language. Pciiich:Lsta is 
.:_iaternal, fatber. So we declcled, a group of m;, not all ,Jews by any means, be-
CilUse some of the Jewish kids in the gymnazie were thotoughly and enthusiastically 
assimila-led as Poles. And their parents were already assimilated, They spoke Poli.sh 
a,t home, so when they were asked what is ;your paternal tongue, they said, Polish. 
'Ihr:::y didn °t liu. And we had nothing a,gaim;t them, although we clidn 't approve or 
vie didn °t agree with them but h1 ma.ny ways they were outside of our circle, We 
1•1ere the majority. :3o we decided to say, Jewish. 'I'o answer to the questJ.on, What 
ts your paternal toneue, to say Yiddish o:r: .Jewish, Zhidovsky, So the assistant 
pr:tnd1Jal said, and we expected, we anticipated that, the Austrian country, the 
Austrian census, does not recognize Yiddish as a language. It was calJ.ed a jargon, 
'de knew that, So we said, In case, in ·!:.he event of our answering that question, 
:i.n the event of our answer being rejected, which we knew that it would be rejected, 
1H, wouJ.d say Hebraisky, Hebrew. So he said, Do you talk to your father in Hebrew? 
.i'e1l the truth. So we said, No, Then of course:) it is not a, true answer. We cannot 
;;1,ccc-')pt that, So what; happened was, he went to t.he office and entere<i Polish for 
;1.ll the Jewish ki.d r,. But there was some troubli~. One day, I was maybe s1xtc➔en, 
1re did the same thlng~ so he said, he asked to bring the parentsg the fathers, 
11ot the moU,Prs, the fathers, to school, to the princlpal. So I said, Well my 
f!-1.ther rJ.nosn • L ] i vo l iere. He lives a.bout .LU'teell m:Lle:s away. Secondly, I don 9 t 
:now how my fatb:r irilJ talk to you and hm:1 ~'OU Hill talk to my father. He cloesn 't 
,mdcrstarnl lo1:Lslt '-.lery much, He speaks .some Ukrainian only enough to communicate 
•,,i:i.th the 1,casant when he has to sell what he har; to sell, So I said, I don °t know 
;,bat good tha.t :interview will bring. He thought that this was a facetious answer. 
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Hy f;:d)K!r c1 :illn 't come and he probably entered Polish, Now there were other 
tensiom.:;. Sor.1e ha,d nothing to do with Jews against non~-Jews, but in every class 
there were a , :w toughies » who used their muscle or t:ri<:;d, to use their muscle 
intimldat:i.on, g:ca.bbing a sandwich, not much, ln1t, •• And sometimes, when we noticed 
for :i.nstance, that the main to.rgets were arc Jewlsh kids, we tried to organize to 
ccrnntc;c-act. >Iot physically. There may h-:1.ve been Borne physical, •• but the main :form! 
of our self defence was to use our j_ntellectual standing, not to help the other 
kids in thei-c homework. Not to let them copy during examinations and sort of 
1)oycott them. That was a great help becauc,e 1 in most instances the Jews were good 
c.,tud.ents. 1111d certainly, they were a11mys b,')tter students than the tow6hies, Be---
cause the touchie::, used ••• oso we organized tha.t, •• 
L:3 At that U.me I you were the.re eigrrt years? 
lTR Eight year.r:,. Eight years• Heall~, seven and a half years, bece,u,:,e more than half 
a year we here away in Bud.arrnst as rufuguns when the gymnazie was tmcler Russian 
occ:UI1<1,ti on, 
LB Eou mean during the war, 
ld"i. In 1914. 
L13 Yes, But wbat I, the :point I wanted to bring out here is, did you, during all 
that timt: ;:,i:,:Lll have your pais pasted back'? 
r:R Ifo, no, lJo, 
I,3 Did you Cl.t them? 
;n Ahhh ! As ::,uon a;,; I passed, 
·"' ,;s a. mattt;"f:' oi :fact, let me tell you a11 interesting incident. I told you I took 
3e.[itenber, a! 1c1 Hosh Ha.shana 1m~; about two weeks after school opened. I ba(l 
to ~et borne ;Lf,d I already didn't have the pc1.is, 1\nd I had my uniform, Well, I 
wouldn't dare to c;o to shu1, Rosh Haslw.na, in tmiform, 'I'hat was out of the quest:i.r 
I cou1d iJllL UJJ my civilian un:lform, my ci.v:Uian •• • 
LB Did you wear ;,, daftan also, l'Jhen yot.1. were home, as a little boy? 1foat was your 
,-,/ 
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clothing'? 
,;J No, 
__ ·; .Just trousers and a shirt? 
T.rousers and a ~;\lirt and a jaeket aml a b,11:i.s , tsitsls, That we had 
to ha V<➔• 
l Yon worH that. 
~:;oIT'.etimes, th~ first few years we wore :i.t ove:c the shirt and then vrben I ente:r:ed 
··· \ You tucked it :i..ns:i.de, 
. i No, net only that. Beca\$Se in gymnaz:i.e we bad, once or tw:Lce a week we had 
gymrai:;t:i.cs. And in eymnastics you had to talw off your shirt. And I wouldn't want 
,Jewish 
to "!.:ie f,een vrith the tsitsis, Because most of the/kids didn't have it. They came 
from more assimilated homes. So I had mine in my pocket. Sa aa not to be without 
it. In my pocket. Th:i.s way I,,. 
,,_·; It makes a prob1em, You're caught between two worlds. 
':~ I took out insurance, by keeping it in my 1:ocket, 
i,:1 R:ieht. Ab! ,So JOU did cut the pais off? 
;{ I cut the p,is off and I recall distinctly 8 as we werB walking to shul, my father 
;,as walking ancl my old.er brother, the old.est b:cother was in the Yeshiva. 
,snd my brother was on a job in :1.9,mbor, so be didn't come home for Rosh Hasbana. 
/md I came home. And as we were walkine; to the shul, in the market sci uare, a Jew 
came along. Hi.::, name was Shoil, S3,U1 Roth, He w2.s an old. ma,n. He was a. very strong 
St"Jzer Has id. Ancl. he~ 11as a devoted f:d.ancl of my grandfa "Lher v✓ho was a Belzer Hasld 
And he, r3ort of, was a se1f a1ipointecl trustee of my father's 
correctness in following the footstep:::; of hi::; f;:1,t.her. Nobody appointP-d him, He 
li(<::ecl to admonish and s:i.nce he wa::', thirty yeo,rs older than my fathe:r so he had 
the B.utho:rity of age c1,nd the a,uthori ty of his close fr lendship w Hh his father. 
So he looked at my father and he looked at me v without the pais, and h(:! spat. 
'Uiakwas ••• I didn't know what to do with rr:yseJf, These things stlck to your 
mind• This ha11perrncl about sixty eight. years ago, sixty six year::-; a.,3;0. 
I know, Diel yotrr father sa;y; anything Hhen you came home without the pais, 
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or your mothEn:.·'? 
i.:': Oh 110. He antlcipatecl ite He knew it, Becautm he was in on the concealment, 
OE the disguiSic'. 
, ~ You mean '['01~ the m~1, tu:r·a.? 
, H No, not for thri rnatura, H:1. tu.ra means at the end of the ••• 
, . 3 Oh, for the entrance exam. 
1 F'o::c the entnrnce exam. My mother, you see my mother clidn •t to .. lk much. She 
ca,r:cied he:(' grievances inside, Now v I don't know how she felt. Probably if she 
LB 
had had her cholce, she would have said, Don't, for a number of rfJasons. :B'irst of 
all, you go away from home, Because if I had sta,yed I would have been two more 
years in that little Altshtut, in the neighboring school, I would be home every 
Shabbos and aster that I would have been home, just like my older brother, helping 
out and so on, Secondly, my mother was i11iterate and she knew the prayers by ••• 
from momor:iz:i.nc;. She couldn't write, Not even in Hebrew. Ancl that 
wa,s a source also of tens ion between the two :farn:i.lies. fviy f 3, ther came from town. 
He was a learnecl Wf,l,n. His father was a learned man, ln Yenhiva,s, And. my mother's 
fathc,r was a peasant. I mea,n a Jew who bu:i.lt a farm, a very strong man, very 
pious, Vt)ry rlevntnd, very honest but not sophisticated ancl not knowledgea,ble in 
rnatters of Halakl1,', 1, Gemorah,,.Viy father looi\ed down a. bit on this vrhole environment 
::i,nd my fahter 0 s J,1other, who JJ.vecl with us, she cliecl in 1915, she survived her bus-
banrl 'by seventeen years, she lived with us. Sho was also a learned wornan, She 
/1ww all 4d1.i.11irn b;y heart, the prayers by heart, She was blin9 .• Since I remember 
l,er she was bl:i.ng. I suppose, neglected catara,cts o:r something like that. She was 
GOoo. in weaving stockines, so she suvplied the whole family with socks. t,l i:ine was 
:- i tU.ng there for hours, chanting td!iil1im, teh:illim anclpraying, She was very 
rel:i_gions, \·le usc(l to _play all sorts of trick::; on he:r., l'ei,aob was a great ••• 
eve:cythi11{; ehumetz had t.o be thrown out ancl sho used to put little cloth on the 
on t: e rloor Imo bB, maybe chas vachalilah, there Has a little bit of 
:-)read there, or clllllrnetz, it shouldn °t tough it, 
'r I 
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~lo we used to k:'id. her. We used to find all 2orts of things. We used lo say, 
Bub1ia, }1ubLa,g Bubta and she c:;ot scared and tr:Led to see some-
thine; anLl trfocl Lo touch it. L:ttedron, of course, we 1aughted but, at any rate, 
she too, 1ooked down upon these peasantc, this peasant environment. 
L/3 So you:c mother had to 11 ve in that envLronnH.mt, a,ctua,lly. 
:,n Hell& yet,, \foll j_t was difficult, yes, And I don't know hovr, maybe Pm imagining 
now more than it was, but they 11ere, no doubt ••• 
_,,B If you remember it this long, there hacl to be something. 
,:H 1.lhare we:ce tensions, There's no doubt about it. I remember again a tension, during, 
when the war broke out, ,-re fled. We came back. We had an aunt. My father had a 
sister, Rachele, wbo lived in town. Her husband la.ft for America in 191J. He was 
:roor and prior to the war commun:i.cation 11a.s open between the United States and 
Austria Hungary, he sent some money to help support her and we supported hert 
'de sent her food from the farm •• , 
(End of tape) 
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, ::i Now you were tc=ilking al:1out the SLlJ?port of :your s:i.ster, that your father supported 
lier ancl then he m:i.n ted then to take one of ber children in to the home, your home• 
>low yo11::,~· mother refw,ed and you sided with your mother, as you did in general • 
. l\;.1d thzd~ your father, you sai.d, very often became vitupeni,tive. And. that this, in 
Lu:cn, reacted upon yotu· own develo11mt~nt • 
. r1 I :ceeall other :i.nstances where confrontations between one of my sisters and wy 
father. I haJ two Gisters. One was ju.st J.ike my mother, Quiet, chc1,rming way 
Tlle othe:r Orit:, wa,s better looking, the younger one was better looking, st:ronger 
awl did. not shy a.way from a fight. On the contrary, somtirnes sbe 
And there use,l to be somet:i.mes unpleasant scenes, yelling and ••• between father 
o.hd sister. One :i.~.r:;ue, for iw3tanee, was in 1910, We decided to buiJd another 
house. I was born in an old builcl:inr;. That building was built l)Y serf labor and 
h"t,~, of :;tone, lrn,l the H."iJ.l::J Here very dam_p. It waG cold, In fact, the doctor 
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at, tlmes sa:ld ~ L!)-:i, ,c my mother's rhouma:t:i.f;m wan probably due to the dampness of' 
the building 9 it wa:., difficu1 t to heat and so on. So fianaJ.ly, business improved, 
my father made some rnoney so he said, let us build another building abou one hLm-
dred yards a.way. We had a big land aread. around his factory (?) And then the con-
troversey was over whether we should havt, small little wlnclows on the top of the 
big windows, coming from the attic, there was an attic- the attic should also have 
what do you call it.,, 
LB Like dormerr:; • 
. m That's right. That's right. Dormers, My father opposed it. Not becaase it would 
have cost a lit ne more. That was not the problem, But I don Dt want to oifreisen 
~lie o~e!1 of the neighbors and of tbe officials. Don't arouse the an.vy of the 
neighbors and. they would &,ny that Sholem Heich, my father's name was Sholem, 
that Sholem Reich is reicher, not only his name but he is rich, and the fiscal 
officers, people who assess faxes, would promptly raise the tax. There was some 
b.lstorlcal truth. Itgs very interesting how long institutions or practices that 
ex:i.sted two hundred years ago left their imprint. I undi11r,.,d;a.nd that in the Biddle 
Ages, in many coLmtries, including probably Poland, the tax was b...-:i..sed on the number 
of windows. 
LB Is that right? 
\R Th.it is r:ight. '1'hat was true in I1'rance. Boc3..use windons were expensive , They were 
a. luxm·y. And my father didn't know that, but sort of ••• 
:,:J He knew it • 
. i? He knew it. He says, Ich viJ.l nisht, (I don °t want) to arouse, to contribute, to 
cause the emry of neighbors, And over that there was a big fight. MY :father won, 
llot the sister, llut they were quarreling and arguing back and forth, particularly 
because one of our neighbors in the other village, in Spas, who was sort of, former 1: 
a r:ival of my father, a. business rival and in many other ways •• ,h~ built a house 
and he has these ••• so my sisters said, We shonld have it too and that caused all 
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',B But you know, the abili t,y to make a decbion and to stick to it and then to 
walk away from a confrontation, is not necnssarily ••• a. weair..ness • 
. ,a I don't reg:a:rd it as a weakness. On the contrary. In some ways, I don't want 
to descend to their level even. Now, I started telling you about this Federation 
tbe conference I attended of the Federation of Polish Jews and the people, the 
audience started booing, It was all right. He offended them, because to come to 
a ,Jewish meeting which was overwhelmingly &ionist and nationalist, when rrany of 
them were rc::'u,gees from the Soviet Uni.on and from Foland. And to come and to say 
that the Soviet government is not ••• 
. LB That there 0 s no anti-Sm.mitism. o. 
1iH But one fellow ,jumped up from his seat and ran to the stage, to the dais from 
which this man was speaking and was ready to hit him. So of course people held 
bi.m back and the chairman asserted his authority and it passed over. But the inter-• 
esting part of it is, I went there, of course, I wanted to meet a friend of mine 0 
he used t.o go to gymnazie with me and now li vlng in this country. He asked me, 
Pm vice president of that organization but I don °t attend meetings. I don °t bother 
w1th it. They don °t expect me there, But he called me tha,t he's coming from Long 
Island, he's also a year older and. he doesnvt come to !'fanhattan often and we see 
We used to see each other 
each other •••• /every three or four months now we see each other once a year, 
So he said he's coming and his wife is comi.ng• I should come, My wife didn't come •• 
So a.t the end of the meeting he saidt Do you know, this fellow who jumped from his 
seat and ran to th8 dais ready to hit him comes from my town, from Sambor, •• I didn °· 
know even that :1.u knew him, because I left Sambor. He left 2'!ambor in 191-1,0. And he 
was the life-long most extreme Corrin1w1ist in town. Which is very interesting. You 
if 
have to be extremely,. ,:i.f youQre a comrnw1:i.f..d;, lf you're an extreme communlst,/you 
become ant:i.- ••• you become an extreme anti-communbt. So I said, I'm not surprised. 
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Recause a man gi vcn to extrer:;e violent reaction •• ,docsn °t matter the cause for 
Hhich he engages in violent reaction. He ju,::it changes the icon. But .it reg_u-ir~s 
the same worsl-i:i.1) and the same •• , 
Ll-3 \foll his per::;onality doesn't chanee, It's just that, as you say, the icon,., 
,:rt 'l'he Nazis, the growth of the Nazi party in the 9 J0s for instance, there was a 
considerable f.1.ow of memeer::-;hip from Nazi to Conununic,t and from Communists to Nazis, 
Seldom from Soc:i.al Democrats to Nazis or from Nazis to Social Democrats, or to a 
Jemocrat bourt;,:~ois party. Extremes attract ••• 
:"o Well~ I haw) the feeling they go full circle and they meet around at the bottom 
:3o, now, let 9 t, go back to the gymnazie. 
,JR \-le 9 11 go back to the gyrnno,z.ie. 
L3 Now tell me thL, ••• during those years, if you were to give any sort of labelp 
at all, to your leanings ••• I mean, they we:ren°t MarxJ.st and, now you came from, 
actw.:1.lly from a.11 Hasiclic backgrou11cl, were they Zionist'? 
l hfe ll, they wt➔:re nationalist, 
.:.J3 Which nationalfot? They coulti be Polish,.• 
!,H Jewish nationalist. 
'B They were .Jewish nationalist. 
i;t I was never, ••• in 1irinciple • I was opposed to assimilation, And I have always 
n,gar::Jed it as undignified, to give up your roots, I still get furious if Sl'!ebody 
if I see somebody whose name was Finkelstein, it becomes all of a sudden Stone or 
even to this very clay. l'-hybo I°m wrong, some people have got 
other motivec:; to do that, other reasons, so that I was alwasy, as far as I can 
remember, I vms always in favor of retaining a Jewfoh identity. 
B l•:ow Has th1s t:cue in your family as well? 
. :i In my family thfo was no problem, 
... B There waG no question. 
,.fl hy father k1w1·1,, your're a Jew, yon°re o. Jew, 'l:ne problem of who is ;a Jew ••• 
. 3 It 0 s only when you move out that it bccoines a problem. 
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,iR Well, when I came to gymnazie and. I met those yow1g Jews who consciously adopted 
the language and culture and all of the Poliah ;)eople, of the Polish peple. 
I r:e·t:Dr liked t1--1Ett, never agreed with them and I didn't get into any fights with 
them but I shiel away. 
n Yes, I war,. I 11a.s a memlJe:r, one of the founding members of Hashomer Hatseir and 
I was for about &, year, believe it or noc, I was the leader of the girl, •• 
. . LL You were? Th;:d:. must have been fun. 
s1H Yes. I sti11 have a picture of ninety five girls and myself. Some of them are now 
still alive in Israel and on my visits I see Gome of them. WeJ.l, you see the gynmazj 
there did not offer very much in the way of extra curricular school act.ivitios. 
Very little• 
LB Where did you live in Sa.mbor? 
Jm We boarded, 
:~B Where did you board? 
:m Families took in t@o, three boarders, •• The first place where I boarded was with 
my brother who was about four years older. He finished, or didn't finish, dropped 
out from a commercial high school but knew enough of bookkeeping and t;,n:;ing ;c;:.nd 
helped by my falher's pull, you see my father was a buyer of liquor from this 
refinery, l:i.quor refinery, so he had a job in Sambor, And he lived with two other 
yotmg people a.1so rrho had jobs, clerks and so on. Ho when I came the first year to 
E.lambor, I w2,s taken in by the rn:uoe fami1y. I'L 1-ms vory nice famiJ.y 
Stw was a vr~ry nice woman. They were poor. The husband was Q eood for nothing and 
J.ater on }p.e ,Ytve:u a Jail Gentence· becaw;e he tried to make a livin,.g by bearing 
false witnesc, in courts, and he was caught. In fact, he introduced me, indirectly 
It was his f'a.ther, this man ;s father, had a. clothing store and the first thing 
that I had to do after I pa.ssed my exam before entering school P I had to get a 
uniform, Black trousers and a blue J·a· cket w1· ·t,h •·tr1· ,., , pes. One silver stripe for the 
fjrst year, two silvm~ stripes, thl'ee and four and then one gold stripe for the 
fifth year and four gold stripes until you fin:L.shed, So when I decided to move 
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in with my brother.,. first there were three in the room. Now there will be four 
in the room and so my brothe:c suggested that the husband, the father in law of 
thF, woman, she was a very nice person, that he has a clothing store, I should go 
there and buy it there. 'rhcre were only about two or ·three in the city that had 
these unifonns ••• r:;tores in the city tha,·t sold these tmiforms. So this, so I said., 
·~nc:l and 1,ie agreed to come at a certain hour to that st,o:r:e. So I came during that 
hour and tho old 1~a.11 wann't in, He was really an old man, And tbls, his son 
attended the business •. And he sold me. And I paid him about ten kroner, roughly 
A week or 
about five sill dollars for the jacket, And I walked out./Tl-w weeks later the old 
ma.,n came to visit bis daughter. flarcus 0s brother. !Vt, 
brother's name waf; Marcus• Oh, the pan ts, hmmm. Where did you buy those things• 
I said, I bought it. at yourplace. This man never cleposited the money. 
,.d His son! 
,,it That's how I was introduced to ••• Well, as I said, I entered gymnazie with some 
trepidation, First of all I still was not sure about my .Polish language, pronuncia-
t:i.on and so on. l entered w:ith a certaln infe:riori ty, a feeling of inferiority,, 
kid partly because of that, came December, I took ill. 
Db. The stress you mean. 
, ; I don't know. So do what the doctor said? Stay home a.nd my mot.her, I lost w2ir:'..,-I;, 
an.d my mother should cook chicken and cbi.cken ::rnup 9 milk and fatten me up and after 
a, month I shoulcl come back to school. I went home and they fattened me up and 
me,=mwhi1e I was, took along the books, I anticlpa.ted what, because by the time I 
Cil.ffl() back in December I knew the whole yca:c 0 s work. So that was no p:coblem. T11en 
speaking 
,).~; I was us,~d to it and acquired fluency in/roUsh and. I acquired a certain CO.R-
~:idence 1 security, I clicl very we11 in my subjects a.nd I liked my tutor, so even 
Lhr, fJ:rst year 9 thci latter part of the semester of the first year, some of the 
:3tudents were coming to me for help. And I helped them out. I used to be very 
:;ood in the evaluation of students. I was a teacher before I was born. I started 
to tu tor when I 1-1:.is about eleven or twelve years old. My wife was She 
,ias a teacher a:Lso for about fifteen years. Together, between the two of us, 
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,1c h,we one hundred and twenty years of teachlng. 
1s that right? 
LB 
So I developed the practice of gracling students, as they were answering, as 
Lhey were called upon liy the teacher;-:; to recite and answer in h:i.s·tory, in Polish 
1
.iterature o:i: for example, in algebra at the boaxxl. I used to grac)e the students. 
·,llCl every month there was a conference II on Sunday there was a conference and one 
)arent had to show up and the teachers there and they reported on ·r,he progress of 
:; tudents. Now in my case, the woman where we bourd.ed came, because my .fo,ther never 
1-)othered.. He never came, My :father never was :i.nside the gymnazie • Neither my mother 
nor my father. Hobody! Because it was outside of their range of interest, and in 
most intances if a student got poor grades with me, the teacher reported poor grad.es 
to the parents. 
,: In other word.s, they would use your evalua.tion as a basis for a meeting with the 
varent. 
, J What they are to expect, And usually, at the end of the year 9 ofcourse we got a 
Letailecl report ca.El in every subject, and the grade listed in every subject, And 
Jif course, out curiousit.y, we compared. my grade, •• they came a week before, What clo 
yon think I'll t::e-L in this subject? I f;a,id 1 You un get excellent. Ho didn °t have 
nuiabers. We j11'.~!; 1-.~,.-1 excellent, good, fair, u.1t,mtisf'actory. Just four grades. And 
::n most instances my grade and ev[l,luation coincided with what they finally got. 
i~ tint gave me a certain position in school, At the end of every year the gymnazie 
pn1Jl:ished a report. And tho report contained lists of names of all the students in 
a.11 the grades and those with an excellent grade are listed on top, Sometimes a 
numbe:c of ther,e were in black print~ later on they P.lj mjnated the black _print but 
tlH\Y still listed them separately. Just like cum laude or magna cum laude. I was 
:i.n tba,t category all my eight years, So that helped me too, 
,,ii Esuentially even though you were on your own, because you were really separate 
,:i,nd distinct fro::, yo\.lr family. 
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_;3 In gymnazie, completely, That's wha,t I'm saying. My mother didn't have the 
slighteGt not:i.on of the subject matters and I knew and the only reason 
tba.t my mother l1ad for sending me to school, to elementa,ty school., .first of all, 
you had to do it. The law req_uired it, Secondly, it's good that you should be 
0,b1e to read and 1-rri.te. Me darf kennen lezen und schreiben, 1'1e darf schreiben 
a briefs yon know. (One must know how to read and write. Sometimes you had to 
,n·ite a letter ••• ) If you got engag;ed you had wr:i.te letters to your fiancee, 
::,chreiben a, brief. You kn01-1, in every home there is a brief shteller, You know 
what a brief shtuller was? A letter writer, sample letters, 
Oh, that I didn't know, 
::n Oh, sure. Sample letters. And they Taught~us a little bit of writing letters 
home also in chcde:c, The rebbe sat do,m, Schreib a brief zum tata 1 · zu die mama, 
L:ebor tata, ba rnir, ich bin gezunt. fu mir iz alles gut. Es vet zein gut fun dir 
,~u heren, (Dear father or mother. I am weel. I~verything is fine. It would be good 
to hear from you.) Sometimes the.¢. tell stories it would start, 
lch bab a buch !'..£] tilT, uncl a kup vei tie; fun cUr zu heron, (I have a 
,rnin;3,ch ache aLd a head ache ) 
It 0 s 1ike the 1,0:tters from camp that they ••• 
That's rigb t.t Ju::-;t like letters from camp. And I got that from mother directly 
.:,fter I finished. with matura. I began talking about going to the w1i vGrsity. Now 
:~ told you the reasons yesterday why I wasn't admitted to the Polish university. 
No we didn't 1·eally get into that. Now your stay in the gymnazie was :interrupted 
,:.ft.er •• ,you entered in 1911. In 1914 the war broke out,,. 
Yes, but I just wanted to say said this. Look, Nutan, Hast gegangen in shkole, 
i.n school, and. 1)Y shkole you meant elementary school, zu lernen schreiben, Huch 
,lem bist du ard.n c;ogangen in gymnazium oi::;lernen besser zu schrei ben. To iri te 
;;ettec. Hu, vus darf men nuch, nuch dem gymnazium? I talked about the university, 
,~ml they said, Vu", vet zein an avocat? Zug lch, Nein. 
Tha L T don° t L:ndc:cf; -Land• 
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You want to bu a lawyer? To go to the university meant that you want to pursue 
a, profession. 
Say it in Yidd.L:;h again, 
Du vii1st ze:Lr1 an advocat, Zug ich, Nein. Ah doktor, oich nisht, I was interested 
that I took 
just in my first cottL'~,es/at the university when I got there was philosophy and 
::;cience and all that. learning for the sake of learning. I did have certa,in ideas. 
So my mother couldn ~t understand, Lernen zu schreiben, Besser schroiben. Vus nuch? 
(To learn to write. To learn to write better, \{hat else?) And especially !:,;1if.:l was 
if 
t:i.ed up with somt,· risk, because I said tha.t/I cannot go to gymnazie in lemberg I 
1wuld go to Vienna or to I'rague, which means getting o, passport. That was not 
IJOssible • 
.l ,: You 1nea11 a ur1i versi ty, not a .. gynu1azie, 
ii, A university" I 0 11 try •• ,this moans crossing the border illega1y. ~_Y.Q.ha ~£1111~-
meh vet dir harj';enen. Meh vet d.ir khawet2_, Ahh! To go back to gymnazie. 
(OlJ P you will sirtt4.:igle youxseJ.f. They will kill you. They wH1 catch you.) 
1 t4.,'1,i 
1.Y 
-~ The breaks ottt,, s 
.1 , The war broke out in August 1914. On June the ;28th my ::1iste:c got eneaged. 
In J.914., 
In 191L1, and w0 came home for the engagement. I Ci3,me home from school. Gymnazie 
dosed, At the end of June it's closed. MY brother who bad a job in Sambor a.lso 
came with me this time because he wanted to attend the engl-igement. The engaement 
party, meet tho yolillg man to whom she's engaged.. And I remember the tra1n came home 
Ln the afternoon, to the station, walked from the station and rny brother was about, 
T vras a·bout fotff t.een. He was seventeen. He was a good looking man, He was handsome. 
l'rie darling of all the women. So he was priming himself and I never cared about 
th,1:,e things. But he was a nice guy. We got along very well. For a year I roomed 
;,ri-th him I I11oved away, And the engagement lasted late into the night and 
-"hout Lwelve o 0 c1ock or so, nw,ybe even later, a peasc1,nt knocked at the door, 
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';'he peasants came down from town Hhen they heard that there •s going to be a lot 
c,f t:coubJ.e becam,e the Archduke and heir to the throne and his rlife were assassinated 
:,omewhere, he cUdn ;t know where, in Bosnia. That was the day of the engagement, 
· .. 'hat's why it sticks in my mind. And then, but nobody expectedd a war. ~le had 
,_::ri::;is over Bosnia. before in 1~8. 'llie Dalka.ns always were a little wars 
:-nd so on. That didn °t stop my mother from going to Ivonyich which was another 
::; u.mf!!er resort. 
Ivonyich '? That~ s also in Slovakia? 
,. ! Ho. That ws :1.n G, U.cia, And this is the reason Hhy she went. It was nearer. If 
; 
J\ ,l 
:ar should come anrl she had to come back, so Ischannye was far and this t:Lme she 
::ook me along. I :-:cnt with her. And in Ivonyicb, after we stayed there for about 
'.ix Hocks 9 no J.et,s than that. Pa.rt of July, But it must have been about three, 
'our weeks and then the war came. And we immediately packed to get back home and 
U; was a long i1ay to get home. By the tim0 we got to Sambor, which was the depot, 
ire met military trains already of mobilized soldie:rn and we met a cou.sin already 
;_n uniform from Sta:cye Sambor, jolnir15 ancl later on killed on the Italian front. 
\nd we came horne. 
On the Ita.lian front. 
Right, he was killed on the Italian fx·ont, 
That's what my .;aliciran friend sa,id. 
L:;om:,o. Big battle. That was the place o:e tbe river, I don't know, 
So you went back to your village then? 
Yr,!:-:;, An<l of course school didn't open, We fled. 
i.1~,1 the Russian:3 get to your v:i.lla_ge? 
Oh yes. They 11,.,re there for about six months. 
i•io. We fleo. We escaped tbe Hu::;siam,. Wo fled. 
Tl:21 t 's Hhen you::· fa tber took your mother a,nd you and your s:Lste:r:s a,nd you final1y 
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.. di J<'inal1y wound up in Budapest, Viy uncle who lived &,cross the street in the 
village, also t:r.·ied to run away. And he was too late. By the time he was away 
from home tile Hus:3ia.ns caught him and they f:lent him ba.ck. And he was taken hos--
tage. 'I'he Russians took hostage leading Jews from every town who were held res-
ponsible for any act of disloyalty to thes to nussia ••• 
It's the communal responsibility thing. 
i1bout h,clvr~ .:ews were takcm away. My father ;rould have been one of them. So 
in this respe(:t liis judgement, whieh some people thought was premature, including 
. ,y mother, who, Vu lo if·t men? Vu furt men? ( Where m:e He running? 1·/here are He 
,;oing?) provfJd ri.ght. And my uncle stayed in Hussia, in Penza, which :is in Central 
:,uss1a until the Bolshevik, until the Hevo1ution. 
Is that rig1it? Illicl that riaJipen to a lot, of ,Jews, do you think? 'tlere they sent 
l;o l)enza and then release(i after the Revolution':' 
.. d Well, I don °t know if a lot, but the hostc:iees from our town were sent to Penza, 
Lf all of them were sent to P, )l1Z,J,, I don° t know, 
'. 
-'•• 
He 8re going to talk about that later, A11 right. 
So he came home in 1917, Ee came home also, he was a very shrewd man. Very good 
·,cu:711ess man, Here he would have been owning a super market. There he had a litt1e 
·r~1~ o by four grocery. And he came home with a lot of rubles, :Packed, padded ('?) 
)ll t tboy became wo:ctbless. 
They were CzaJ:r·ist ru1.)1es or were they 
'11iey were Cza.rh,t rubles. 
They also had the Kerensky rubles, 
'I'iH'! Kerensky TU bl cs. But they became worthless. But he came home. He survived. 
l;oH what happernxl. Your grandmother was left behind. 
11,y granclmothe-r was left behind. And she diecl. 
During the Ru:,sian occupation you mean? 
During the RurJsian occupation, Mybfather took her to the town where her sister 
Lived. He left her irith her daughter, But cc;he was in the eighties, So that was the 
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on1y mem1)er of our family who reached the ripn old age of eighties. ~'lost of them 
d:led at sixty eie;ht, seventy • 
.lfow 11hen the Russians occupied your town, you were not there, 
( I never sa.11 a Hussian in my life. This i:3 soldJ.ers, But I saw prisoners. Prisoners 
of \·faT • 
So what you then knew was f'rom hearsay. What did thoy say happened ln your village 
Hhcn the Hussian.s occupied it? 
.<11 After we ca.me back? Nothing much. 
,J] Nothing rnuci1, 
.::l Nothing much. They, the Jews established a modus vivendi and of course, in the 
ucglrming there was fear and they tookthe hostages •• Now my aunt never Imew wh..at 
happened to him. There was no communication, 
·J 'That's the first time I've heard that. I never heard that before, 
;~~1 They never expected to see them alive, And there were about ten or twelve I be-
lieve. And they ha-i physical hardships and the Hussian soldiers looted a little 
but there were no killings, no pogroms. 
, :, So they were not such cbazerim as I have beard from other people. 
:fell, that depends, They were chazerim in tlle sense that I said they looted and 
rnaybe there was occasional beating, but when we came back we 'lidn ° t, hear of a 
::; in{:!; le• • • 
,_5 ·.~as your houE;e c5till standing? 
:, lio the house 1-ws not standing but that was due, we were told, to fighting. We 
w0re in the foothills and there was fightin:; over, shooting and cannon firing over 
the arE:.:a. And the house.,,we found the roofo The roof was a tin roof. The structure 
of the house was wood, Now they tell us that the house war, damaged, but th<.=; 
neighbors and the Russian soldiers used the wood to make fireplaces. 
L:3 Oh, there was nobody in the house. 
,it There was nobod.y in the house, The basins where the eggs were,,.were opened, 
tic 'J locked. t.her,1 up and father even appointed a guard 
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they opened it up 
·'he Hussians came in/and. they :c.;aw the e1sg~, and :::,ornetimes, we were toJ.d, somo 
i.lf the soldiers took sick because they began eating en masse ••• 
Go protect against a war. 
That's right, Horr in Budapest ••• 
......., __ , WaJ.:E• I want to finish with your village, if you don't mind and then we 9ll come 
·· ack to Budapest. How long were you away from your village? 
Until r11..y. 
You mean the Hussians were gone in a month? 
No, no, no, We fled in October and we stayed from October to N,3,y in Budapest. 
l"L All right, That· ,3 October, November, December, January, February, M:1.:rch, April, 
:ay •• , that's ei8bt months • 
• ) 1 'dell, in Budapest itself, only seven • 
. LI; I mean from the village, you were absent about eight months. And d!:uring that 
:.ne the Russians came in and then, were they pllBhed out by the Austrians or by 
, he Germans ? 
1,,, Tliey were pushed out by a joint campaign of Austrians and Germans. 
AJ 1 right. And then ••• do you know when the Austrian-~German troops came in, 
In our town? Wellt He followed them, Within a month we were home, 
\frdl, let's say about l1hy, they carno in. Right? 
Hight, The cow1ter offensive of the combinccl Austrian German army started around 
,ril, In Jii.q,y we heard,., (Tape clicks) 
l,11 :rit3;ht, You sc1y the Germans and. Austrians launched a counter offensive in 
By N1y they had chased the Russians beyonrl. our village, 
rh3,,3 there fighting in your village? Do you know? 
no. Ho, The fi1)1ting was when the Russians came in, for about three weeks, 
( ,.er the village, so that, for instance 1 'fll''";~1e who stayed. in the village, my 
· c~L, 1-1110 stayed and thEJ peasants around, naid that for about two or three weeks 
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they lb.reel L 1 b,1sement2,, M1cl at ni;_,;l1t LhliY got out and due up ,;ome potatoes. 
I.,3 Yes. i··tr falher would ten that story too. 
l\R But that lasted only about ••• 
('i'aJ)e ends) 
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J;f( So we were home either the end of l.-:L:1.y or the beginning of June. Not the whole 
family. };,ecauso when we heard that our area was frcoed, liberatcrl, by that time, 
one of my i:rcothers fow1d a job in a munltiom; factory which paid well and it ex-
empted him :from military service, which wa:.:, an inducemdnt, So that my father and 
rn:yseJ.f cawj home first, The two sis-te:rs, one sister was married, s:i.cne she had a 
child she cou1dnqt travel immediately and her husband who was separated during 
the flight, fi.1w .. 11y retmitod. He was in another tovm so be fled in another direc-
tJ.on. 3ut finally the whole farn:i.ly reunited after f;ome effo:rt, Very interesting 
how we got the lnformation. 'lie didn ° t know but one way of getting information was 
to go to the .railroad terminal in Budapest and milltary trains arrived, And I usec 
to walk frorn car to car a,ncl stop soldiers ancl say, Where do you come from? Do you 
come from Galicia'? Do you come from there? And among them there were Jews coming 
from there and they heard, Yeh, icb bab gehert. Er iz 
/\nd that is how we put together and after. s:i.x weeks we were all reunited. 
LI\ That's vory lnton"sting. 
hR Except onr~, oldest brother, ,~ho fled wltb his wife and a young kid, at that tim 
thoy just ha( a little baby. They foft, they f1ed to h:ague and thc-q stayed in 
frague for the :r:ernainder of the war. He got some work and after the war he came 
h:1 ck to our village and he, • , 
L3 CouJ.cl you •• , when a Jew was in w1if'o.c111, ~d:. that time, could you still tell he 
was a ,Jew? 
Erl Wl:,ll, sometimos, Hot aJ.l the time, Not always. Not always, 
113 But if you ,net a Jew on the street, for example, would. you know a Jew? Out of 
uniform? 
l,n Well, like I walked toclay in most instances I make a tars>:; a guer:;s. 
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LJ3 I make a jude;ement too. 
rm I make a judgement, yes. ;3omet1mes I'm wrong, most of the time I don't know. 
L,B Well, you can 1 t always assess the correctnest, uf you:r: evaluation, either. 
;/H Well, I did not stop, Are you Je1•lish? I met a soldier, I talked to him in POlish., 
Ee clld.n't tmclerstand Polish, I stc1r·ted Ukrainjan, German ••• and then after a few, 
certa,inly ufter we exchanged a few words, I knew that be was a Jew. 
,}3 I understand, It's just a very interestins way of communicat:i.ng. 
, H My nnphew told us a story. My nephew lives here. Riva's nephew. My wife Os 
nephew. He 1·:as,1 , ,no; not my nephew. My friend. He said he was 1.n the :::ubway. An 
old wo1r.:w cornes over to him, Excuse me, Are you cTewish'? He says, Yes. What time is 
• .l r; J. G • 
,1B That ~s marvelous. ('I"a,pe off.) 
:;R So as soon as we heard tha.t the area was liberated we went home, Myself and fatbe1 
HE'J took me. 
I 13 Now Here the Germans there in contro1? 
: R iio ~ the Austr:ia.n @:OVernment was :l.n contr<>l. There were German troops. Some German 
troOJ)S. 
-' 13 Now we have asked all of those who remember their towns being occupj_ed by the 
Gorman troops, what was the behaviour of the German troops? 
,;~ You djd not have any occuriation by German troops, We had, tmdoubtedly some German 
sornf, scattered German officers and German tmits, supply units. But the Austrian 
c;c vernrnent was re;_,tored immediately to full eontrol, And ln our area, via, the 
control was vi.a the l"olish off:lcials, starosta was the representative for the dis-
-t:d.ct of the Austrian government. There was no question, But I und.erstandr of coursE 
so to spea,k, 
that the towns, the enemy townc ,/the Ru:-:.,t:dan which were occupied by the Germans, 
the cities, ·ila:rsaw and I..odz and so on. 
:?. There of cours(:, the Russian e;overnment was .i.mmediatety, or the government from 
the Ht1ssian was :immediately removed and they were Lmder German occupation. 
T 
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!,} though there H':1 some self e;overnment. There was a, mayor,., 
1.:3 No, but we were mostly interested in how the Jews perceived the Germans, 
H They behaved Vl~ry well, The Jews perceived the Germans as liberators. No 
quet,tion, •• this was generally universal, So much so, that in a way the Germans 
1-1ent out of their way to win over thE1 Jews. For instance, that was the day of the 
Balfour declaration. And the Balfour dEclarA,tion made a.n enormous impact on the 
Jews and the credit went to England, England 1·rn,s the enemy of th(i Germans, And the 
Gerrnans went out of their way to also make similar promises, For instance, they 
a,11 their posters that they :publir;hed in Yiddish, I unclerstnail, I didn vt see it, 
I understand that even the passport had sorno Yiddlsh. The Germans issuded passports 
Lhat had some Yiddish, 
, ,J You mean to the ix- German nationals, or to their Polish, • , 
. H No 9 to the Jewish nat.:tonals :in Poland. To t.he Jews in Poland, In order to win 
.,,, 
them over, By comparison with the Czarist government, the Germans were more 
e:f:f:icient. Jews had the linguistic facility to communicate with Germans. I lived 
for about half a year in Germany, ~in a Fullbrlght, visiting professorship, in 
i':cankfm•t, Riva was with me too, She doesn °t know German. But with her Yiddish 
,;he managed very vrell, to buy and shopping. That was a source of eornmW1ication 
and contact. TI'ien as I told you, certainly in our partt Jews were raised on Hebrew 
and 
r:ultu:rep religious culture and lH,erature, They, some JeHs went beyond that,/tried 
tu have a taste for the non-.Jewlsh culture, :i_t was (~erman, So that in our house, 
Ln1_~ether with tlk sehafe, .. you know what a ~;chaft'J is? Where you k<.fP book:s. 
A bookcase? 
A bookcase. ;.\ ~-:clpfe. Together· w1.th the scha.fe for the Gernorah for the twenty 
rour volucmes or whatever, leather bound Talmud and other Hebrew books. There was 
:, scha.fe containing vo1umes of Schiller, Goether, Grillparzer, Gerrnan, •• 
Gr1J.1parzer was a.n Austrian, warm 0 t he'? 
We11, Germa,n speaking. So that. my 1'3ister, for instance, recited pages of Schiller 
Hct!~!:. mu!!. der c:lockenshpieler, something lil~o that, I E;tiJl remember, Not l'olish, 
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It, was only after: I went to gymna~;iicJ l-.l1at I a,cqulred a knowledge of T'olish litera-
ture, Becatrne "" had. to study it And ::;o 1-rn al] 
I sti1l remember the first lines of 1'an Pan 
-Lhe leading 1:;pic w:cHten by Hiczkevicz. Mic:zkevicz was a leading Folish poet, 
,3 Now Hhat 0::; the name please? l)an TruJuesz,. Thaddeus in English, And that's a poem? 
, :1 That ls a poem. An epic poem of several hundred pages in which Miszkewicz expresse, 
his devotion, dedication and praises the 8lorJ.es of Polish culture. Lithuanian ••• 
he wa:3 part Lithuanian and part Polish. They say his grandmother was Jewish. 
(Quote from the poem in Polish).,.My fatherland, you will appreciate it only when 
you lose it. foles were losing their liberty after the partition, 
1-liszkewicz wa;_; a very interesting person, a rnystic, he developed a theory of 
folish messianism. Just like the Jews ha,d a similar theory. The Poles are the 
chosen :people, ,,d he had all sorts of dreams. At any rate, you may recall that 
about flve, s:Lx years ago there were riots by students in Warsaw. Because they 
produced, d:r:amat:ized a poem by by Miszkewicz, Di~. Dia&ye mea,ns old people, 
e;r;:wd-1nrrmts ur :::;onetiiine l:i.ke it, Deiad;'l_. 1\n old man. Deiady is the plural, 
And that poem aJ_[-oO romanticiz;es about Poland. The devotion to Poland. lmcl people 
jr 'r/a:r:sa.w took it a'::, an appeal to Folish patriotism ~aim.it Hu:c,Lda. Russia. 
;5oviet Rusr5ia, Or Russfo .• Ioles i:1on 't l:lke the Hussians, in any form, in ;:;,ny 
c,:1a,rie .-1hat;,,:,e1.'er. I 1•ra::; there sevo:r:a1 times during the Communist H!g:Lme in Warsaw 
3o if a .1ew b::i.l!. a choice, now, he would go, •• if he were to assimilate to some 
(,xtent. Woulcl he choose Polish, German.• ,or 1rnuld he choose first ?olish, then 
,;! You have to distinguish. I cannot speak for the Jews who lived under Russian 
rule tmt:i.l 1919, 
i-io P your Jei-rs. The Galicians. 
Gerrn2.n, 'l'here was uo que,3tion a bout it. 
Tmt the \va:.n,a.1~ ,JeHs would choose.:~ Po1i:;h, 
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NR Now, the young generat1.on, among out Jews, those who'l'lent to gymna.zie, who 
broke away fr<m1 JewishOrthodoxy and so on, and came into contact with the 
secula.r ••• they of course, became assimllated with the Poles, because there 
were no Germans, except here and thereo•• 
LB You're talking about 1n Galicia. 
NR In Galicia. Here and there, old civil servna.ts. In order to assimilate, you 
have to assi1nilate to something. So when I started in gymnazie, my friends, 
they were 
if they were assimilated,/a.ssi.ll\ilatecl to Polish. 'lbeir language became Folish 
not German., 
LB I know. Now which were the Jews that would choose German? Amongst the Polish 
Jews? 
NR In Galicia you mean? 
LB Yes. 
NR Well, not they o • • 
LB I mean whose affinity e. o because you say in your home there we1~e German books, 
just 
Was that looked upon a.s/somet.hing, outside, something to aspire to and admire. 
NR Tberaes 110 question tha.t in the eyes of Ga.lioian Jews, Germa.ri. culture was super-
ior to that of Polish. 
NR But, the Germans were not there. So they assimilated to the nearest. For instanc~ 
now, my father wasn't assimilated. He was an Orthodox Jew. But he knew a.bout 
Schiller., He never hea.xd about Slova.tsky and Sienkiewicz, who were the Poles.u 
or Miszkiewioz for that ma.ttero Maybe later on, when we were at the gymnazie 
he heard from me or from the books tha.t I brought home. But 1n our home, our 
house, there were no Polish books. The only non-religious books, secular,book.s, 
LB Now later on, did you read, •• did :t2J:!_ read the Russians? Did yolt read Dosto<,vskyv 
did you read Tolstoy, did you read Pushkin? 
NR Well, we did. But nou they were not on the priority list. M,,.yb~ if you took a 
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course it1 1itera.ture9 Dostoevsky was mentionedu• 
LB I'm taking into account the :Pol.ish-Ru.'>sia.n feeling, 
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NR Our Na.ding was Sienkiewicz, Slov:xt.sky, Misozkiewioz, Raymont (j) who later 
on won a Uob!l prize for his writing and well, I don't recall roadillgou 
LB 'lbe Russians. 
NR Well, 1n general, I 0m not a literary man in this sense. I wa.s never enamored 
I took 
in literature a.nd that's why I Mjored in economics and/literature only to 
the ext~nt tha.t it was a. ~uired course, And 1f you r<ea.ch Ma.cgill, nrs coming 
to Canada, I haw an interesting story to tell you althoughu • 
LB No, we'll wait, I wantoee 
NR We may never reach ito 
LB That 9s all right. At some time we'll reach it0 Was there also in your village, 
du.ring this t1me.,.1n the time of' the war years, between 1914 a.nd 1918, or 
1n Sambor, did you also experience at this time 0 cholera, typhus!> typhoid and 
all that? 
be-
NR No. No11 The diseases that/011.me rampant ... we didn •t have cholera, Typhus., 
LB You did have typhus., 
NR And smallpox. 
LB Smallpox. 
NR Yes. My sister had smallpox, 'lyphws. T,rphus probably killed.• I don't know, in 
town, the doctor died, 'lbe doctor's wife died, 
LB Now typhus is a lice borne disease 11 rig.ht? 
NR Lice borne. The first thing that I rememoor when an American medical mission 
after the war was over, a.II American medical miesion cane to our region, the 
first thing they did with the help of the local health authorities was to take 
all the clothing people had and put them 1n boilers, and boil them because 
of the lice., Typhus we.s very oo.d., And in the city people we:t'e a. little bit 
weakened by malnutrition, During the war they didn't ba.ve enough to eat and 
in the village, we did but in town we didn "t .. I remember when I we.s ln gymnaz1 
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in 1916, how carefully we had to slice our bread0 I brought from home. 
We had to make it last longer tha.n usual. If we came to eat 1n tbe resta.t.tr:antr 
I often had that hot meal, in the reataura.nt, 1n the coffee shop. You had to 
bring your own bread. 
LB You didn't have a. ~nzer? 
NR Not 1n gymnaz1e., no. In the university. The gymnazie didn°t have itr. 
LB la there anything about the wa.r years that left a:ny particular impression ttpo11 
you? Becatwe you lived through that whole timeG 
1m JJ1 a way• you would be amazed how li. ttle the war touched young people• Kids• 
We knew of oourse, we saw pxactioo,lly every tiH,ek, we heard that a regiment or 
Which 
a batulion/wa.s training in Sambor, left for the 11ai.r. Because numlo was playirl 
and th~re was a parade, patriotic songs were sung and so on. And when we were 
fr~s, we attl6nded it, So we knew but you d1d not oonneot that so111ia of these 
people would be dead. 
LB An.cl one thi..l'Jg.,.you did not actually starve ••• 
NR No, but WI;) d:idn°t eat enough. Well I was betwr off than some of the others0 
because 1.-e had the farm. 
LB Now was there enough coal to heat the gymnazie? 
NI' 'lb6:)y didn't h~ve coal. Th0y heated :tk with woodo 
LB Waa thers enough wood to heat? Sou plaoi!IS were closed because there 1cfasn 't 
enough wood or fuel. 
lffi Well, forests ttere not very far from, WI! ha.d forests a.11 around&. e 
NR No, not at allo The fa.ct iae soma people lived poorly" 'Ibey 11voo. poorly befor'E 
the wax BJ:ld they hungered. a. little bi.to. ,not in the 11:te-r•laense, but not 
eneugh of a variety of :food. They lived on potatoes a.nd breado&oVoey f"w 
only once a week, Shabbos. Or fisho Now we wera better off in this sense, 
ma:terially better off. First we had the farm and my f'a.ther wa.a GD8&ged. in 
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business and sometirv.,s he lest but sometimes he m..~e money, So there waa 
n~ver a problem, Another aouro~ of in.co~ for the family that I didn°t men--
the year, during the ten months of the yearooea few of our customers were 
peasants, a.lcohoU.ca a,nd eometim.ea we boo. trouble with them when they c-.ae. 
They started drinking Friday night and cJ.vmk until all day Stmd.ay" Sometb1eo 
their wife came and made trouble. We had a lot of trouble, But they didn't 
bring 1n much income. Barely enougho But this business hproved a let during 
stUillll.er months. Not bee&W!le the rebbe CUle with the Hasidim. They d1dll 11 t drink 
either. But our area was a.n area designated for 1pllitary ma.neuvreg a.ud every 
suuer a.bout a. thousand soldiers or so, moved into our villagE> and &djo111p.g 
vilages and they went to exce:rcises .. o&nd they spent a lot. uoffioera, and 
simple 
in cuh, money, they spent it on drinks and we supplied/snacks, you know, 
bread and cheeses and herring, .. and a.t the end of this season 11 when they 
left, around September, we were usually left with about•o•I remember once, 
JfOU 
because ·tln,•e/didn •t go to the bank to deposit your money. The banks d1dn •t 
exist,,eSo you took the money that you took 1n and you put it away~ somewhere 
in a safe place. So e.nd then after this was over9 you counted it. 0 ,.,ew:cyth1.r.g 
that wa.a left after you pa.id fo:x.· the supplies. And we had a.bout a thousand 
kronen 0 which was a.bout .. othe buying pouer of a kronen was almost equiv.aL:mt 
'to a dollar, So that was a lot. It helped out. So in a. sense, I never $Xper1-
~mced huri.ger e But because I wasn't hoxae during the u •• because 1 t was f*r, 
I couldnet reach there, not even once a week, transportation was po:.t:0 0 So 
we felt a. little btt of the 1917 and 1918--tighten the belt. But never to ••• 
LB But the war also ended before you were eligible for military servioeo 
NR Just a.bouto I a.ppea.red before a draft in Ma.yo I was just turned, in June 
1918, I turned eighteen, So a.round April they called me, 1n Yiddish you aa.y 
a. , for a comrdssion, a doctor, a military doctor had to examine 
me. And not only me but also the others colleagues 1n the gynmazie 0 The la.st 
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Jews were scared of that wor.u. 
says, 
.4s Sholera Aleichem/ !~E.! toige:r;_,. 
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So the word was a. very bad wor.de At any rate we were all ta.ugli.c~ 
But because we still had a. few :months to go before the end of gymnazei, to 
finish gymna.2'iie, they wanted people that had finished gymna.zie, Because if you 
finished gynma.zie a.nd you had matu.ra, you were taken atld·immedia.tely sent to 
an officer's schoolo And after a year you were a Kadet. 
In the fh"St war you had a. stripe here to indk.a.w. Considering that very few 
people finished gymnazie • ., .probably less than one per cent of the poople. If 
you ma.rched with a battalion of pea.sa.nts 11 sons, mostly 111iterate 9 barely 
they saw 
finished a yea.r or two of elementary schoolli' ~ou lwr.l tha.t:,so they knew 
that you wore of the elite, you could be a lawyer, a doctor 8 a rich man°s son 
and so on" So they let us go to finish gymnazie11 
LB Now the war ended. in November. 
NR 'l'he war ended in November and by t.ha, t time the Austria.n Hungarian Empire fell 
apa.rt 0 And ·i'fv had a Ukrainian governrnent for six months. 
L.B When was this please? 
NR 'lba.t was,,., owhan Austrian Hunga.:r.1.-m empire fell a.part, we were in a. period of 
j.nter-rognum. I naver appreciated so much my historical lessons about the fall 
of the Row.an Empire. How does an empire fall? Well we saw an empire fall 
bef~re our very eyeso 
LB Could you tell me a.bout it? 
NR Well, the inkling,, the first inkling that we had was that we saw officers, 
a.nd 
Austrian officers stopped by soldiers,/they tore their epaultettos 0 
LB By their own aoldie:t·s? 
NH By their mm soldiers. '!hat was around September. 
LB September 1918e 
Nll September, yes., Then we heardu .now the press was very controlled.a We did not 
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have a. feeling that Austria and Gerl!W,lly are lo:sing the war. We thought t.hat 
we are winning the war., And tla external aj.gns were a.11 in favor of that 
point of view, Because there was not a single enemy on German and Austrian 
te1.-ritory but the Germans a.nd the Austrians. wen: 1n W&r.aa:w· and they were 
near Par1a 9 F;r--d.,llce. 'Ibey were always in occupied territories~ They occupied 
part of Italy. So technically, they were winning. But their resources gave 
mut. Because America. came in in 1917 with fresh materiel, with fresh supplies 
and the Ge:r:mans and the Austirians fought with the la.st of resources .. So it 
came as a shoc1k~ Now, the first revolution or overthrow that took place~ was 
1n Btda:pest where the Tiszo, Ti:zo government$,• T11:1zo wa.a the Hunga.r.'l.rul nollle-
man and he was a German nobleW"Jl aJtd 1J, representatlve of the dual empir·~, a.ud 
he was ove1."Come by a goverri1111:m·t led by Karoly. Y.arly Ka.roly O Ka.roly· was 1;;1, 
leftist liooxa.l, He was the Kt.,rensky o:!: Htmgaryr, A weakl:1.ng and after a few 
months he was displaced by the Bela Kun Communist government which lastEd 
about four, five months. Now, to come back to my gymnazie0 You say,.,e 
LB You were t©lling me about how it fell apart. I wanted you to tell mo thiso 
NR Well, a.11 :right. So we eaw 11 we began seeiug armies, mobs of Russian war 
prisoners. Because thc,y simply opened tha gates a.nd, Go., '!'here were tno million 
Russian war prLeonei-s in Austria., And there were no facilities whatsoever for 
the:tr syst,?Hnl!l.tio re-tra.nspor·t.111 Everything stopped ... Trains were a.bandoned8 by 
the conductors and by the engineers. 
LB Austrian trains. 
NR Austrian trains. So the sol<lie:rs, sometimes O those trho came homei e brought their 
guns with theirn.o The wa.r prisoners secured them., Beicauae the Amd;rians left the1: 
armories open .. .,so they use<l, sometimes, by fo:r.ce 0 thf,y got a. hold 9 gra.bboo 
engineers, ra.:Uroad eng:'l.ne.H,:rs an.d they nw.de up t:ra,inse Jmd thoy 9 en masse 9 t.hey 
filled tho trains and start&i on the nay back to Russ ta,., Some 9 most of them 'by 
foot. On foot. And they sen sub,ject to all sorta of diseases. And we finally 
oi'ganized gx~ups of young people to pick up the corpses 1n the morningQ of 
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LB And this is a.11 before the wa.r was officially over. 
NR The war.,,there was no offida.l ending. 
LB Oh, one thlrig went into the other, .. 
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NR There wa.s no official ending. The Austro Hungarian empire didn't coll.apse in a 
way that one day the government in Vienna said, We 8re collapsing. It doesn't 
tappen that way,. What happened was that there was no government. An inte:r-ragnume 
And because of the looting a.nd the pillaging and the fear. of mobs of war prison-
ers~ Bnssia.n war p:r.-isoners who were hungry and they broke into peasants homes 
for food. Ji.nd then, then even the local soldiers who left the armories and the 
So 
garrisons and. went home, Some of them brought theh· 01m guns~/It was really a 
period of lawlessness which was fearful and inspired a. great daa.l of fear, so 
withing a few weeks we organized self defense groups. 
LB Now this is in Galicia.. 
NR This is in Galicia.. In our vill.age 0 for insta.nce 0 I took a gun, although I 
didn't know how to shoot a gun and I guarded, walked back and forth on the 
road with two others, so as to be a deterrexrl; a.t least. 
LB So you were not then in Sambor? 
NR No, I came back. Because school was closed. So we ca.irie home a.nd withing a few 
weeks, many of -the tnn-ainian soldiers who ca.me home, the young people. 0 • 
L.B Back? 
NR 13aok, And brought their guns, they began to o:cganize. And the:i::e was a,lread.y a 
nucle~s of a Ukrainian Nationaliest group. For instance, one of my teachers 
became the chief II general of the Ukrainian army;,, Jkchievichhe nas an officer 
in the A.mrtrian army, c • 
LB What 0 s hls name? 
NR Ma.chiev:lche He taught tJkrainiana It's very in'l:eresting. He 
beca.me the commander and I knew him well and he had sort of a. liking for me 
because I spoRe Ukrainian well, coming from a Ukrainian village. So unlike 
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the Jewish kids who ca.me from town, who knew Ukra.imm only what they learned 
from the bookooeBut there was a great deal of lootlng. And finally they or-
ganized a local Ukrainian republic. Zakhidna. Ukrainska Republika.. Westem 
To 
Ukrainian Republic 0 /D1stinguish from Petlura 0so Because in Russia Petlura had 
the central UkraJ.ne. There were about three and a half million people aJ1d thelr 
were in 
capital was Lvov. But the Poles 9 /the majority :1n Lvov and the Poles and the 
Jews made up the ma.jori ty. Tne Jews declared themselves neutral and they got 
hit from bo·th sides. Ukrainians •• ;Why don °t you stick with us? We have the 
majority of the people. And the Poles, a.nd this 1w.s the first pogrom I thin..'!{ 
that took place in the former Austrian territory 0 in Lvov. 'lbey say about 
two hundred or so Jews were killed, Now some say it wasn't a pogrom, It was 
fighting. Fighting started between the Ukrainians and the .Poles over posaessior 
of Lvov. And in the course of the fighting a large number of Jews were killed. 
L.B Now what year was this? 
NR That was in 1918, 1919. I think December or November ••• right after the collapse 
of the empi.re. And the Poles cha,sed the Ukrainians out of their capital. So 
the Ukrainians w1 t.1-idrew, reo1:ganized, transferred the ca.pi tal to Stanislawa.u 
which is further east, a.nd for about.,. ,and organized a. front line east of Lvov 
and we were a.bout, the line was.,. owe were about thirty railesk from that 
Ukrainian front line against the Poles. We were on the Ukrainian side, The 
U rainians started to organize the govt)l.'llment, with a. parliament. There wa.s 
'I',, 
an election to parliament. They had their own currencyl their own stamps.e, 
LB Now this is a.11 within :Pol:lt,h territory. This is separate from the Petluras* 
Right? 
NR This is all within Galician territory. Eastern Galicia. 
LB And separate from. Petlura., 
NR Yes. Separate from Petlura.o And the negotiations, however 0 started between the 
western Ukrainian government with the Petlura government about a u.uion, Zluka, 
because they realized they were only three and a half million people. The Pole~ 
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J.aid claim to tha.t territory right away. They chased them out of Lvov 
of their capital.,. (Fnd of '!'ape) 
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and1ha Ukra.inians opened the gyrona.zium in Sambor, under the new regimeo 
Polish t~;achers fled_, weit into hiding or r.an aw&y to join the Polish 
front, Polish tr.oops. Polish youngsters, seventeen, 'eighteen youngsters, 
d1aappearoo. n;l,so ., 'fent into hiding or ra.n a.wa.y to join the .Polish military 
units, Ive were om.ly, .. a.bout twenty seven miles a.way. 
LB What did the Galician Jews do? 
NR 1.rhe Galician Jews s,tayed 1n school. We stayed in school and the teachers, the 
Jewish teachers, stayed in school, continued to tea.ch and the Ukrainian 
teachers continued to teach. So of course the ·school population dropped by 
one third and they began, the tncrainia.ns began insis·ting on the language of 
instruc·Uon begin Ukralnia.n.. That led to all sorts of trouble. Because , 
for 1nsta.nce we had a teacher of 1aatheMtics, Finkelstein, he was a Jew 0 
He didn 9 t know enough Ukrainian, And he wasn •t a very good ·~eacher of ma.the-
matics to begin with. And he was, we laughM at him because of his misp:co-
nuuciation of wordt3. The Ukrainian atud.enfa ridiculed him, laughed a.t him 
• 0 ua.t a,ny rater, there wa.sn •t much teachni.ng done. And then, in May, the 
Poles organized. an offensive. They chased, they destroyed the Ukrain:l.marmy 
and the Ukrainian army fled and dispersed and most of them crossed the new 
border of Czechoslovakia.. Because Czechoslovakia ••• 
LB So they went west, not east. 
NR They w~mt south. 
LB Bl Southwest. 
NR That's right. 
LB '!bey did no~ go toward the Soviet Union. 
NR No. They did not. 1'aybe some didv 'I'he Soviets a.t that time. 0 • 
LB But there was also an invasion from Pe{t;lura •• o 
"": 
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NR No, The 1.nvasion was ••• th19 Soviet government invaded Poland. But that was a. 
different st.Drye 
LB That was after? 
NR That was after. By that time our Ukrainian :r:apubl:tc was already dead and this 
&chieivch fled too, He fled to Prague first and then I heard that he fled to 
Buoharest 0 He committed suicide there, a few yea.1"S later., But the interesting, 
my interesting enounter with &ch1evich was• a.fter the Ukrainian govemment was 
organized there was no disciplil1e. 'l'hese soldiers, they ca.me back from the 
war and they sa.id, This is our cow1ti.-y., So What. And they pill.aged and.robbed 
a.nd it was very bad. So my father sa.id, wok, Ma.chievich 1s the chief comman-
der. And he was a. few miles from our town. Why don •t you go a.nd talk to hint? 
So I said, I'll go, And I did go and I looked him up a.nd I talked to hint. 
Hi!i said, look he1-e. I know what the situation in. But suppose they <lisobey 
me. I can't risk ito 
LB He said. 
NR He said, To build a discipline and tried, in your own army., .-irl thil new situa-
ticm where you are constantly exposed to Polish attacks and among the Ula:a1n-
1a.ns too, there were some people who were muggers and riff raffo And he said0 
I'm sorry I would like to do that. There is nothing I ca.n do. Maybe in ti.ma, 
if we establish our forces and our militia and meanwhile organize self defense 
in the village. And well, somebody will get hit, we just can't help it. 'l'ha.t's 
all. This is the answer I got from Ma.chievich, which is the last time I saw 
him and later on I heard that he.•• 
independi 
LB You know, this is the first time I've heard a.bout a Galician-Ukra.inian/republic, 
NR Oh yes. Zakhidna. Ukra1nska Repulika. a.nd the first president was Petrushevicha 
And the money unit waa &-~~t The currency. Anduo it lasted not more than 
Then 
six months./The Poles occupi.ed our area and there was some trouble, tension •• 
they su..qpccted some of the Jews had collaborated with the Ukrainians. We were 
expelled from gym_na.z1um 11 I told you. All Jewish students who were ready for 
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Ul No, this you didn't tell me. I thought you had already taken ma.turas~ 
NR No,. No, We Wl:lre due to take ma.tura. :ln June. 
LB What year? 
NI In June 1919, 
LB Oh, the year following the end of the war. 
LB 
NR That 0s right.e But by that time the Ukrainians had been for a. time and then the 
Uk:ra.inia.ns fell a.pa.rt and the gymna.zium. closed. And when it reopened 1n Septem-
ber, we were told, even before, we were told that we were not eligivle for 
ma.tura b~cause we were expelled from gymnazium for disloyalty to the Polish 
republicn And the act of going to an Ukrainian school e.nd maybe taking an oath 
of allegia.nce ~ I don °t remcmber 0 disqualified you. We 're sorx,y • You •re not 
eligibleu for readmlssion and if you want to paHs the rmtura you have to re-
sort to the extern device. 
LB So what ctld you do? 
NR WEdid. Wo became exte:rns .. And there were eighteen of us and we sta.r.ted 1n the 
summer of 1919, we started an organized self study courses. And among our 
group, we were a.bout eighteen, eighteen Jews .. oSure the l'oles 11 the Ukrainians 
fled, because most of the Ukrainians were in the army and the Poles were re-
md.mitted. 'Ibey had no problem. They had no trouble, So we organized sefi 
study groupsa Now in this group we had a number of people who excelled in 
various areas. We had a, young man who was a matehematioal genius• Winckler. 
an 
He's now 1n the West. Joseph Winckler. Yusif' Winckler. He was/exceptional 
m.athematiciano So much so that in the fourth year of the gymaazium he was 
exempt from attending aJJ.Y more classes for the rest of the four years be--
cause he knew a.s much as the teachers6 Now this Winckler came, he was taken 
away to Russ1.a a.nd he was sent here as an expert, oil expert for the Polish 
Coimnu.nis't government and he defected with his whole staff in Waahingtone 
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and became an American citizeno He lieved in this city and now he 0s 1n 
the West,. Wellg so we had him. 'Th.en we had a. man who was an excellent 
scholar of Greek and Latin. See we had Greek a.nd I.atine His name wa.s 1.-.en.a.chem. 
Stein,. He was later on Professor of Classical ••• Anciant Hiatorys, in a ,Jewish 
teachers college in Warsaw. He waa klJ.1ed by the ZNa.zis • I saw him in 19.'.37. 
He was older than we were. He wt.W: a Yeshiva bucher. He never attirnd.Bd gym-
na~:le, be'--aus~ his: father wouldn '·I'. let him go to gynma.zie because of Shabbos. 
So he knew how to study on your own, he 0s a lifo long YeshiV'cl bucher. So he 
coached those who were weak in G:rek or le.tin.In the matura you had 'to take 
only on.e J..a.uguage~ either Greek or L~,t:tn and then we had some people who were 
good in othe:c subjects.., We had a vexry good. -'cea,m., We all piissed. A few, c1,'bout 
two or three passed •• a 
LB The matura was given where? 
NR In Sambor• 
LB And they imported the professors. 
NR Well, there were one or two locals but they also sent from Warsaw 
It was a very tough, stiff examination. And I was good in languages~ both in 
Ia.tin and Greeko I was not good in mathematicsutiI mean not to exceJ. 0 I a.lways 
pa~sedo But I had a certain a.mount of satisfaction. iw teacher of latin and 
Gree! was a ma.n by the na.me of Soll.ak.,. Soliak11 He was a llkr-a.iniau who had 
assimilated, He had assimilated to Polisho ~le all knew that he was UkrEt~'1.1an 
but he did.n 't. want to be known as Ukrainian, sou ohe was also an alcohol:tc 11 
Not bad, not a, bad te1;,chsro He was very much emba:rraJ3Sede Of the eighteen 11 
all of t.hem, I th1nk 9 a.t the beginn:tng chose Ia.tin.for tho matura.., Because 
la.tin i.s easiere Greek is a very tough la.nguage., So he was veJ:.".Y much embar-
rassed because he was teaching mainly Gr,,flk., Also lo.tl11 .. Now he 'thought this 
was a feflec'tion on h:t.s teaching and so before the exam, I knew him fr.om the 
in In. t',1u 11 
gymna.zie days,. For a few yea.rs he was n:y teacher/in Grt;iek. And I even had 
one run-in with him. I had a very good. roomocy. I didn't botl,ler to take down 
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and wri-te down all the new words that you lea.rnedo Because I remen1bered 
.them. I'm a vecy sloppy bookkeeper., I depend too much on my memoi"Yo my 
notes and so on. Somet:1.mes it costs me a lot of time. I look for a foot 
note for hours without taking the trouble of writing i.t down. I would_ have 
saved myself trouble. So one day he came in 0 when we came back from Budapest 
and school reopened,ouit was a. two session school because one building was 
ta.ken over by the army. So there was a session in the morning from seven 
till ·twelve and from about twelve thirty to five. We were assigned to the 
one day 
afternnon session. So/he comes in to the lesson in Greek or latin and he says
1 
All your notebooks, you should put your notebooks on the d.esko He goes from 
were 
one to student to student to student ... there/a.bout twenty five in the class 
or so~ looks whether the wo:rds were properly, the words from the last lesson,, 
the new words, were properly entered in the register with their l?olish equiva, 
lent and he comes to meeo I have no notebook. I have nothing. So I had to lie 
very quicklyo I said, Professor, I just left it at home, I forgot. or course 
I know them,. I can :eci ts these words. If I have them in my mind I certainly 
put them down on paper. So he looks at me, How far do you live from here? 
So wha.t~s the problem? It's a small town. And I lived in the main square, 
market sc1uare. I said, ~ybe seven, eight 0 ten minutes walking. He said, 
Well, suppose I give you permission to leave class and go home and bring it, 
Iz gevn fauris. So on the way I stopped a.nu bought a notebook 0 And fortunate-
ly when I came home, uWe were roomers with a. lady, not the same lady. :Pani 
Mishlow.1. 9 ve.1.7 nice woman tooe She had a daughter, a teenager also in gymnazi, 
alsoo And they went il1 morning session. And another girl from another town 
who was a roomer and two boys. It hap:pez\ed, by cha.nee, the boys went in the 
afternoon and I was in the afternoon. They were in the morning session and 
they were homeo Well, I mobilized them quickly. You sit dmm and w-.cite quickl; 
down words, from a week at least, back. I lean say0 I don't have to have from 
the begir'1ing of the session if the notebook expired, it finished, and both 
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of them1 " .And don °t use the same in.It. Use one day one ink and another day 
and so Oih 
LB You don't need confrontation with this kind of a mind. 
NIL Anyhow :t rmn qtrl.ckly 11 ou·t of breath, I ran to school., And Pani Mit:1hlova wa.s 
not at home 0 .And I had no key &n(l I couldn •t get in. And so, I couldn °t .break 
in. No. He suspected that I'm lying. He looked at me ••• 
LB He wouldn't have sent you home otherwise. 
NR So he said, Well, when do you think she'll be home? Well, she 011 be home by 
five o'clock because she knows school is over., I come home. I have to get in. 
He says, All r:ight. It 0s five o'clock. You go home and I live not very far 
from youeotwo blocks or ·three blocks from the school building. You can come. 
bring it 
I give you permission to come and knowk at the door/to show it to me. So, by 
five o'clock with an hour and a ha.Lf gone, I ran home and there were six, 
eight pages were written. And I came and showed it to hlm a.nd he said, Well, 
a.11. right we'll let it go at 'that. I was a. very good student. I always had th 
highest grades :fi'om him. Now when tM.a m.a.tura. time came, it wa.s about two yea.rs 
later and everybody chose Ia.tin and he felt hurt and he called me a.side and he 
said, Reich~ this is what they called, not by first name but by last.,.,.,Reioh, 
How about you choosing Greek instead of La.tin. I said, Well I thought of it. 
I haven •t rn,M.e up my mind., And I was very flattered. He says, Why do youe 00 ? 
He said, Wellu ootherwise they will think the whole subject of Greek was neglec• 
ted, and there is a commissioner, a representative from the Warsaw ministry 
of education and so on. So I sa.1d 0 O.K. 1°11 -take Greek. So I took Gr-eek., Thi, 
is how it happened. 
LB So you passed the matura •• 
NR I passed the ma.turao. • 
LB Then• what happened to you? 
NR Then when I came home, I told you about that night. '!'here were two things that 
hurt me very much. After you pass ma.tur.a., it is a. sort of tradition that you run 
home and put on your civilian suit,, Becamse otherwise you have to be in uniformo 
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Even on the stl.·ee'to If they caught., you on the street, not in school wiiform, you 
were penallzed. So you pass the matura. '!hen you go home and you comeback the fol-
lo'!fing day or two da,ys later, to be told whether you passed it or not. Now most 
people already come to that meeting wh>~re. the pr1ncip(j,l announces tha.t you pass, 
and he shakes hands, ui th everybody, many of them came already with their new a ui ts, 
ties and I didn't have a suit. And my father never even thought of buying a suit, 
or, the whole thing. I never even told hill about these thi11gs, It would have been 
strange the who13 thing. So I was sort of left out. I felt bad. And the second thing 
the train that took me home was a.n eaxlJ.:M:ming train. I arrived a.t four o'clock 
in the morning, at the railroad station. We were about five mi:aute walk from the 
railroad a·tation11 I knocked at the door. My moth.er ea.me to the door, Nute, Nute. 
So I said, Open the door, and I k:i.ssed her ha.d.n4.. 'Ibis was the custom,• ,to kiss the 
hand of the mother 11 and then she said, Shoin fa.rtig mit der mtura. So my rnother 0s 
reaction was Qi;,g_ajsj::,l.!!!71en ~ q_uto .~i)llillfill means ?,,!!ter zevorn. (To be rid of somtething 
That was the only recognition tha.t. I got for passing the m.a.tura. and I passed it with 
distinction. Well, I still have rrry gymna.zium reports. 
LB You know, Ja.ck Koenigsberg still has his~ 
NR I have the elementa.ry and theu. 
L.B They were very :important. 
HR Well thsn I began •• ,of course I knew., .this a.round September and I kne,r ••• 
1J3 You were in 1919 now. 
NH 'l'hat was 1919. And I knew that I.emberg University is out. Because I did not volun. 
teer for the Polish armye The Polish government had no right to take us because 
ea,stem Galicia was a disputed territory• 
LB It still was? 
NR Until 1924. later 011 the Poles ignored it, l3u-t at that time the league of Natforn 
\J 
wa.s still important and Wilson was still in Paris and the Poles needed American aid 
so t.hey :respected it. And they 11 iJl the rest of Poland they drafted people, That part 
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of eastern Galicia. they had no right to draft. However, nobody could stop you 
from volunteeringe All the Poles volunteered and many of the Jewish students volun-
teered because that gave them the right to ebter the university. And I didn't want 
to vol\mteer. So that was out. I was not prepared to venture and smuggle out of the 
country, illegaly. Partly, my parents were vey.y much q:iposed to 1 t. I didn •t want 
to canse them additional ••• besides I had no money. 
'. So, I began looking for ads. We had, in the Jewish-Polish newspa.per 0 that is the 
Jewish paper publii:>hed in the .Polish language, fil_lvi~a 
LB What. was t.be name? Khv~? 
NR ~wida. Means the moment. '.there was a Yiddish pa.per called ~.men-t,. And they 
used to run ads where people who 11 ved in villages, weal thy people 8 like .Jewish 
landowners for instance, who had children and who couldn°t send them to school. 
Far a.way, or they were problem children, so they were looking for private tutors. 
near 
And I read an ad tha. t a man/Rima.now •• , 
LB Rima.now? And that 0s in Galicia? 
N~ That's in Ga,licia, yes. It's in western Galicia. I forgot the name of the man.,. 
that they 0re looking for ••• and I mailed them a ca.rd, that I'm available, I have 
matura. I ave tutorial experience, and so on. So I got the job, It was a young boy 
who was slightly retarded. And I stayed there for room and board and some monthly.: i 
and I stayed thereo. o I could have stayed a whole year. But after six months I got 
restless. Borilig and nothing to do and that kid just didn't.,.dumb kid, you know. 
And then I was beginning to formulate plans a.bout leaving Poland, by hook or by 
crook. So I sta.yed there un·til M:l.rch. I left in March. And I came home. l'zy- mother 
wa,s very upse·l; 11 when I ca.me home, beca.\t.CJe the typhus ep:ldemic was at its worst.,. 
__ aj'l.}8-~ oich menshen. Rima.now also had it 9 but not a.s bad. And I stayed during 
the summer doing nothing and I began sp:'tnning plans about leaving .. the country, 
And in, a.round September, I got five dolla.t.'S in my pocket, My father pickecl up somo 
PJ:ld I put it in m:y heel (of the shoe) a.nd I nent closer to the Carpathian moun-
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ta.ins. Closer to the former Hungarian border, which now wao the Czechoslovak 
Ito:cder,. Because C2:echoslovakia occupied out of Austria.no •• 
L"B So you went sonthlrest? 
NR That 0s right. 
ltB You 1;ent toward Prague essentially. 
NR Well 11 I went to the Hungarian border. Prague is further north. And near the bor-
der• through local people 0 because this wasn't far from the place where my brother 
married into 11 I got a. guide. A Peasant., a young peasant who knons how to smuggle 'the 
bordei:·, who knows how to a.v·oid the Polish ••• 
LE He must have had ... there must have been so many people doing that •• , 
NR Well, yes 0 But t,he ~athia.n n1ounta.ins a.re big mountains. You can get lost. 
And I stayed over night and in the morning I got this guide and he was a nice ma.n. 
We walked for about eighteen h&urs, 1n the mountains and the hills and the valleys. 
You don't see, of course• a living person, or cattle, nothing. And we came to a 
bill ••• r had some food with me. And my father told me that there is a man by the 
na.l\le of Shapiro who lives in a town ten miles on the other side of the border, 
Now Czechoslovakia.. 
LB Now, this was already Czechoslovakia. then? 
NH Well, my father told me, when you get t,o that village, ask for M.r, Shapiro •• ~ 
Harcy Shapiro. My father used 'to do trade dealings with Shapiro. You tell him tha.t 
you are Sholem Reich's son, he will take ca.re of you. Because I had no hope of 
sooner or 
reaching Prague, by wa.lkingo You know,/la.ter you have to take a. train. And if you 
t.aJ\'.e a train, there are inspections. Soldiers ca.me 1n, you have to 
shoH a passport. You have to show a birth certificate. And I didn't have it. I had 
it~ but they were no good., So he said 11 Just get thereo Once you cross the border and 
get -to Shapiro II he wiJ.l do everything. So I crossed the border and I came to 
Shapiro, dead tired and covered with mud and he was a. very nice man and he received 
me well. He gave me a. cha.nee, I washed up. And they gave me supper. And he sa.:l.d,, 
'Comorrow morning, you go to the military con1m.and.er, Li&.ltenant So and So, Hi:J 0s a 
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good. friend of mine., And you tell the lieutencmt that I sent you and he'll give 
you a. f?_he,:e~~• A ~h~pou.ska. means a piece of :paper which authorizes you to travel., 
LB A tra veJ. perml t. 
NR Travel permit. So I was very delighted and I got up at ten ouclock, nine,, ten 
o • clock 9 wahsed. up, shaved and l go to the mili ta.ry collllM.nder to present myself 
t.he:re. So by luck, or ill-luck, they changed lieutenantso There was another lieu-
tenanta Ha :cm.id 0 I don °t know Mr. Sha.piroe What 8 who are you? Where were you born? 
What are you cloing? hHow did you get here? At first I tried to bluff my way out be-
cEu.me the local people's language wa.s also Uk:rain:i.a.n there., That part of Czechoslo-
vaki.~ is inhah~tt.:00. by tlltrai:nia.ns·• Oa.rpa.tho~,Ukra:1nes.But I could not lie my way out. 
And then I tried to say that I was caught here during the War, and during the wa.r 
lt was one count:t'Yt Austr:1.a--Hungary, so I he.veno papers"' But after afew minutes of 
l.rd: . .::msive quest:l.oni."lg, I just told the lieutenant the story. I crossed the border 
illega.ly and I want ·~o go to Prague to study. But that didn 8t impress him0 And the 
Poles at that time. a • the Czechs at that time had ha.d an account with· the Poles be-
cause they claJ.med the disputed territory of Silesia.s The Poles claimed that tM.s 
:ts the,irs and" •• so they hated the Poles. 1'hey said Pilsudsk1 and Haller are our 
enern.ies and they want to mutilate Czechoslovakia and I said, look, I'm not in poli-
tics. And Never mind and they put me in the :poli.ce • in a cell with a few others and 
a woman prostitute and right away, the first thing I did is write my name on the wa.JJ 
Because I saw a lo·I:, of names of people there 11 the first thing. And that brought some 
smuggJJ 
results. BecatL.<se after I was released and they brought me home, under guard, f'~the 
border.~ o 
LB You mea.n you were sent back to Galicia then? To your village? 
trn I was sent back to the Czech border and the Czech border handed me over to a. 
brought · 
Polish patrol a.nd I. Nlil;~.' /back on Rosh Hashana to our town. And 1 t just so happened 
that my father, all the people were goiilg from shul and I eome with ao •• well, at 
any rate, after I rested up, a few weeks later, I got a passport that wa.sn°t 
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entirely kosher but at any rate, I had soma paper to show. I tried it again, this 
time I went through and I ca.me to Prague. After I had been in Prague for a.bout two 
weeks I met a colleague of mine who was in the Ukrainian army · 
He was in class with me, in rohool. 
LB In gymnazi11m? 
NR In gymna.ziwn,, And after the collapse of the western Ukra.ine republic where he 
was an office:r. 8 he fled to Praguea Oho he sa.ys, what are you doing here'? How did 
get out of 'th.s.:I:. jail? So II how do you know tha. t I was in Ja.11? He says II Well., I saw 
your name. He also was arrested~ but since he waa a. member of the llkra.1nian army the 
Czechs respected and tr~ated him and tpey released him and they, later on they es-
tablished a Ukrainian university in Prague for many of 'these l.lkra.in:'-an students. 
lt'or a number of yea.rs., I don °t know what happened to it la:ooro And that 0s how I 
got. to P:rague. I just wanted to say a. fes things a.bout tha gym.na.ziu.m.o People confust 
it to some extent, or they compare it with the high sohoole Well, first of all, in-
We had 
tellectua.lly it was much more dema.nding./Greek, I.a.tin every da.y. Six days a week 
18:t,in@ Six days a week Greek. German, Ukrainian, history, zoology 0 botany, physics 0 
chemistry. It, was inferior, perhaps, in the sense t.l1&t we had no laboratories, to 
sp8?..k ofe And to study chemistry without laboratories is very unproductive, so to Sc 
The second difference :1.s that we had no, hudly any, extra. curricular activities, 
s,,hool was ove:r and you were on your· om1c, 'l'hat led to the organization of a, great 
deal of polH:,ical activity. Cultural and politica.l activity among the students. On 
their own,, So the Poles had their circles and their scouts and they had marches and 
had 
they had conferences and they/dances and so on. The Ukrainians probably had it too. 
Ancl the Jews o:rganizedo 'll1a.t 11.s how we organized the Jewish boy scout movement 
wh:mh you call Hashomer H.atsei:r,, A.nd we developed parallel to the class work, after 
one or two o'clock, we developed a. a. network of classes. Hebrew cle.sses and Jewish 
history, excercises 9 Sunday marches, phys.teal hea.ltha.ct1vitya And all financed by 
our own meager contributions. And we had an organization of about ·th.Tee, four hun-
dred.,. ugym.nazium studen~. Also st1.dents from the commercial high school and 
~.--.-·---------~-----~ 
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we created l:tke a home away from home. The fact is that from the point of view 
of importance, we a;t,tached more import,a.nce to extra. curricular activities. Life 
began at two o 11 c1ock11 School you had to sit through, suffer through and do your 
best. And this was a. very, very im:portant 11 I think probably a. great deal of fleval-
npm.en·~ o:r i.nd.ependence may bf.itraced to this fact" I 0m a st:cong believe1.· that too 
much guidance is a. negative factor, is a. l:tability.., ltnd Amerk..a.ns just excel in 
guidance. T"ney just guide you ·to death. We never had a. guidance counselor 1n high 
rJchool., 'l'he first time I heard of :tt was over here., On your own! You'll ma.ke a. lllis-
take so you 111 learn from tho mistake. When I was in Hunter (College) and I was al-
Hay-s eipposed to mandatory courses,.. ,required courses, in principle almost .. , 
1J3 But you had so mariy 1n gymn.aziu.m, 
Nil Of course: But • ., .,in gymna:idum, ",all were required courses.,. 
LB ~? 
NR I knowo But not a:t the university, you see. In high eohool a.t that time, we 
cou.ld not. 'lbe only choice, there were some choices, for hurtance, people could 
get exempt from Greek, if they chose pharmacy. A pharmacist doesn°t have to know 
Greek. I don°t know why, A lawyer ha.s to know G:r.eeko But pharmacy is usually chosen 
by students who were too weak to carry the full program. lutellectua.lly weako 
I}.ruggists 9 to make :pills and. so on. But otherw:tse~ you had to take ... the intellec-
tual part of the program wa.s very taxing e 
Lil But what I also hear is that you maint,a,ined these friendships well on mto,.};3,ter 
life. 
1'1':1 Well, in my case 9 that was not possible because we d:lspersed. 
LB I:lu-t even so 0 lf you hears; you remember. 6 obut if you askE.'<i me about people from 
Hun'tt~r 1 don •t. remember,. ul remember one person., 
HR That 0s rlghtc 'I'hat was too big an lnstit,ution, After all the high school had, at 
the most three hundred, three hundred and fifty studentse 
LB I expect ther0 was a. different atmosphere. You were living with them all the 
time. And there was no family.-~ 
NH We did not have diversion. There were no movies. no television, no radio, no 
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campa. 0 :i.n summer, going to ca.mp. You had ·to be on your o-wn. In swnmer we had to 
devise our own • a o 
('.rape off) 
Side 9 QOO 
HR In Hunter 0 a.t, committee meetings I always tried to reduce the area <>f required 
courses. It's true I realize that the stuients who come here are not as mature, as 
t.he students who went thrcmgh gynmazium. And there was a more selective group there. 
It was only about five percent, less than five percent of elementary school kids 
r:wer reached gymnazium. Here, practically everybcxiy goes to high school,. 
LB Not at the time that I went, But now.it 0s true* 
N'R But, in generalu my a.tti tude wai;, Why don •t you let tr, ~ students choose? 
Well, they are not mature enough. They'll make a. mistake, So they'll make a m.'Lstake. 
And they'll realize and they'll either drop out of the course or do the best and 
European 
stay to the end, and later on realize. Well, you have your/notions. 'Ibis is a differ-
ent situation. Now 0 I think the fa.ct that we were on our own, not merely in school, 
but after school hours •• othat wa.s a long day and a. long weekend a.nd. evenings and 
they were filled" Not by professional entertainers or by r.:ommuni ty action financed 
by t.he Board of Etl. and so 011, funded by this and funded by that. th our omi 0 We 
paid dues~ And we pa.id rent for .a house that we rented. Student funds. And that 
how,;e always hummed with a.1:rti vi ty e Everybody ha.d to t,aJce He brew courses~ an elemen-
tar:y course :1.n ,Jewish history e And eve1-ybody had to taJte course ino •• 
1,B .And this was a.11 student organized? 
NR All stud.net organized and it was headed by a group of people who were 9 perhaps 0 
:tn the:'tr early twenties. One of the lead.ers of our group was Professor Speigel 0 
I don't know whether you know the name. Shomem Spiegel, who is now emeritus. He 
war; professorg, .he migrated to Palestine. He was professor at the Haifa Technionu 
He wa.s professor of ~dieva.1 and Hebrew Literature a.nd he came here 1n the '30s 
and uas professor at the Jewish Theological Seminaryfl He was retired a. few yea.rs 
a.go$ All the oth.:.)rs a.re mostly all deade A few of the members of the Hashomer 
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Hatseir, are still living, in Israel, When. Illm in Tur.a.el I visited. them. And I 
also write~ And a few months ago I got a letter from one whom I haven't h~ard 
from in fifty years. Because he migrated to Axgentina • .And he lived a lifetime m 
Argentina. • .And when he retired~ I think he's well to do, he retired to Israel,, So 
when he came to Israel, he met. others of that group who were on kibbutzim a.nd some 
are still kibbutzim and so they gave him my address and he wrote me a letterli In 
I)olish. Ahhh% H.i,s,.na.me was Becher, So tba.t 0s how it is. 
LB I would like to ask you one more question becaui;.,e I won •t go to the end of this 
tape, It would take us too long. In your mm feelings, because you left before you 
were really involved in poli-'i;ical life in Pola,nd .• How do you feel a.bout the Bund 
and the position they tooke 
NR Well, the Bund ha.i'dly existed 1n Galicia. 'I'he Bund was essentially._, 0 so I had 
no contact, no :personal contact. 
LB No, I mea.n your feelings .. Do you have any feelings about it? 
NR Well, I think that they were .. ,Of course, I reject Ml.rxism. 
LB All right, but they took positions ••• they were in conflict all the time over 
the conflict between Marxism and Jewish nationalism. Right'? They were torn apart on 
t.his issue. 
J;ct Yes~ Well, they were in a sense, they were also nationalist. 'lheybwere in favor 
of Ylddish as a language and they called their philosophy that is 
;1,ll problems are to be solved and with this I agree. Because very 
:f:ew pi:wple believe that it's possible to transfer rnlllions and millions of Jews to 
Palestine and if not for the Hitler tragedy, the Holocaust, Palestine would never 
have become IsraelG The yishuv, the community 111 I1alestine would never have amounted 
to more than several hundred thousand. Because the bulk of immigration came after 
the Hitler disaster, the several hundred thousand Jeus who survived to go,, 
And of course the Hitle:r. disaster shook the confidence of all people~ Jewish people 
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wherever they lived • ..,if it happened in Germany, itcs possible 'to happen in 
La.tin America.. lt's possible to happen in the United States, So that gave a nE:Hfuo 
So, a:t the time 9 I think the overw-helming ma,jority of people, asked, Do you think 
"that Palestine can absorb thl."a3 m:Ulion Je~rs from Pola.nd 0 the answer was, llo, 
LB But there was a Zionist organization. 
NR '!'here was, Th•~re wa.s. 
LB And they were active. 
NH They were active<l> But you know, somebody defined a Zionist., A Zionist j_13 the 
!)IJUl who collects money from other Jews so still other Jews should go to Israel. 
There is a strong American Zionist movenient but American Aliyah amounts to nothing. 
Vc-Yry little. And .Tora.el exists already as a state. And compare it when Palestine 
was a little :island of Jews among host:l.le Arabs and so 011, Soi) I was never con--
('!erned with ideolog:lca.1 struggle of Bundist and Marxis·t and so ono At that time, I 
didn't even .. el started to :rea.d ewonomic literature only when I was at the Universi-
ty., 
LB And you finished at Prague~ Did you finish a. t the Uni ve:rsi ty of Prague'? 
NH Oh, no, no, no, I was there f'or. a year and then I came back because I Has already 
preparing myself to go overseas. Now because the first thing that I did in l-"'rague 
was to investigate possibilit:tes of immigration, Prague was a big city, the capital 
eity. It had ernbassies and consulates from a.11 over the world, practically., So, we 
I began ma.king inquiries. 118 ,and there were a lot of Jews who were •• • even professional 
, uthe p.rofesston in,rolved writ,ing false passports.,.,. but I was not 
tnterested in that so rnuoho But I got hints, where to go and so on. And the first 
thing I did was I started to coax my brother f:rom Poland to join me in Pi:egue. 
B~ca.use in Prggue it's possible to have, it's possible to obtain visas, bargain for 
\·:J.sas 0 We couldn 9 t get a visa to the United States because you needed an affad.avit 
from a rela.tivea We had poor :r.Gla.tlves We didn°t bother. So after 
.3ome time, my brother came -ti:> Prague. Well., there was some trouble. The passposrt 
,E\.s only for Czechosloak.ia but therefore some of the embassies, the consulates, re-
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:fused to give him a visa overseas, ·ooca.use you had to have a passport qualifying 
you •• 0 well~ at any rate, that's a different stor.yo And then, he finaLly got the 
visa to Ca.11ada., Ax1d in Canada, he brought over my other brother who was in Buda.-
pest and neYer cam.e home. He wa.s in a good job, but that Bud.a.pest had a Communist 
:regime and influence, so he didn•t like it very much eithe:.c,. So he ca.me home for a. 
visit and got himself a. passport and joint:.'<i m,y brother in Canada.. And after the year 
uas over, I decided I too will leave. 'Iher<~ was no point in co11-tlnuil1g in Prague. 
So I ca.ma home and entered the Uni ve:rsi ty of Lembe1.-g. All the time 9 wa1 ting for 
my br.othc~rs to ei-1ta.blish them.selves in I•lont.rea.l, so they should be able to send for 
me, either an affada.vit or a. steamship ticket • .And that took abou·~ a year. And my 
f.s,ther and mother just put up a s-trong fight ag,linst my goinge Using also tee,rs 0 
and Vus vilst du? You 9 re a bright boy. You can study. You caJ.1 be a la.wyer. You 311 
get guteJl~naeenL,!µ voile buc_hero Poland. is still a. country. And don't worry. And 
where are you goi.ng? You •re the youngest, you are our last one and where are you 
going andu,_My b:rother .... One of my brothers died three years ago, in Montreal. And 
his son looked ·through his desko And he found papers, letters that I wrote from 
Poland to him, going back to 1920 11 19210 And among the let·ters I found a long letter 
;,a.z,ticular. 
from rrry father. I nev'flr knew that he wrote that. letter. My father was not/a great 
letter wr:ttera He d.id.n°t bother. And in that letter, I still have it •• ,tears come 
tc-1 my eyes e • "where he pleads with fta:rcus and Hax:cy, the names of nry two brothers in 
Montreal~ they should lea.ve me alone. Vt.ts velst du? VUs velst du ·. , ihm nuch ba. 
~--u ~ ~--------------
. mir. z]!!_e,ill!Jien? Those were the words., And. of course, he knew, he heard, indirectly, 
that they don 9t. O .. ~f!....E:£h ... !~.hi _g~w.l.cn_uzoi grois~_e;]:ick8!.l..L..in Mont:r:ea.l, 
~e first year my brother washed dishes in a. I.Jain Street restaurant and ·the floors 
and the other brother wa.s selling newspapers at fou.r. o'clock in the morning in a 
frost, cold winter in Montrea.lo So it took them a year and a half before they collec 
enough money to pa.y for my steamship ticlllet~ And before my brother left, my father 
borrowed two hundred dollars f:rom a peasant who came from America to give it to 
my brother. And that saved him.. Because in Paris he coulch1 't have gotten a. visa. 
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without show:tng a. Canarlia~n vlsae ... wtthout showing that he has enough, a.fter he 
bought a ticket 9 that he's got enough about a hundred dollars to live on before 
,. • ,and also they wanted the name of,. o the steamship agent got a name. u ~he knew 
somebody in ~bntreal, that steamship a.gent, and he ga.ve his name that ha iso,e 
u1 uncle. He turned out to be a very nice maAno 1.n fact after a year, after my broth(' 
wa,s washing d:tshes for a yea.ri, because he was a bank clerk, he was intelligent 9 he 
le1u:ned a li:ttle bit of English, so this Mirenberg from the steamship, gave him a 
,job. A clerk in h:ts office. And after a year, they bega.n tM.nk:ing of business, both 
b:rothers 0 And I helped. them out from Prague, sending them samples and so ono They 
finally established. an export--:tmport busi.n.es,s. which now employs about sixty II e .so 
a very nice man., 
that Mrenberg/gave them a co1."'ller iJ.1 his office, they should have the beginning of 
a sample rom:i'! without any :r:ent. That's how they sta..rted peddling samples among 
storekeepers. o .selling them and la:~er on they rented a. store and later on a whole 
building a Now they have trouble, they're worried ... the French, with the vote • .,.they 
may move to Ont.-1.rio, to 'l'oronto. Well, they may leave ha.lf the business here and hal 
in Toronto. They 0re really very scared that a lot of the Jews will be.e. 
L13 Now this :Ls if Quebec secedes. If the province of Quebec secedes from knada. 11 
NR Yes 0 So this shows how I hesitated, the pressure. Finally they sent me the ticket 
and I :sa.id, I'm going. I said good-bye to father and mother. And meJi _hat gevehnt. 
Aud I came to Lvov, to Lembe:rg, because Lember.g wa.s the office of the Cunard line, 
from which I had t.he ·ticket., And I walked in and I walked out and I ca,me home, I'm 
not going. And I made up a stol."y to aa.ve my, from emba.r.raosment 9 I made up a. story 
t.hat the -ticket was not proper. I a:we to write back to Harry, in Montreal. But they 
saw through it, I think. But they were very haJ)PY and I went back to lemberg to con-
tinue with my studieso Jl\y sister lived in Lemberg and I roomed with my sister, sta.ye 
wHh her. And a week before Christmas, I walked ou·t on the street, on the way to the 
uni verslty, ••• 
LB Wha. t year is this noilJ? 
NH 'I'hat's in 1922n Middle of December. There was a poster saying that my yea.r 9 all 
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people who were born in the ytm:r 1900 must present themselves for milita:cy draft. 
In spite of the Loa.gue of Nations. 1'he League of Nations was powe1:-less. When I 
saw that, I called up my fathere 'rhere was one telephone in the town 0 in the post 
o.f:f:tco. So you had to call the :post office and they sent ,a messeilg.er.,_ So I called 
my fathe:r.· and I said., Tate .. oand I still had the passport and I still had the steam, 
:::ihip ticket8 I kept it a.s an :insurance.,. ,So when he heard this, he sa:i.d, 011 V!,_i_f'z, 
m:\;!J_ Fu:r· ge.~~~rhei.d.o He said, Y2.!!.l!arfst du avek fu~n_? So I said, I have time to 
stay two days here.-I'm coming .. Not, mother,- So he took the train, came to town, to 
Lemberg, to the city, which is a.bout an hour's ride 0 an hour and a half and. said 
good bye to me a:nd v,idd._Ell,!~}!.fil!.l.i .. @l.Ch and I was afraid that when the Polish govern• 
ment decided to defy the league of Nations and draft the J)eople, they will notify 
the borde1: stations that they should sto1-1 all the people of military agee (Phone 
:r::l.ngs e Tape off I> ) 
LB So you were afraid the bo:rd.e:rs would be <~losed. No ••• finish, Come finish your 
fftory" 
NH So I came to Harsa.w. And the headi off ice of the Cuna.i'd Lines Wl\S :in Warsaw@ And 
WarsaH, was still 911 the way to the border. A colleague of mine, from the gynmaz:iu.m 
was a clerk ·there« And a guide too .. He took the immigrants from the 
bo:rde:t· to fa.cilit,a.te the formalities and so on. Izz:1.k, I'm 
And you 're a.fra1.d nO,Jlft 
in trouble. And he already knew. He said, You want to go?/I don•t know whether- they 
notified._. He would ride to the border once or twice a week with groups of em:lg:ra.nts 
So he sa:Yl, I will go with you a.nd I wlll stay on this side. They may let you throug 
If they do:n °t fot you through, ma.ybe I'll be able ·to do something. He knew some 
people, r'c10 he went wit.h me°' ,not with a. i:egula.r group 9 just myself. We came to the 
border, he stood on this side& And I crossed the border" and they stamped. itoo• 
·,· 19°8 r tt air rt t I i h 'L,,,h "-~ ·'Ii ~ r h rd f th .,.n _.1 wato; 1:t en . 1g a conce a. .ew s ou'u s 1,a,1. um ••• an<i never ea rom 
guy agaJ.n. I knffvr he went. t(> Argent.lr.iae a. indi.'t'ectly a When the concert was over 
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and I walk out, somebody taps me on the shoulder. o I tu.med a.round, it wa.s that 
fellow, He-~s :ln J·ersey now. I don't know whether he's at:111 a.livee 
.LB I t.hank you~,. very much. 
